Title word cross-reference

#46 [Ano98e].

(b, k) [AC84a], (r∞, n1/2, s1/2) [Hoc85].

(r∞, n1/2, 1/f) [PN96]. $125.00 [Ano00a]. 16 × 16 [GJW91, Has84, LH86a, LH86b, LH86c, LH86d]. $20 [Ano88q]. 3

[ACK+95, CGLY96, CS90, CMAS11, DGO90, EFR+05, FDM07, IHE+00, JB90, KSM+08, KTN+14, MKDY90, Mir88, OPR01, Pau08, PPM90, WLH00]. 4

[WLH00]. $55.00 [Ano96c]. $6 [Ano95v]. 6

[FMD07, RWL+98]. TM

[BE92, Blu92, Cyb91b, SSRL91]. γ [Her94].

k [OGR95]. µ [AT93a, AT93b]. N [Ano94-59, Ano94-141, BAD01, SHMH97, Ano94-116]. II

[Rau91]. R [SB81, SB82a, Rav92, Rav95]. s

[SC92]. S_n [ARW93a]. SU(3)

[MHP84, KM85]. θ [Che91]. × [FT93a].

X + Y [AG94]. Z [IMA93].

-Adjacent [AC84b, AC84a]. -Body

[Ano94-116, Ano94-59, Ano94-141, BAD01, SHMH97]. -CLF [Her94]. -D [KTN+14, CS90, FMD07, IHE+00, Mir88, Pau08].

-Dimensional

[JB90, RWL+98, Rav92, Rav95].

-Dimensions [OGR95]. -Lattice

[GAW96b, GAW96a]. -matrix

[SB81, SB82a]. -Step [SC92]. -ultimate

[BDRR94].

/NI [Voi94].

0*T [ACA94]: 0-8493-4417-4 [Ano94p].

1 [Ano94h, Ano94-135, Ano94-130, Asa93a, AG90, Bak10, BK77, BCK13, Cal81, Dic81,
Dic82, DFS93, DR81, DR82, Du82, ER94, EM78, FR81, Fin82, Gin82, Hus86a, KI85, Kol81, MSAD91, McB92a, McB92b, Mes93a, MW81, Mon93, OLL96, PK80, PCMS84, Pet83, Ru87, SG81, SG82, SMFG85, SB81, SB82a, SB82b, SBH80, hTD88, Tem83, Tem88, Tem89a, Tem89b, WG82, WSL88, WS84d, WL83, Yu77]. 1-D [Ano94-62].


2 [AAB95, Ano97j, As91a, Bai88, BCM94, BHM94a, BHS+02, BS04, BB13, BCG14, But92, Cal86, Cal88, Car91, Car94b, Cha84, CYXL18, CDH84, CGS91, DCG90, DD87, DD90, DL90, Dub87, DS94c, EJL90, Elm93, Ess90, FG87, FK04, FSY88, Gis69, GD94a, HB93, Hel92, Hs94d, Hoo88, Hoc94, jJ88, KN88, Lar84, LMP+90, LXW+16, LMM85b, LMM85a, LM90b, LSK04, ML90b, ML90a, MN93, Mon88, MDW93, NSH95, Pol88d, PO88, PTS93, PK89, PK94, Ric90b, Ric91a, Ric91b, SN95a, SN95b, SI90, SI91a, SI91b, Tze88, VDK91, WCZ+18, WQS92, WFT93, Wii90a, WWBB88a, WWBB88b, Yau82, ZH88, ALPP00]. 2- [Sus93]. 2-CPU [Hoc85]. 2-D [AAB95, DS94c, Elm93, GD94a, HS94d, MDW93, WQS92]. 2-Stroke [HB93]. 2.44 [IHE+00]. 2/400 [MM91b]. 20 [DH86b, LMM85b, LMM85a, LMM86]. 200 [DH86b, HL88a, LMM85b, LMM85a, LMM86, McB93, MU93, TK85]. 2000 [LSK04, PIH04]. 2001 [Coc02c, Coc02d, Pin01]. 2003 [BCCP05, Stu03]. 2010 [War10]. 205 [Dic81, Dic82, Mil88b, Tem83, Uni87b, WL83]. 2051-02 [Bur93]. 210th [Cul95a]. 21164-Based [Was96b]. 216-Processor [MDH00]. 21st [Bel92, Joh97]. 2230-12 [YW94]. 22nd [ACM95b, Ano97-33]. 23-27 [IEE94b]. 23rd [Gra93c]. 24 [GKL*78, LMM86]. 24-28 [SEA84]. 24.-26 [Men93]. 2435-71 [HCP95]. 25-27 [Bup87]. 25.-27 [Men92c]. 255.00 [Ano00a]. 25nm [Ano03]. 25th [Ras91]. 2656-26 [Che96]. 2692-04 [BBBC96]. 26th [Ano93i, Ano93-31, Isk96]. 27th [Ano94a, Ano94-75, EP 97]. 2969-56 [SSSE96]. 29th [Ano96a, Rol96]. 2D [BT96, RDHC94, SB94b, SJP94, SJP96, TM94a, TM94b]. 2D-Position [RDHC94].
2D/3D [SB94b]. 2nd [Ahm92, AGP96, AB94, HS+91, IE93b, LCV90b, RMO96, LCV90a].

3 [AGZ94a, Bac88, CGL92, DMPR93, Elm93, Iwa90, KLY94, KG95, KBLD08, MAA93b, RRSS93, Sch97c, SHZK94, TW92, VN93b, VTT98b, WH93b, Wat93]. 3-7 [Sig95]. 3-D [AGZ94a, DMPR93, Elm93, MAA93b, Sch97c, SHZK94, VTT98, WH93b]. 3-D-spectral [DP90]. 3-D-spectral/finite [DP90].

3-Dimensional [Sus93]. 3.0 [CSFS00]. 3.06 [Ano03]. 3.06 GB [RWNJ94]. 3.06-GB [RWNJ94].

3.0 [CS93a, HT93, HP95, KC95, KR94d, Lee96, LW94, Mar95, McB93, PTC+93, PW94, RYYY89, SNS+97]. 3.0 [Ano97t].

3.06 [CS93a, HT93, HP95, KC95, KR94d, Lee96, LW94, Mar95, McB93, PTC+93, PW94, RYYY89, SNS+97]. 3.06-GB [RWNJ94]. 3.8GB [RWNJ94]. 500-MHz [FB91b]. 5d [GE12]. 5th [Ano01a, IEE96b, ML95b, NBC92, USE01].

4 [Ano03, BJ95, BAM93, DH86b, DH86a, HLP97, HMK97, Hor97b, Hor97a, KE93, STSK95, TOY96, Wat93, YSK+96, YMY92]. 4.0 [Mon88]. 40 [DAC+18, Hab86, WSL88]. 400 [MM91b]. 416 [VY88]. 48 [CK90, HH986, HHH987, Men87, Nag88, VM87]. 4D [Kau93a]. 4M [DTV00]. 4th [Ano94a, Goo97, IE997a, Pow97, SD99b, USE99a, USE99b]. 4WA [FT93a]. 4WB [FT93a]. 4WS [FT93a], YOY97.

5 [CS93a, HT93, HP95, KC95, KR94d, Lee96, LW94, Mar95, McB93, PTC+93, PW94, RYYY89, SNS+97]. 5-9 [Ano97t].


93SC031 [PBDM93], 93SC035 [BE93a]. 93SC038 [FS93b], 93SC040 [VF93]. 93SC041 [Gle93], 93SC043 [Jab93]. 93SC044 [MI93], 93SC045 [Him93]. 93SF017 [AVS93], 93SF055 [Van93]. '94 [Ano94-134, DJM94, IEE94a, IEE94d, Kho94, Soc94, Dra94a, Hol95, Qui95]. '95 [ACM95c, Ece96, HBCN95, IEE95c, ML95b, Ano95-34, Dra96a, IS95]. '96 [ACM96, Ano96b, De 96, IEE96d, Ano96t, Ano97j, Dra96b]. '97 [IEE97b, JLC98]. 9th [Ano93g]. = [Ano93i, Lin83].

TMAS97, VTTS98, WMR96, Zas93, ZM94, Aba09, BTV96, BV96, Bru91, Fuj11, MV16, Use93, MD04. adaptive-grid
[BTV96, BV96]. Adaptivity [PDR94]. Add
[CKS99, PSS+99]. addendum
[Ano91n, Ano91o]. Adding
[The90b, Th91, BJ95]. Addison [Sch88a]. Addison-Wesley
[Sch88a]. Additive
[Alu96, BHW98, Mas94b]. Address
[KNS95, SLB93, TAAL95, YQTV12]. Addressing
[HG02, OM91, PG92, YTL87]. Adds
[Smi95, Ano94-120]. ADEAS
[AHH94]. Adelaide
[NBC92]. Adhara [AZ94]. Adjacent
[AC84b, AC84a]. Adjoint
[GT91, MF93, TYK93]. adjusted
[TDBL13]. Adjustment
[IHK93, HS93, OSK95]. add [SK93a]. Adleman
[Bas95b]. Administration
[Ano93b, Uni92b, Uni92a, Mob12]. Admission
[PH11]. Adopts
[Bar01]. advance
[Ano92b]. Advanced
[AM93b, And90b, Ano94-136, Ano97q, Bha94, Cra96, D+95, DMK93, FW995, GY93b, HS94b, HNST93, KT94, KH-14, KWW92, Kow89b, Lag89, MS94b, OS93, OM93, PWS86b, PW86c, PW86a, Pol87a, SKV93, SLRP95, Vuj93, Ano90j, AG90, Asl91a, BMW91, FMT91, GB+05, LEYS6, Pol87c]. Advances
[ALPP00, Ano90m, Bor92, GK18, ML10, DDJ98b, BBM19, COS89, DLM99, OMM93, San91, HBCN95]. Advancing
[Ano00b]. advantage
[PL91c]. Advantages
[DT96, VM94]. Advection
[CT94, LC97b, LS93b]. Adventures
[ORS94, HS96, HSx, OH93, ORS94, OHII94, SS95, SFGH97]. advisory
[Joh88]. aeroacoustics
[L+95]. AERODAYS
[Pel93a]. Aerodynamic
[GW93c, Him93, OK93, YF95, BBC+]. Aerodynamical
[PMP90]. aerodynamics
[BPM+89, HP88b, PB88, SD88]. Aeronautical
[Pel93b]. Aeronautics
[Pel93a]. aerosol
[Ano97d, Pan97]. Aerospace
[AlA93, AIA94, Ano98a, IEE94b, LPC+95, PC94b, Pet89b, RG94, SHMR93, AU7, Uni87a, VVH95]. affected
[WH94]. Affiliates
[Ano87a, Fer83]. affine
[CK90, Kor93]. Affinity
[Ano94e, LS94, Ste94a]. affordable
[AGEL13, Ano88a]. African
[New93]. After
[Ano92b, Ano95w]. Afterword
[DM88a, DM88b]. again
[Ano00b]. Against
[Ano95-46]. Agarose
[HPLC93]. Age
[Fox89, Gha96, Ren97, Rya90, CCKSS90]. Agency
[Ano93-29]. Agenda
[Ano94w, Inf86]. agents
[SNEP14]. Ages
[Opp95b]. aggregate
[FGC06, YFY+13]. Aggregation
[MS96]. agree
[Ano93b]. agreement
[Uni92c]. agreements
[KW11]. Ahead
[Bel99, Jon96, Zim96, Ano97p, Ano98f, CSFS00]. AHS
[DCG93, DCGxx]. AI
[Bar00c, Bar00d, HHT+94, Hug93, LQFC18, Sri94, Ul84]. AI-based
[Sri94]. Aid
[FNK93, SPK94, Ano94-36, KK89c]. Aided
[KC93a, KD93, MM90, RC94, RLC91]. Aiding
[TSS94, VRSG93]. aids
[Ano95i, Ano96-34, HSW+90]. Aims
[Ano93o]. Air
[AABB93, ABCE97, Ano93-46, Ano94-48, Car94a, Cha94b, EDJ+10, Fie93, FA93, Hau97, HCV97, KY90, LKYM97, SSSK97, SLS96, TMS97, Zla01, Ano98f, KGERJxx, ODAZ15]. Air-Cleaner
[LKYM97]. Air-Cooled
[Car94a]. Air-Cooling
[Cha94b]. air
[KFGERJxx]. air-sea
[Rhe90, SKSD94]. Aircraft
[Law90, RG94, RIZ94]. Aircrafts
[NSF90]. Aizu
[M+95, Ike95]. Aizu-Wakamatsu
[M+95]. Alabama
[Alaxx]. Alamos
[AB94, BBB+91, CKS99, Met86a, Ano99, Lew17, Mac91b]. Alan
[An00a]. ALAS
[Mi97a]. Alaskan
[OLLG96]. Albatross
[KBM+92]. Albuquerque
[Ano94-126, NAS93, Bor92]. Alfred
[War03]. Algebra
[ALPP00, Cal81, CDH84, CDW94, Dem91, Don91, Dub87, Ede94a, NJL94, NGD96,
algebraic
[Ano87c, ARW92, EGK87b, FRW92, Ked94].

Algorithm
[AABB93, AGZ94a, Ano92e, Ano94-42, Ano94-62, Ano94-92, Ano94-95, Ano95z, Bak93, Bie88, Cal86, Car94b, Che92a, CMM94, CC'SM97, DH89, DLMW95, DT96, Elm95b, FR96b, FR96c, FT94, FWWD95, GS89c, Gen94, HL93a, HS94c, HCL94, Hem84, HHH94, JM90, JP94, KN88, LH94, LPV94, Ma94, MP94, MT86, MTH88, M+95, MRAR95, NJL94, NGLP96, OLLG96, Pap92, PP93, PS94b, RS94a, Rie93, SH90, Sha94b, Sin94b, SJPS96, TS94, TZY88, WG91, tDv87, Ano97-32, Bad08, BR95, Ber86b, Ber86a, BS88a, Ber90b, Bis93, BS90a, Bru91, Cal96, Car89a, CBCJ92, CLR09, Cho90a, Con87a, CB89, DH86a, Dra91b, GPS90, Hea91, JM89b, Kar89, Kha95, Kon91b, Kra93, Lag89, LD90, Li91, Mag10, MS88, ME91, MO88, MP87a, MP87b].

generators
[Mik89, MRSB94, MKfDA96, Nat88a, Nee90a, ODAZ15, OW94, Qui87, Ram86, Sam85, SL88, TR86, TT93, TB89, Woo92, Woo94, YFY+13, YHA93, G imagined, Sim00].
Applications [IK91].
Application-level [BSJ+13].
Application-Specific [Ano94f].
Applications [Abr94, ASS94, ATL90, Ano88e, Ano88d, Ano89c, Ano90f, Ano93t, Ano94g, Ano94-38, Ano94-54, Ano94-103, Ano95q, Ano97z, Ano97-31, AJ93, Ara97, AZ94, Bar93a, Ber90a, Bha94, BP93, BBC+05, CGFT05, Che94b, CFS95, Chr93, Cig97, Cla96, CM95, Edw97, FR98, FLP+07, GS01, Gen97, GHWZ94, GGC+11, Gun88, HL95, Him93, HK97, Hwa84, Hwa85, KGKa93, KHC14, KTG08, KMT94, KC93c, KS90, KSW93, LK93, LB94a, LL08, Law90, LCP+11, MKG90, Mil97a, MVS94, MBSW01, MK07, Natuxa, Nag94, NB93, Ope96, PN13, PT93, Res01, RL90a, RCR93, Sam91, SG91, SG82, SBZ+08, SKC02, SZ96, SRL05, SK93b, TSG94, Tho93a, TA94, TY96, Uni86b, Uni86a, VH93a, VD94, VWC96].
Applications [WAM+01, Wei90, Wes89, Wil91, YSS94, Abe90, AB90, ABB+13, Ano85b, Ano92y, Ano93i, Ano93t, Ano94a, Ano94-75, Ano96a, Ano93, Ary96, Bad90, BLW11, Ber90b, BBC+89, BPD06, CS82, Car89a, CBCJ92, CC88a, Che83, CKL+13, CP92a, DJM94, De 96, Deg90, DSZ96, DT08, DM96c, DJM94, EKT99, Ede92, Eib91, EMS11, Elm93, Emm94, Emm85, EWS+13, GBFR10, Gan88, Gin93, Gra91, Gua88b, HG88, HKN89, IEE91, IEE96a, Joh92, JPTE94, Kon91b, Kow85, LADs+15, Lan92, LW11, LJ94, M.I87, MD04, Mar86, Mar88b, ML95, ME96, McC88, McN87, MDF+16, MO88, Mil90, Mil91, ML95b, Un91b, NBC92, Num85, Por89, R+00, Rol96, Rol97, Sim92a, Smi81, UL89, ULI84, WJC09, W+12, Wie94, Wil10, WL+96a, WL+96b, Woo92, Woo94, WT13, YFY+13, Zec93, tDv87, Ano94-79].
Applications [BP89b, BP93, Hab89, Nat86f, WZ97, Ano00a]. Applied [Ano91c, Ano94v, ALMS92, Fie93, Ham94, HHGS93, OG94, RG94, WJ94, GL90, Kav92, LM92, Mil88a, PK+10]. Applying [Ano94-70, Fox90a, QMR93]. Appreciation [Pin99]. Approach [ABB94, Ano94, Ano94-74, Ano96s, AM93c, App95, ACL93, AFT97, BS94c, BHLST94, BCC97, Bos94b, C93, CCZ93, CH94, CP94b, Che92b, CSG99, Dic94, GM94a, HP03, HF93, JC94b, Jia94, JK93, KHS94, KV96, KDL86, LR92, LC95, OH92, OD01, Opp95a, PCK93, Pas95, Pau90, Rei85, Scha95, Sob93b, TGV08, TY96, TM94b, AP91, Ano93u, Bis94b, BHS92, CCG+17, CV89b, Che92c, EGK87b, Kuc87, Mc90, PB98, RMM87, RM88, Rob87, SE9+09, SA90a, SA10b, SB93, WF08, WD94]. Approaches [Bar93b, DDR93, NS93, Rot94, SSM93, WABD97]. approaching [DH86a]. Approximate [Gur88, IJY+14, PPA94, RT93]. Approximating [Phi85]. Approximation [Glo89, LM93, GS90, GS92a, ST90]. Approximations [BWGG94, CHL93, Cyb89a, Joh92]. April [CL91, Chi90, DP91, Em95a, GH94a, GH94b, GH94c, G91, Hen97, IEE94a, IEE96c, IEE97b, KKS9a, KSW93, L96, LCS96, Mcc88, Se94, VO93, Joh86b]. APS [GT94]. arbitrarily [LP94]. Arbitrary [DLF94, Lan94, Ara14]. arbitrary-rank [Ara14]. Arbitrating [SKY94, SKY97]. Arch [Nor97b]. ARC2D [BB91a]. Arch [Kel91]. archaeologist [Ano91t]. Architect [War03, War10].
Architectural
[Bad99, Mir92, Nor84, SE92, KC95, Kwo87].

Architecture
[ACM95b, Abr92, AU91, Alm92, Ano94i, Ano94-127, AK94, BBH95, BA95, Bha94, CSG99, DHM+88, DVWW05, EH97b, FB91b, GBG89, GS94d, HP03, HF94, HMNN91, HHOM91, Iwa90, Joh97, KFB91, KRJ93, Kum94, MGA94, Meh94, MB12, M+95, NB94, OGR95, Pel94, RL77, RL78, Rat87, RS93, Sah95, Smi81, Ste96, SC91b, TMHH95, VPDA93, Wat87, Wei89, YMY92, Yew88, KC93b, ZS94a, Abr90, AU90, Ano91f, Ano98g, Asa93a, BDM94, Bec90, Bhu95, Bur93, Bur94b, CS93a, Chu87, CRA10, Con00, CP93b, Cyr86, DRAB08, GBC+05, GHS86, Haw86, Hog02, JS86, KHS88, Kha93, Kog91, KSS88, KLAB95, KAMB19, LR89, MP88, MO88, MPSB87, PT92, PS88, Pol88a, Pop92, RRR9, RGL+15, Ros95, Sca92, SK93a, SB97b, Sho91, SMM88, SA83, SS88, Van86].

architecture
[Vei85, VSM+07a, VSM+07b, Wat72, Sch88a].

Architecture-Independent
[OGR95].

Architectures
[And90b, Ano94-139, BIR94, Bar93a, BE93b, CPS96a, CO94, DXJM93, DT96, Ede94b, Gan94b, GVBC95, GGG5, HS94a, HHK94, KTO89, LA94, MT86, MTH88, MS94c, Nar95, OH92, Rie93, Sah94b, SH90, SH93, SH94a, SG94b, VSM96, VKK80, VPPGO1, WB85, YAG93, YAGxx, ZWP03, Abr88, AJFH86, BP86, CPS96b, Clo96, CP92c, DM96c, Don87, Erc88, FR95, GS89b, GMSS+11, Gil94b, Hor90, Hor93, KK89b, KK90, Kon91b, Kra93, McA92, Nat88a, SK80, SH94b, Sel95, Tan89a, VFK+04, Vet12, McD88, Ano94p].

Architekturen
[Meu89a, Meu90, Meu91, Meu92b, Meu92c, Meu93, Meu95].

Archivable
[VV94].

archive
[JR91].

Archiving
[HM93c].

Ardent
[LM90b].

Area
[Ano92-47, BGH+02, HNST93, PPP94, VW95, WCG94, YJD93, Ano95-27, Ano95w, Kah91, Kon87].

areas
[Sha95b].

Arena
[Ano94-72].

Arent'
[Coc02a, Coc02b, Ano95v].

Argonne
[Ano95-127].

Argument
[MS94a].

Argus
[FGC06].

arising
[Lou92].

Arithmetic
[AFF93, Dun92, Gol91a, Gol91b, Wic92, BW88, LD90, Sch87d, Wai05].

Arithmetics
[FGG09].

Arizona
[Ano97s].

Arizona/
[Ano97s].

Armies
[Bar00a, Bar00b].

Army
[Ano90r, Ano95w].

Arnoldi
[VJ93].

ARPA
[Gla93].

ARPS
[DXJM93].

Arrangement
[SAGS93].

Array
[A94, Ano94-41, Cha94b, GHK+91, GMSB93, IGH95, Kna84, Li92, LLY92, Mas91, Mas92, Mas95, Meh94, MBSK92, MBK+92, O91, RP94, TCF94, Gok90b, Gok91, Gok92, GS94c, GHH95, GV92, Rob87, SLY98].

Arrays
[Ano94-58, Chi95, LCH87, MM94b, VPDA93, WH93, WRW93, Mal88b, Row86, WB88].

arrested
[Ano96-35].

Arsenide
[Bac88, FB91b, Ano94-55, Dey95, Zho88].

Art
[BBC+05, OT07, Pay97, DDC96, Jet91, Jet92, LS87, LB94c].

Artificial
[COC93, MPH93, Opp95a, PD94, Pet97, Ram94, SC97, Tho93a, WWY93, CC88b, HD98].

Artist
[Cox88, Pic92].

ARTS
[BN99].

artwork
[Lie90].

ary
[DT96].

ASC
[Wat72].

ASCE
[Kho94].

Ascended
[Ano92-43].

ACSI
[BBH+00, MSW96].

ASE
[B93, Ano88c].

ASE/93
[B93].

Asia
[IEE97b].

ASIC
[PBK96].

Asilomar
[Sim94a].

ASME
[L+95, Suh97].

ASME/JSME
[L+95].

ASMO
[NAAW97].

ASMO-II
[NAAW97].

ASP
[Pot88].

Aspartic
[HBG90].

Aspects
[H93, Her89, LC93, Pi97, SMHR96, TP97, W84d, tDv87, Re88, SMHR94].

Aspiration
[JC94d].

assembler
[Kue87].

Assemblies
[BMP93, CLPV93, GA97, OMR93].

Assembling
[FC93, BPD06].

Assembly
[HM93b, TSSK94, UEGM93, Vuj93].

Assembly/Disassembly
[TSSK94].
Assertions [TG94]. Assess [MF97].
Assessment [AH93, Fat10, HS96, HSxx, OHHI94, Sol93, TSSK94, DGG18]. assets [ZCPT00].
Assignment [CC94a, YKK96, Abr88]. Assimilation [DLLG98, HBDS93, Kau93a, WLH00].
Assistance [CV91b]. Assisted [GM94, SR94, SYMT92, Gal89a, LY90b].
Associate [Sul97]. Associated [GMW94, HM97]. Associative [BF92, HHT+94, Kok94, Sch90b, WSP95, Pot87].
Asteroid [Ano96t]. Asteroid-Impact [Ano96t]. Astrid [ZCPT00].
Astro [St98a, St98b]. Astrocomp [CBM+05]. Astronautics [MSAD91].
Asymmetric [Mil88b]. Asymptotic [LMM93, PH97, Scr88]. Asynchronous [MM93b, RW94a, SNS95, DuB90, DR91, JG99, VO93].
ATExpert [KW93]. Athens [HPP88]. Atlanta [Ano94-108, USE00a].
ATM-Based [Ano94-31]. Atmosphere [CSR90]. Atmospheric [ABCH97, DS94b, DLLG98, FA93, KB93, LS93b, TM88, Ano94k, HLD95, HK93b, KH93, KK93, Kin96, Pan97]. atom [Ano95l].
Atomic [BB90, M*94, IMF91].
Atomic-Scale [IMF91]. Atomique [Pre93b]. Atomistic [GIF+12].
Aufprall [Ano97c]. Aug [DW97].
augmented [LL88]. August [AB94, Ano92g, Ara96, Bro93, Bup87, Cha94a, CBCH93, C+97, Cul95a, Dup86, Dup87, FL92, GT94, GP93c, HK94, IEE96b, KK93, Lag89, L+95, Met86a, ML95b, NN90, OMM93, Sha98, IEE94d, TC94, Uni87c, USE90, USE00b, VV95, VAS82].
Australia [Ano92g, KMG96, ME96].
Australian [IS95, Ill96]. Austria [ACM97].
authentication [Co91]. Author [Ano90c].
Authority [Alaxx]. Auto [PR94, Pol90, Pol88e]. Auto-Radiograms [PR94].
Auto-scheduling [Pol88e].
Automata [SS96a, Wag96]. Automated [And90a, Ano941, Gal96, Mil97a, WD93b, VM07].
Automatic [AK87, AH90, Ano89b, BEH+94, BCR96, Cig97, CKM88, DMCK92, DCG93, DCGxx, FBZ92, HKP88, KRVD94, Kar89, McK94, PES8, PRS94, Pol87d, SCH92, SSK93, VNB93, Who92, Bab90, BMS92, Bla89, Blu92, Cre91, Eri91, Fea94, HP88a, HA90b, Pelt89a].
Automating [KK96b]. Automation [Ano93i, Ano93-31, Ano94-75, Ano96a, Bos94a, Nag96b, Sha94a, Elm95a, Rol96].
autonomic [AZC13]. Autonomic [ALPP00, Die95, ESMH93, GIBGA93, HRG93, MGA94].
Autorenverzeichnis [Ano92c]. Autotasking [Dic90, EO91, LS92b, Nag90]. autotuning [BVW+17].
Available [AE18, KNYT95, Ano92-44, Ano94-86].
available [PIH04]. Average [BBD+08, YH90]. Aviation [Bar93a].
awaiting [Gro92b]. Award [Pin99, SC99, Ano93b, Str94, Ano97k].
[DDF93, Sch90c, VA94, Wie96, WQS92]. **Behind** [MUR97, Nor97a]. **Beijing** [Guo94]. **Being** [RDZ93, Ano88p, Ano92l, Ren97]. **Belgium** [DDC96, LCHS96]. **Bell** [Ano97c, Ano00a, KHHS95]. belong [Tho93b]. **Benard** [GW93a]. bench [Ano97c, Ano00a, KHHS95]. **Benchmark** [GD96, LCHS96]. **Benchmarking** [BGQ19, DM96c, HHOM92, Jar12, LW94, Mur91b, UT91, WL83, Wri19, WHMA97, Eig01, GCP90, HL88a, Hoc91, Hoc96]. **Benchmarks** [Ano94m, Ano94-118, AHOK02, BE92, Blu92, CP94b, Cyb91b, DAF90, EK96, FBGM93, GGW93a, MNV93, Men84, SCG08, SSRL91, Ste94c, WOG94, Wor84, Ber89b, But92, Fat10, VSH91, WT11, Yi11, CKPK90a, Cyb90, CKPK90b, Cyb91a, CBHS91, Rau91]. **Benefits** [Ano94-110, FC92, Ano00b, BFS11]. **Benz** [Kad94]. **Beowulf** [AV02, Ano98e, Bec01, Bro00, Bro01, DDJ98a, DWM01, FDD02, MCB01, MBR05, MDH00, NC02, OVA01, Ote02, Spe00, SSBS99, Ste00, Ste01b, Ste01c, Ste01a, Ste02, UP01, VPG90, WAM01, YKB00]. **Beowulf-Class** [NC02, Ste00]. berechnen [Ano97c]. **Berechnung** [Wat95]. **Berkeley** [Ano94a]. **Berlin** [Stu95]. **Berrington** [Ano00a]. **Best** [Ano94-118, Bas95b, SA10a, SA10b]. **Better** [Ano93-43, MHE97, SKSD94, Str94]. **Between** [Bel93, Lu93, SH93, Tre97, WD93b, GL89, GE12, HS94a, MT91, RE94, RSRG95, SH94b]. **Beware** [Eij90b, Eij91]. **Beyond** [ABCE97, Ano94-110, CCKSS90, Fos96, Get15, Lee89, LCP+11, Mil93, PN13, Sin18, Ano18, TG95]. **beyonds** [ARF12]. **BFC** [HP88b]. **Bhabha** [M94]. **Bi** [JML95, Cha92b, FZM91, Van91b]. **Bi-Base** [JML95]. **Bi-CG** [FZM91]. **Bi-CGSTAB** [Cha92b, Van91b]. **Biasing** [VNB93]. **Bibliography** [Ros93a, Lay91a, Mac92, Mac96]. **Bicycle** [Bji91]. bidding [Ano92o]. **Bidimensional** [Mi87], bids [Ano96j]. **Biennial** [ME96]. **Bifurcation** [BK95b]. **Big** [Ano87a, BvRS11, Dav92, LQFC18, PN13, Ano97-28, Gur94, SSP93, Str94, HAG+13]. **Big-Time** [Dav92]. **biggest** [Ano97-30, Sha95b]. **Bijker** [CCKSS90]. **Bilinear** [MDW93]. **Bilinear-Discontinuous** [MDW93]. **Bill** [Ano91s]. billing [CK92b]. **Billion** [Ano93-34, ARF12]. **Bills** [SW10a]. **Binaries** [Mi88b]. **Binary** [AFAG96, OIY91, PG93, GE12, HM93a, SAB+05]. **Binding** [Ano94-137]. bio [HR04, RD07]. **bio-computing** [HR04]. **bio-molecules** [RD07]. **Bioattenuation** [WWKR97]. **Biochemical** [ATL90, Ka93]. **Bioelectric** [FWWD95]. **bioethics** [Ano97p]. **Biographies** [Wei88]. **Bioinformatics** [L93, Lim93, SJR05]. **Biological** [CC88b, CV93, Cra96, FCGG90, MC10, NB94, STN93, Gre89a, OMM93]. **Biologically** [Lie93]. **Biologists** [Cra96]. **Bio** [ABB06, DLMW95, Fox90a, SGI93, SR93b, AB03, Ano92l, Bad04, BA08, Gib01, MW88, SSS92]. **Biomagnetic** [FWWD95]. **Biomechanical** [FCGG90]. **Biomechanics** [HTV88, RM92]. **Biomedical** [Ano94-136, MKHY95, KG95, Ros89]. **biomedicine** [PH95, Pow97]. **Biomembranes** [SABK94]. **biophysical** [FMD07]. **biosciences** [CC89]. **Bipartitioning** [Pel94]. **Biped** [KT93b]. **bird** [Ano97n]. **Birdstrike** [Sch90c]. **Birth** [ABHS89a, Coc02a, Coc02b, Rya90,
[AKDM93, Ano91k, Bar00a, Bar00b, Bar01, BBL95, DLJ+08, DP91, GIF+12, HW95, KVP95, Pas95, SMV95, SYMT92, Tay95b, BR95, EFH+00]. Brain-scale [DLJ+08].

Braking [FCD97]. Branch [Ano94y, JKL19, Lil88, MD04].

Branch-and-bound [MD04]. branched [LP94]. Branches [EB88]. Brazil [SN96].

Breaking [QD91, Gra93a]. Breakthrough [Ano97-32]. breast [Str94].

Brew [Gar99].

Bridge [WD93b]. Brief [FG93]. Briefs [Ano94q, Ano00b, Dip96, Foo93, Gok91, GHK+91, KS94a, Per06, AV02, Ano94n, AUW08, CGLY96, CGLxx, Chexx, Faz87, Gan88, MP92, SNEP14, Kos95].

Built [ORB94, SDFP93, DK01].


Burkhardt [Zor93a]. Burst [TV89, GT91]. Bus [Sah94b]. Business [Ano95-42, Cor89a, Don92b, Joh94, Ano97-28, Hel93, Nat92a, Ano85b]. Bussed [Fid90, Fid91]. butterflies [Bue91b].

Butterfly [WGR93]. buys [Ano96-30]. BWR [RMPW93]. Bytes [Ano94o].

C [Ano96c, Kho94, KSW93, Nor03, YGSB94, Ano94p, AC91, Ara14, Car88, CS93a, CC94b, Cra91, Ed94b, Gis86, GS93, GM93a, GS94c, GR91, Gua87a, Gua87b, Gua88a, HC99, Lee96, Mac90, Mac91a, TF994, WSL88, WL96]. C-1 [WSL88]. C-90 [Lee96]. C [Dro95]. c/o [Ano94p].

C0* [TMP94]. C2 [Jon89]. C2G2 [KS94b]. C3I [Coo95]. C4 [Cha94b]. C90 [MSTK93, Oed92a, Oed92b, RM96, SWSR97].

C90-T3D [SWSR97]. C916 [Gra93a]. C98 [GMS97a, GMS97b]. CA [IEE95c, AIA93, Ara96, CG96, Ece96, KKY99, USE01]. Cable [RCK97, LP94].

Cache [Ano94u, Ano94r, Ano94-43, Ano94-139, Che93b, Che92b, DM92, GAV95, GM94b, KG96, KB96, LS94, Li95, MTL94, NB93, OA94, SM94, TN92, TA94, Yan93, Bre87, CV91a, CV88a, Che89c, CV99a, CV89b, Che92c, CDS98, LYL87a, LMY88, LY90b, LY90c, LY91a, Mar88a, Por89, SSK03, WFJ+17, WHL93, BJ95]. cache-based [CDS98]. Cache-Coherent [KB96, TA94].

Cached [GS94e, HS93c]. Caches [GS94b, TY96, CV92a, CV88b, CKM88, Kar89, Lee97].

Caching [GAV95, Hie18, MM93b].

CAD [Ano96d, Fie86, GY93b, GM93b, KTK93, Lie90, RSB94, YKY90, YSL97]. CAD/CAE [GY93b].

CAD/CAM [Ano96d, GM93b, Lie90, YLS97].

CAD/CAM-Application [GM93b].

CADSOL [GRS93]. CAE [GY93b, HTI93].

Calandria [DB94].

calcolo [LP90]. Calculate [SH95].

calculated [Ano95w].

Calculating [Mar90, WRW93].

Calculation [CLP93, EBS88, SB81, SB82a, SAGS93, WFT93, FSY88, Gri86, KNHN16, MB97, SB82b].

Calculational [BMP93, TK93].

Calculations
[Ada93, CLPV93, CPR93, CNGR90, DD87, DMKW93, FSGS93, HS94d, HPH86, HPH87, INK01, IMA93, KGKa93, LB82, MKND97, Mon93, NM93, Now93, PNK93, SG81, SG82, SR93a, VM87, Vuj93, WD93a, An904-122, An904-123, For93, MR87, NPS93, PIH04, RGL+15, SKB89]. Calibrating [SNEP14].

Calibration [KT94]. Calif [B+95].

California [ACM95c, ACM03, AU87, An093a, Bel86, Gra94, IEE95d, Uni87a, SR93b, Clo96, GE96, JD95, Sin94a, IEE94d].

Call [Ano95b, Ano96e, Ano96f, Ano98b, Ano98c, Ano99, KL99, Lat16]. Caltech [Jet91, Ano90n, Fox89, Jet92].

CAM [Ano96d, Lie90, YSL97].

CAM-Application [GM93b]. Cambridge [An904-107, An096c, LRR93b]. Camera [SVML95].

Campus [BBBC96, Sca92, Jet92].

Canada [Ano88s, Ano88t, BG91, Goo97, VAS92].

Canadian [BG91]. cancer [Ano97-32, Law89, OMA+96, Str94].

Cancun [Sie94]. CANS [WWTE92]. Cap [MAT85].

Capabilities [Ano90k, Bur93, WAD+89a, Nat88b, Wil88b, WAD+89b].

Capability [EDJ+10, Sha95b].

Capable [Ano97v].

Capillary [Gre88a]. Capri [Sch97a]. Car [Ano92h, LB94b, Nag96b, NW03, Rit97, Ano97a, BBC+99, HG88, SD88, BBK+08].

Carbon [CSR90]. Carburettor [SS94].

Career [CCK90]. CARL [Bec90].

Carlo [ALM93, Ano87e, AHAM93, Ask93, Bak93, BL93, BP94, BJL95, BBS94, BLFT84, Bro96, Cha84, DK93, Dec90, Din93, FBA93, Gri88, Gu88, HEJ95, HAAS93, IK91, KY93, MZ95, MNR86, MMRL93, MNV93, MS94c, MBN93, NM93, PB88, Rin93, SF93a, Soi84, TW92, Uen93, VN93, YFO93].

Carlo/Sn [FBA93]. Carnegie [Ano88a].

Carnegie-Mellon [Ano88a].

Carolina [LC90, Nor89, Nor93b, Nor93a, L+95, VO93].

Carolyn [Ano96c]. Carried [RDZ93].

Carries [Ano89].

Carrying [BPU94, Min86].

Cars [Acc93, Ano96u, Str94]. Cartridge [SCL91].

CAS [Mes93b].

Case [An904-104, DBK09, cF03, Joh97, JML95, KNS97, SSG93, An096-43, Bia94a, Bla97, Di88, Gal88a, Ga88, H93a, JY92, Mal91, NW03, PGK+10, RR89, RGL+15, Sie90, WvTB+07, Wij89a, ZH88].

Cash [Ano92-27].

CASMO [KE93].

CASMO-4 [KE93].

Castine [Wu94].

Casting [Ano92v].

Catalog [Natxxf, Nor93a].

Cathedral [Bel86].

Cathay [Woo94].

Cavatina [IEE95c].

Cavitation [KKD09].

CBI [Nor93].

CBN [TF97].

CBN-comb [TF97].

CC [GB96].

CC-COMA [GB96].

CCA [AKM*06].

CCM2 [SL93].

CD [BG1M90, BIRB93].

CDE [Bro17].

C-DNA [AGD93].

C-DNAs [AKDM93].

CEA [PFR95].

CEA/CENTRAL [PFR95].

CEDAR [DG93].

CEDA [Ano91a, Ber86a, Ber86b, Ber89a, Dav86a, DGG92b, Gal88b, GB90, ASK85, Ano94-105, Ano94-113, BB91a, DKL86, De 91a, De 91b, DGG92a, Eig90a, Eig90b, Fra90, FGM90, Gal91, GW91, Gan86, Gu86, Gu87, Gu88, KDLS86, Kuc87, LM90a, L989, Mal86a, Mal86b, ME87, ME91, PJ90, War89, Yew88].

CEL [PFR95].

Celebrate [Str93].

Celere [Ano88f].

Cell [ASSW93, Ano92h, FG87, Man90, RCR93, WMMC10, Fu11, Gib01, LLDF95, Ano02a, Ano02b, EMS11].

Cellar [Cia88d, Cia88e, Cia88f, Cia88a].

Cells [Gib01, Hug93].

Cellular [DGJ93].

CD9 [Ano93-46, Ano94-79, Ano94-129, Ano94-135, Cra96, MSCxx, Gro90, H89, IEE90, IE93a, IE94b, Kah97, KK89a, Lay91b, Mic90, Uni87a, Nat86f, Nor89, Nor93b,
Nor93a, Norxx, Pro94, Pit88, PBK91, SN89, Sim97, Uni92e, WZ97, WL94, Ano94k, Ano95v, Ano96-38, And89, AW93, Ano97g, Ano97u, Bac88, BPM+89, BBW90, Cu95b, Deu86, Joh86a, KNS97, Lay91a, LC90, Mir90, Nas91, Sim92a, Tale94, Wes96. 


Centres [Ano88q, Ano95-35, Ano95-45, Ano95-49, Ano96t, Ano97o, Att96, Man92].

Central [BK95b, SA10a]. Central [BK95b, SA10a].

Central [BK95b, SA10a].

Centres [Ano92-46, Ano94-33, Bha94, Coo95, Hos95, IEE94a, KSW93, Man89a, M94, Ano95-43, Cou90, Att96, Man92].

Chain [BM93b].

Chaining [Che89b, TYZ88]. chairman [Ano93b].

Challenge [BEH+94, Ste94b, Tho93a, Ano92i, Hoc94, New95, Rya13, New91].

Challenges [Ano97-31, Bos94a, BBC+05, Con91, Eck92b, Fry97, Gen92, Get15, Gin93, HM97, Rob93, Sha95a, Sha95b, UEG93, Con90, DSZ96, Ech92a, Gro92b, KGV08, SR10, SMDL90, Woot92, Woot94]. Chamber [BD93b]. champion [Ano96-27, KW92].

Champions [Lew94b]. Chandy [RM88].

Chandy-Misra [RM88]. Change [SGH97, Woot96b, YOY97, EP 97]. Changes [Dav92, RSRG95, DDJ98b, Sul97].

Changing [Fry97, Gar01, Ano93b, Pan93].

Channel [Ano94-104, GFM96, MS96, RE94, Sco96, XB96, Gre88b, Wi96]. Channels [KB96, Pan96].

Chant [Ano94-87]. Chaos [DP91, Kha91, Sto95]. Chaotic [WM91].


Characteristics [Ano94-37, LTD+93, PCK93, Sus93, DAC+18, EWS+13, LC91, Lin91b, LF03, PH04, WT11].

Characterization [Ano94-38, Cal88, Lim91a, BSJ+13, Ga88a, YJ92, LLD95, PBK91, RGL+15, Vaj91, WKM90].

characterizations [BCL91].

Characterizing [Che93a, Gle91, ST92, UU94, Sch94a].

Charge [BSB93, Ano96d]. Charging [BK97, Div97]. Charity [Ano96-35].

Charles [CBCH93, Nor97a, Bab94, Lew96a]. Cheap [Bar00a, Bar00b]. cheaper [HHS01b]. check [Bin88]. Checkpoint [BIB+18]. Checkpointing [CCR11, MVS94].

Chem [GAB+96]. Chemical [Ano89r, DS94b, DAF+90, Ma93a, Sta94, WBP87, CHWW13, C+97, He86, JT87, MCH91, WCH91, ZMD99].

Chemically [Ano94b, WABD97]. Chemicals [GD97].

Chemistry [ATL90, Ano96i, FJSP95, Fox90a, SG81, SG82, War93b, Zey91, ARE95, BS00, Bup87, C+97, CCC+89, Dup86, Dup87, GAB+96, Har90, Har91, JT87, Kin96, NR00, R+00, TF15].

chemists [Ano90l, Ano02a, Ano02b]. Chen [Ano95p]. Chesapeake [App95]. Chess [HN90, Tun95, Ano96-27].

Chicago [Cu95a, Ano96u]. Chief [Ano94-39, Ano94-40, YVC89, Ano96-35, Bru90a, Pin01, Sul97]. China [Coc02a, Coc02b, LQFC18]. Chinese [QD91]. Chip [Bar01, CMAS11, HOF+12].
HHOM91, Pau05, Pau08, Ros93b, Ano89h, Ano91h, Ano94-122, Ano94-123, Ano95w, BHD+05, HBB+05, IBP+05, Joe87, KFN02, OBB+05, Pou94b, Ros95, IBM13a, WAB+05, Hay89, She90, Tra89, Chips [Ano93o, DM88a, DM88b, For02, MD88].


Cluster-C0* [TMP94].

cluster-supercomputing [Ano02a, Ano02b]. clustered [HRC09].

Clustering [DDJ98a, Lum01, KESH95, Sch88b, ZEC+17].

Clusters [ABGL96, Chi00, DSSS05, GBF93, KMKD97, Kra01a, LC97a, NC02, OCVA01, PB95, Spe00, SBS99, Ste00, UP01, Ano93v, Ano93-41, BGK99, EKTB99, GKR14, Hol93, SA10b, SD92]. Clutch [RCK97].

CM [But92, CS93a, Hel92, HT93, HP95, KC95, KR94d, Lee96, LW94, Mar95, McB93, PTC+93, PW94, Ric90b, Ric91a, Ric91b, SNS+97, SI90, SI91a, SI91b, Ste92, VDK91].

CM-2 [But92, Hel92, Ric90b, Ric91a, Ric91b, SI90, SI91a, SI91b, VDK91].

CM-200 [McB93]. CM-5 [CS93a, HT93, HP95, KC95, KR94d, Lee96, LW94, Mar95, McB93, PTC+93, PW94, SNS+97, Ste92]. CMOS [BS94c, Lan94, TOY96].
COMMIX-2 [WFT93].

Comparators [Ma99, Pap92, SM94, Tem83].

Comparability [Ohr86].

Compatible [CWLT97].

Compensation [Bel86, EIE95c].

Compensated [SCH2b].

Competence [Ano88g, Ano97f].

Competition [GE12, KAH94, Pin01, Ano96-27, DUM97, Gra94].

Competitiveness [Ano93b, ASP93, Els89].

Competitors [Ano94-121].

Competitiveness [Bro91b].

Compilation [Fah94, FXAC94, FY96, HKMCS94, HLB94, LS93c, SLRP95, TAAL95, WS90, GC92, WS87a, WS87b, WS87c].

Compile-Time [LS92a, Ano94-112, CH92a, Pol89, MP90, YH92].

Compiler [Ano94u, Ano94-49, Ano94-66, BGS94, BWV17, CCSR92, CWW94, Che98c, CV95, EJL90, Gis86, GMG94, GGV90, HKT92, Hsu86b, LB96, Li91, Li95, MP87a, MP87b, MTLL94, OB95, PW86b, PW86a, Pol88a, PE95, Rue92, SNS95, SIDH95, SM94, SLRP95, TY90, TBC94, Tsu91, Vei85, ACK95, BMS92, BGS92, Car88, CS93a, Che92c, Eig90a, Eigr9ob, EB91, KN98, LY90b, PW86c, Pol87b, Rob92, RZC93].

Compiler-assembled [LY90b].

Compiler-based [BWV17, Che92b, Che92c].

Compiler-Directed [Ano94u, CV95, SM94, Che89c, CV95a, GGV90].

Compiler-driven [KN96].

Compilers [TP95, UZ95, BE92, Gua88, Hap90, HP91, HP92, Len90, PHK88, PP92b, Pol88e, Sch90a, SLY90].

Compiling [BCH94, Dra88, Har86, MPC89, OH92, OSK95, Van94].

Completeness [ADLL91].

Complementary [FJSP95].

Completing [DDL93, AE89].

Completion [KS94b, RG94, SJS94, SJS96, TS94, Car95].

Completes [Ano02a, Ano02b].

Complex [BGQ19, CH94, DL96, DDL93, EK90, FGS95, FE93, FGG09, KO90, KB914, Lee96, Lop89, Mar95, MP91d, SWS+12, SWL+91, SWL+92, TT93, Tur90].

Comparison [Ano88a, Ano97h].

Communicators [BCC98, DFW93, Mur06, Pol99, Ano99, CKS99, Win02].

Communicative [HS94].

Communication [Ano95j, Ano95-28].

Communications [Ano88a, Ano94-60, Ano94-124, BS92, FBJ+94b, Her89, JM93, Mie90, MLY90, SNS95, SDK98, Ano96p, Ano96-32, BBW91, CC96, LEY96, NGP99, Ste94f].

Communicating [LY90a, LK903, VY88].

Communications [ADLL91, AAB95, BIR94, BCh94, BHW98, Bot96, CH93, CV90, DH96b, E97, Hs93b, HLF93, JW93, JW98, KN98, KJ85, KV96, LMM85b, LMM85a, MA91, Sm93, SM93, WV95, Wag96, BB13, But92, CKD+19, HA90b, Jor87, KC95, KB88, KBVH14, Lee96, Lop89, Mar95, MP91d, SWS+12, SWL+91, SWL+92, TT93, Tur90].
CK92b, De 96, EAMS95a, EAMS95b, EY91, GS89d, GREC91, Hen91, Hoe96, Hog02, Hsi91, IEE89b, IU87, Jon03, KHS88, KMB09, KTN+14, LC12, Ma92, MSW91, OYK+14, Par90b, Pic92, PMS94, Ras91, Rei88, RD94, SEH99a, SEH99b, SW91, SKB89, Str94, Van86, WHL93, Yew88, Pin99, Mah94a, Mur94, Pin01, Pou94b, PH95).

Computer-Aided [KC93a, KD93, MM90].

Computerised [RS94a]. Computerized [OCVG93]. Computers [ADLL01, AFF93, Ano90u, Ano94-46, Ano94-58, Ano94-126, Ano97b, ACL93, AFT97, Att96, BCKSS90, DDHK94, DJSP93, Dem91, DKH86, EAMEG11, EBS88, EK96, FGG09, FHM99, Gen94, GL93a, GS94d, Hag01, HK93a, JC94a, Jia93b, KKH, Kop00, LPV94, Man91, Mes97a, Mes97b, MS93, MBSW01, Rei85, Res01, Sah94a, SPM+10, Sin94a, SSOH95, TF92, TL96, Tho96a, Tho96b, VB90, WMBC97, Who92, Yan93, ZM94, Af90, AS88, AP91, Ano97-30, BCC+05, BB92, BGKR99, DL92, Die82, Don85, DS86a, Don86, Don93a, Ece96, Eig92, GMF00, Hak89, Kau15, KKS82, KA92, Kog91, Kra92, KC92, Lan92, Lee90, Mik89, NP90, PEH93, Pol87a, Pol89, Qui87, SB96a, Sch87c, Sch87d, Sha98a, Sha95b, SPS91, Tru88, VdSK+05, VH95, WLCG02, Way96, Zor93b]. computers [dRC94, dC94, tDv87, ALPP00, Sim00]. Computing [HB08, Hof94, HP04, Hol94, Hol95, HNS+10, IEE93b, IEE94c, IJ+14, IHE+00, IH94, IJM14, Jar12, JM93, Joh97, JPMG08, Jon96, Kali94, KMKD97, Kau93a, KHC14, KTG08, KWB+10, KT11, KLQ19, KRS13, KCZ14, KBLD08, LL08, LM08, Lat16, Lew93, Lew17, LLGS09, Log99, LCP+11, LB94c, Lum01, Man92, MPT12, MM93a, ML07, MB12, MC10, Mes17, MKR93, Mil97b, MLY10, Moh94, MB99, MS94d, MRGR12, Mur06, Mur07, Nat91a, OLVW94, OD01, OR01, OGB93, OT07, PN13, Pap16, PH11, Pfl93b, PW05a, Pin01, PS012, Pro01, RS93, Sah94b, Sab02, SB98, Sch94b, SKC02, SB+19, SN96, SCSL12, S11, SL99, S+13, Smi96b, SP12, SW10b, SD98, SMS95, Ste00, Ste01b, Ste01c, Ste01a, SS09, IEE94d, Str10, Str03, SMD15, SLS96, SH+13].

Computing [TGV08, TAKB06, TP+19, Van13, VV95, Voi94, WNS96, WKL+16, WN10, WP94, WII96, WG93b, WGW04, WOO5, Wri19, YJD93, YMY92, ZWP03, Zam96, ACM89, Aho90, Abe91, AGEL13, AB01, A+12, AISS97, AZC13, Ano89d, The90a, Ano91x, Hig92, Ano93c, Ano93d, Ano93-39, Ano95u, Ano95-38, Ano96a, Ano96-44, Ano97-33, Ano99, Ano03, AUW08, AB96, Ara14, AKM+06, ABMN02, Bad04, Bad08, BB99, BBC+99, BG02, BS94b, BBM19, BBM96, Bor93, BPD06, CHWW13, CBKA09, CS91, Car92, CWD+08, Cat92, CCG+17, CF12,
Computing [GYL00, GLH94, GAB96, HW11, HS94b, Han94, HPPF94, HBKR96, Haw86, Hen97, HS95b, HR04, IE89b, IEE96b, IE97b, IEE97a, Ipe19, JPT94, Kar13, KG98, KDP14, KSM08, KHBB01, KBM02, KCG08, KG03, KFN02, Kos95, LW11, LY88c, Li89, Lid96, LCHS96, LC12, Liu12, LAL02, LG03, LM13, LLSR02, IJS94, MAFW08, MNY09, M09, Mag10, MD04, MM91a, Mar96, Ml01, May01, Mec95, MDH16, MUKX06, MT13, MMG+18, MG0+00, Mye92b, NSB90, NRM+09, PSS97, PHT92, PSS+19, PGK+10, PW05b, Pox13, PMS94, RAG11, Ro96, Rya13, SCV01, SSS92, SKS04, STH+98, Sch87c, SEV+99, SD92, Sha95b, Som13, SW99, Ste02, Ste94f, SDMS99, SS07, SJR05, TTD+11, TF15, TS90, TAM+91, Tru88, Uni93, Vag88, Vet12]. Computing [WJC09, W12, WFJ17, War03, WF08, Wil10, YFY13, Zen99, Zor92, Bra94, CCKSS90, GMSS11, GL90, Kah97, Kar13, Kh94, KR13, Rep92, Pap97, An96c]. COMS [CWLT97]. Concept [FT93a, Pet97, Tur86, An96u]. Concepts [EJ97, He96, MPSB87, Rui95]. Conceptual [ESMH93, GY93b]. Concerto [An93y]. Conchology [I196]. Concord [Lee94]. Concurrency [NMS93, McC94, MC87, SMR10, UPK87]. Concurrent [AK95, An98a, An98b, Ara91, BCC+89, EGH+06, Ste94a, Swe94, YMY92, Bra88, Dav86b, HP88a, LA93, Mes93a, Rat87, Sha90, Wij89a]. Concurrent/vector [Wij89a]. Condition [FCD97, KSTB94, NG92]. Conditional [EBS88]. Conditions [BBL95, JKNK93, Rui93, GP91c, NG92]. Conductance [KW95]. Conductivity [CNC0+]. Conference [ACM88, ACM90, ACM91, ACM92b, ACM92a, ACM93, ACM94, ACM95a, ACM95c, ACM96, ACM97, ACM98, ACM03, AIA93, AB94, Ano88v, Ano90f, Ano90g, Ano93n, Ano94-107, Ano97l, Ano97t, Ano98b, Ano98c, Ano11a, B+95, Be86, BP93, BH92b, CL91, CBCH93, CG96, C+97, DDJ98a, DP91, EP 97, Ece96, FJS95, GG+97a, GH94a, GH94b, GH94c, GL90, GT94, GP93c, HKR94, Ham94, HS95b, HS95c, Hol94, HPP98, HBC95, IEE85, IE93a, IE93c, IE94b, IE95b, IE96d, IE97b, KK87, KK99, KK89a, KWW92, KSW93, L^93, Lim93, L+95, Mar86, Mar88b, MW98, McC88, NBC92, Pe93a, PEH93, PL91c, Pit90, PH95, Sch97a, Sha98, Sig98, Sig99a, Sig95, S+93, Sin94a, SC93, SC93, S99a, T99b, Tho93c, Uni87c, USE00a, USE01, Wuo94, Zyr93, AU87, AGF96, An90y, An93a, An93g, An93i]. Conference [An93-39, An94-108, An94-134, An96k, An96l, An97d, Ara96, As93, Bal94, BBM96, BP98b, Bro93, Ch94a, DDC96, De 96, DSZ96, EM94b, Goo97, Gra93c, Gra94, HS+91, Hel93, IEE96a, IEE97a, Isk96, JP94, KK85, KFF93b, L94, LCH96, LM92, Lun94, ME96, Met86a, Pow97, RD94, RMO96, SN96, SJD96, Suh97, ACM94, ACM95a, IE95b, Ill96, Sin94a]. Conferences [An93f, An94x, Dra94a, Dra94b, Dra96b, Dra96a, Edw97, FJS95, Qu95, An94a]. Confidence [Moh94]. Configurable [TSCG94]. Configuration [BM94, Els89, SKB89, Abr88, GJW91]. Configuration-space [SKB98]. Conflict [GL93b, VLA92, Cal88, Fu99]. Conflict-Free [VLA92, Fu99]. Conflicts [DL96]. Conformal [CT93b].
Conway [Pev93]. Coolants [VM94].
Cooled [Car94a, CSB98]. cooler [Ano96u].
Cooling [Cha94b, CMAS11]. cooperation [Str94, YQTV12]. Cooperative [RWC94, RLW93, Ano93b]. Coordinate [TK93]. coordinates [Hun92].
Coordination [Kho94]. coordinator [Sch90b]. coping [Hil97]. Copper [McC88]. Coprocessor [AT93a, AT93b]. Coprocessors [Mar90]. Copyright [Waz89]. CORBA [LLSR02, CSFS00]. CORBA-based [LLSR02]. Core [BCR96, FBGM93, HM93c, JKNK93, JR94, MTK93, MAA93b, NM93, PP93, PNM93, RMPW93, RRSS93, Smi93, TBC94, WD93b, BC95, KNH916, Ano98d].
Core-Reflector [JKNK93]. Cores [IHSK93, TKI93, Ano00b, HCD18]. Cori [DAC18, HCD18]. Cornell [Cor98b, Ano98f, Ano02a, Ano02b, Bro91d, BK91b, Cor98b, CR98, Lee89]. Corner [War93a]. cornerstones [Cat92]. cornerturn [Hol90a]. Corporate [Rei93, AS93]. Corporation [Hab986, Was96b, CCKSS90]. Corrected [JWBW97]. Correcting/Detecting [AC84b, AC84a]. Correction [DS94a, OLL96, Tze88]. Corrections [Ano95-34]. correlated [Shi95]. Correlates [BBL95]. Correlation [Bel93, FBB97, WAM+91]. Cortical [ADGA95, HHT90, HY95, SA95, VT95].
COSMIC/NASTRAN [BP84]. Cosmological [DS96a]. Cost [GSG+94].
GGBR95, HW96, KV96, Mah94c, SW10a, AP91, Ano94-82, Ano95-28, Ano97-32, Poi90, Rob87, Sam85, Sm95, TF15].
Cost-Comparison [KV96]. cost-effective [Poi90, Rob87, Sam85]. Costs [FG92, SNS95]. could [Ano90e, Gib01, Par90a, Poo96a]. Council [Kho94]. Counting [Cia96, AL92, SM89]. Country [GV96a, KSB+99]. country-scale [KSB+99]. counts [Sit78]. Coupled [ADG+08, CCSR92, CSR90, GIF+12]. Ano91h, BDM94, Har86, KDK89, SA90, vL99]. Coupling [ADGA95, DM93, GD97, RAES96, RSR95, War93b]. Course [Jia94, Nar95, WF08]. Cover [Poo96b, Van97, SL90, Tru88]. covering [Joh86b]. covers [Way96]. Cox [Law89]. cozy [Ano97k]. CP [Asi98]. CP-PACS [Asi98]. CPAR [CC94b]. CPROF [SSS90]. CPROP [LB93]. CPU [Ano01c, Hoc85, WZC+98]. CPU/MIC [WZC+98]. CPUs [Ano91h, Nag88]. Cracks [LDM96, Ano97i]. Cracow [BBM96]. CRAF [SZ95]. Crandall [Wan94]. Cranking [Div97]. Crankshafts [GA97, TF97]. Crash [AKT90, Ano97a]. Crashworthiness [AVS93]. crashing [SSP93]. Crashworthiness [LCV93]. CRAY [Hoc85, Ano89c, Ano91d, Ano93h, Ano94-27, Ano95c, Ano95d, Ano95s, Ano98d, CB99, KNS95, LM85, Nor97a, PBK91, RR99, War10, AFT96, ARW93a, ACK+95, AGL98, ALN+01]. BAAD+97, BH92a, Car91, Cha94, C+97. DG90, DD90, Dec90, DH91a, Dic90, DE84. Duf82, Ent99, EM78, FR96b, FR96c, Fra94, GG+97a, GRM99, HL88a, HK98, KLN90a, LG97, Law90, LMP+90, LMM86, Ma99, PSM93, RL90b, Rus78, Sar91, Sch96, SZ95, SB82b, SP90, SO91, TM88, Tem88, Tem89a, VSH91, VDK91, Vez95, YV88, WLH90, WW92, Wil90a, WKS97, Ale90, AHP97, AGK+87, AKG87, And90a, AFF93, AF97, Ano88g, Ano88k, Ano98b, Ano98l, Ano89m, Ano92-29, Ano93s, Ano94z, Ano94-83, Ano94-119, Ano95j, Ano95e, Ano95g, Ano95i, Ano95h, Ano95p, Ano95f]. Cray [Ano96-29, Ano96-30, Ano96-42].
BCH+93, BB91a, BWHS18, BJV+16, BF92, CD95b, CP13, Che90d, Che96, CV88c, DGT82, ESTA94, FL92, GJG88, GZE+05, GP91b, GP91c, GS93, GM93a, Gor89, GGV90, GV92, GE96, Jéz00, JM89c, KB18, Law89, Lee87b, LL88, LEY86, Li89, LQFC18, LLDF95, MP88, MWRK18, NS88, ODAZ15, Pan96, PP91, PP92a, Po90, Sci86, SLY89, SC04, SR10, SB18, SGB91, Su92, TZY88, Tan89b, TYZ90, The90b, The91, TJC91a, TJC91b, Tuc91, VM07, WLH00, Wil90b, Woo92, Woo94, YH92, GS92b, HAG+13.

Data-Acquisition [Bel93].

Data-Communication [RWNJ94].
data-dependent [Woo92, Woo94].
data-driven [AJFH86, SB18].

Data-flow [Rei85, GS92b].

Data-Intensive [GCY+08, MPT12, SC04].
data-level [TZY88].

Data-Localization [YKK96].

Data-Parallel [HMM94, HQ91, RAES96, UZ95, Con94, BCH+93, GS93].

data/control [GP91c].

Database [ALPP00, Bar01, CK92a, CGHL94, CV93, FH95, LS93c, SSS94, Tak93, WWY93, HS91, McC94, Wie87, Win02]. databases [Ano99, Mon99, Mon90].

Dataflow [KNYT95, Mas95, MNB94, Ru91, SA82, YMY92, YKK96, An91, Bro86, thD90, Joe87, PSS+19, Sch90b, Sch95c, SMM17, TS90, TS91, Van86].

datasets [CKS99].

David [Win02]. Days [Ano95l, LM92].

Dayton [IEE94b]. DB [Win02]. DBC [CK92a, SG92b, GS93].

DBC/1012 [CK92a]. DC [IEE94e, Kho94, ACM92b, ACM92a, An96q, App96, FL92, Gra93c, Soc94].

DCC [SC93]. Deadlock [Tan87]. Death [Ano92d, Smi96a]. Debate
[Can92, Con91, Con90]. debias [Har91].

Debugger [Ano94-106, SABJ94, EM91].

Debugging
[AP87b, KC93c, Kra01b, LAd+15, LR88a, MB94a, BHS92, EGP88, FP00].

Debuts [Ano93z].

Dec [LP90, Uni91b].

Decades
[Ano96u, Mar90].

December
[ACM95c, Fox97, HHK94, IEE85, IEE97a, KS95, Nat84, PL91c, Pra95, Sam91].

Decentralized [XL94].

Decision
[ABCE97, BCCG97, BK91a, DGJG93, EFPS93, OY91, VRSG93, Ano94k].

Decision-Machine [DGJG93].

decodability [Mer86].

Decomposition
[ABBB94, BHLST94, CHMS94, Kar94, KDBG95, MM94b, TD96, AT89, Bab90, BS87a, Bis94c, Bra91a, BS90a, CS88, Che88, CS89, Che90b, Ch91, Fra90, GL88, HLTZ93, LG87, Lou90b, Nee90a, Scr88, Bis94b].

Decoupled [HT94].

Decoupling [SO95].

Dedicated [Ano93i, Rit97, Ano94a].

dedication [Deu86].
deduction [LMD98].

Deductive [Tak93].

Deep
[Ano92j, Mas95, TP95, AJFH86, Bab94, FK98, CH94d, VM07, Wat92].

Demand-Driven [TP95, AJFH86].

demonstrates [Ano92-42].

Demonstration
[JR94, PT93].

Denelcor [Hay86].
denies [Ano96o].

Denneau [War03].

denominators [ARW92].

Dense
[BCCG97, NJL94, Pop97, BS88a, DH86a, GPS90, GKL+87, HOSZ97, HLTZ93, Ipe19].

denser [Bas95b].

Density
[DAF+90, HFNP96, RHH96, VD96, Ano89h, FG90, WM92].

Deoxyribonucleotide
[HL91, HLxx].

Department
Departments [Vro94], departures [Bel92]. Dependable [Bar93a]. Dependence [Ano94-50, Mas91, Mil87]. Dependence [CWW94, TG95, GP91b, SLY89]. Dependent [GH93, GWH93, Now93, RDZ93, VMS93, Woo92, MMR96, Qui87]. Designs [SW10a, Wea97, Ano96u, Len90]. desk [Ano92-47, Kah91]. Determinant [Mur91a]. Determination [Ano94-89, Ano94-98, EWS+13, HCV97, NBGS96]. Determine [NW97]. Determining [GS94a]. deterministic [DY90]. Detonics [CNGR90]. Detroit [IEE95b]. Deukmejian’s [Deu86]. Developed [AHSS93, Ano92h, R94a, Ano90l, Kel85]. developers [Str94]. Developing [Ano92e, CSM97, DP91, GV96a, PL91a, PL91b, PR94, DWV92, Woo92, Woo94]. Development [ASSW93, AKT90, Ano94-32, Ano94-33, ATSA93, ASA93, A93, Bha94, Cho90a, Cig97, Dav86a, DG90, Dav00, EM94a, FNP+84, FBJ+94b, FNT93, HM93b, HM94, HST93, ITO93, KGKa93, KTN93, LC90, LKH94, Mac91b, Maj94, M90, MAA93b, Mit96, MMK97, MT96, NNSY94, New93, Nor97b, Oya99, PZA87, PRSS94, Raa97, Roh94, RDZ93, SN99, Sma93, Swe94, TK93, Un86b, Un86a, VD94, VF93, VB90, Y+92, AG90, Asl91a, CSFS00, HT72, Hin93, Jon89, JD95, KK90, LD90, Lav89, LYL87a, Loo84, NAS93, Pad89, PGK+10, PB9K6, Pol88a, Ram88, RYT89, Ren97, Saa87, Sam85, SCK+00, IBM13c, TB89, Vei85, VFK+04, Wie87, YKY90]. design-space [SCK+00]. designed [Ano94-27, CCG+17]. designer [Ano95p]. designers [Bel92, DWV92]. Designing [Ano94-51, ABMW93, Cyb9b, Gru97, GV96a, GIB93, Jen87, KK92, MMR96, Qui87].

[Ano94-107, CKS99, Ano91v].

departmental [Ano88f, RYT89].

departments [Bel92].

dependable [Bar93a].

dependence [Ano94-50, Ano94-109, Ban88, ES92, Mas95, MT91, Psa92, Dra89, Hag90, HP91, Li89, PP91, PP92a].

dependencies [CWW94, TG95, GP91b, SLY89].

dependencies [Ano94-50, Mas91, Mil87].

dependent [GH93, GWH93, Ken89, NOW93, RDZ93, VMS93, WW92, WW94].

dependences [CWW94, TG95, GP91b, SLY89].

dependences [Ano94-50, Mas91, Mil87].

dependences [Vro94].

dependent [Vro94].

dependent [Bel92].

depended [Ano00a].

described [Kah92].

description [MGA94, BV96, Gok89, Go90a, SK93a, Sch90b].

design [AAC+05, AH93, Ano94-87, Ano94-90, Ano94-31, Ano94-107, AJ93, ATSA93, BMCA93, BGM+[11, BJH97, Bos94a].

cbb+[05, CV92a, Cig97, CGHL94, CW98, CF94, DPS97, DMR93, Dv90, Dr91, ES96, EAME91, ESM93, EH97a, FNP+84, FB91b, Gob93, GY93b, Gtv91, GD94b, HB93, HHSW93, HU93, HW97, HSW+90, HS96, HSx, HGB90, HCV97, HK97, Hwa84, IK82, IBC+11, IH93, Jia94, Joe87, KC93a, KWH94, KTK94, KP94, KN93, Kiu94, KUM91, K93b, LN94, Leg94, LMP+90, Lin82, Lj97, LY97, MY97, M95, MC9+01, MOW96, MHE97, MM94b, MBB+[91, N94, NW97, PPP94, PCK94, PS96, PSS+19, PP94, Pin01, Raa97, RR93, R93a, RLC91, RL90b, RLC91, RGL+15, Row86, RW94b, Se94, Sm93, Sm93, SBW94, Str97, SCG+13, IM93a, Ts91, VJH94, WKL+16, WD93b, WJ94, Y94, Y94, YSL97, Z93, An96u].

design [Ano97a, Ano92a, Ano92c, BCB+99, BHM94a, BLS9, Ber89a, BGT90, BCK13, BHD+[05, Car93, CV91a, Che93b, D96b, EM94b, Gal87, GL91, GREC91, HCL88, HT72, Hin93, Jon89, JD95, KK90, LD90, Lav89, LYL87a, Loo84, NAS93, Pad89, PGK+10, PB9K6, Pol88a, Ram88, RYT89, Ren97, Saa87, Sam85, SCK+00, IBM13c, TB89, Vei85, VFK+04, Wie87, YKY90].
Ele93, Gil88, GM87, Gua88c, IKM85, Kha91, Kin96, Mar86, Mar88b, MT13, Nat91a, PATT12, R+00. Developments
[Ano89o, Ano93j, Ano95n, Ano95o, BM96, Fer83, Mar85a]. Develops [Ano97q].
Device [Ano91c, Ano94-94, KTK94, TTD+11, Ano90e, Par90a, YKY90]. Devices [AHSS93, Hei90, OBR94, GBB05].
DeWitt [Win02]. DeWiz [Kra01b]. Dfl.180.00 [Tru88]. DFS [SSH96]. Diacid [VM94].
Diagnoses [Tze86]. Diagnosis [Sei94, Rol97, TYZ85]. Diagnostic [KB97].
Diagnostics [Hei90, OBR94, GBB05]. diagonal [GP93a], diagonalizable [LTT92].
Diaphragm [SP94]. Diaphragm-Disc [SP94]. DIBU [AK93]. Did [Bel96]. Diego [ACM95c, AIA93, Ano97g, Ano97u, Deu86, JD95, Lay91a, PKB91, San91, SR93b, Tay94, Ano96z, Ano97-29, Dau97]. dielectric [GKR91, Lee84]. Dies [Coc01]. Diesel [BK97, BPW97, CZRB93, GP93b, KKKD97, KR94b, GOR97].
Difference [FBH93, KLY94, LC97b, NU91, Bue86b, Che94a, DP90, SA10a, Str94, Vaa88].
Differenced [MF93], differences [EGK89a]. Differencing [MDW93, War93a].
Different [GAV95, MMRL93, WSP95, Sne94a, Sne94b]. Differential [CSSY92, Gal96, GRSS93, Wat91, WS93, Cha90, DGL89, Pet89a, Ser88, TFB94a, TFB94b]. difficult [HHS01b].
Diffraction [BHM998, For93, PB94a]. Diffusion [AK93, CFV+90, GWG93, IMA93, JV93, Koh96, LM93, MDW93, NU91, Now93, PA93a, RDZ93, SMFG85, War93a, WR95, KC93b, Zas93, CGM91, EAMS95a, EAMS95b, Hum92, KGJ9x, SM92].
Diffusion-Accelerated [MDW93].
Diffusion-Synthetic [War93a]. Diffusive [SBY93]. Digest [Bel86, IEE95c, Wno94]. digit [AW91]. Digital [Ano91e, Ano91h, CCKS90, DGJ93, DM88a, DM88b, HU93, LKH94, M93, MD88, MBK+92, NAAW97, PRR94, Sin08, Wad96, Ada95, Bar98, Wes98, Was96b].
Dimension [DT96, XL94, KS93c, Ree88].
Dimensional [AD97, ACG+90, AK93, BCM90, BSJW96, BY96, DLQP94, GMBW93, GWH93, HFT94, Hum94, JB90, KO93b, Man90, OK93, Soc94, SUS93, TKM96, VDF96, W93a, Wes97, WFT93, ACH99, BR95, BS91, HP88b, KJS85, LB82, LLDF95, MB97, Nee90b, Nix92, RWW+98, Rav92, Rav95, SBH980, SM92].
Dimensions [Ano92-38, Cox88, KT93a, OGR95, OMR93].
dimeric [PB98], dinosaur [Tay95a].
Dioxide [CSRB90], dip [J88]. Direct [BPJ94, BILW95, Ger90, HVS93, KY93, KSP13, LN94, MS94c, RT97, Taf96, TYK93, WG93a, Abr90, DD88, GSZ91, GW95, HJZ94, JHZ95, LA93, Sam95, ST90, W190b, Yan90a].
Directed [Ano94u, Ano94-56, CV95, SM94, WTC02, Che89c, CV98a, GGV90, PL91a, PL91b].
Direction [YA93, BMS92]. Directional [FCD97]. Directions [Bos94a, CCKS90, Chi00, DSSS05, MMW86, MSK02].
Director [Bro91b, Lew94b, Ano95v].
directories [CV91b]. Directory [CS82, CS86b, MTL94, MH94, Tra89, Ano88r, CV90, CV92a, LY90b, She90].
Discontinuous [MDW93, YA93].
discoveries [PMS98], discovery [Mit88, Nat91b, Nat92b]. Discrete [KGK93, Mhe94, MRL+17, Was96a,
AZC13, Joh91, Kon91a, KY91a, KY91b, RMM87, RM88. Discretisation [GW93a]. Discretizations [PA93a]. Discretized [Vui93]. Discs [YMZ90]. Discussion [Kau93b, Mur91b]. diseased [MKHY95]. disjoint [NS88]. Disk [KRJ93, Ano95w, BJ84]. dispersion [WQS92]. dispersion [CK90]. Display [ABM88, JB90, KFJB94, Kue93, SDB94, Ano90a, Ano97a, Mal89]. Displays [Bar00c, Bar00d, Ano97n]. disposed [Ano96-35]. Dispute [JR94]. Dissent [Lew17]. Dissipation [GML90]. Distance [AM94, BBD+08, KHN89]. Distillation [ZBLZ95]. Distinct [ER94]. Distinguished [Pm01]. Distress [COC93]. Distributed [AW94, Abr94, ADDL01, Ano94, Ano94-34, Ano94-35, Ano94-49, Ano94-45, Ano94-58, Ano94-84, Ano94-85, Ano94-106, Ano94-103, Ano94-90, Ano94-143, Ano90a, Ano10a, ABS94, ASNT91, ALMS92, AHH94, AZ94, BAAD92, BIRR94, BCHH94, Bec89a, BD93a, Ber95a, BSKJ93, BC95, BNSP99, CGFT05, CD95b, CC94a, CGSG94, CV95, DLLG98, DHHW93, DVWW05, EBS02, EKZ90, FB99a, Fos96, FS93b, GY92, GY93a, GM94a, GMSS+11, GHDF10, Gof99, GM94G, GL93a, Gra93b, GL99, GS94d, GR94, HL95, HKT92, Hun94, IEE93b, IK82, Jay88b, KK95a, KY96, KIL94, Koun96, KRS13, Kue93, LK93, Law00, Lee94, LPV94, LCV93, LL94, MW95, Mah94b, Mes93b, Mes00, MS94c, MRAR95, MS94d, OH92, PR94b, Rag94, RW94a, SEAS4, SNS95, Sch94c, SSKR97, Sh91, SG94a, IE94d, SLRP95, SO95, SK96, TH94]. Distributed [TG94, TAAL95, WP94, Who92, YFOT93, AG94b, ARA96, AM96, BBH+00, BGKR99, Cal96, Car92, DL92, Dra90a, DuB90, DR91, GMF00, Hab92, HPFP94, IEE96b, JI91, KHS88, Kha95, Kim96, KG03, KA96, KG95, Kru95, KSM+19, Li89, Liu95, LA93, RKLW93, SFL+94, SD92, SC04, SY91, War03, WvTB+07, ZEC+17, ZGL14, HB89]. distributed-concurrent [LA93]. Distributed-Memory [Ano94-85, DLLG98, GM94, GRS94d, HKT92, PRR94b, SLRP95, WPR92, AG94b]. Distributes [Kun95]. Distributing [YTL87]. Distribution [Ano94-65, Ano94-141, CWL97, FSGS93, IK82, KIPR93, LPH90, PG93, BAAD+97, BB91a, Fea94, KS95, Rob89, Whe98]. Distribution-Independent [Ano94-141]. Distributions [CLPV93, GG96, HMKCM94, KKP93, KNS95, LD93b, SH95, USZ96, VW95]. diverged [MT13]. diverse [Kim96]. diversity [Zor92]. Divide [DT96, AT89, Don93c, LR88b]. Divide-and-Conquer [DT96, Don93c, LR88b]. divided [EGK98a]. diving [Wie94]. Division [Bro91b, Has84, Lee94, Age05, Mas93, Nat91a]. dia [BKM88]. DMBC [Sah95]. DME [GR94]. DNA [Bar93b, Bas95b, Bau96, BM93b, CGW95, C902a, C902b, Hei89, HL91, HLxx, HH93, JHGL93, KGS93, KIPR93, KT93a, LD93a, Lu93, Pev93, PR94, Poo96b, Poo96a, PG93, SD93, SSK93, Tri93]. DNA-Based [CGW95]. DO [Day12, Ano94-110, Ano94-118, HHS01a, HHS01b, JA92a, PB90, Rag06, Ada95, MAFW08, W792, JA92b]. Do-It-Yourself [HHS01a, HHS01b, JA92a, JA92b]. Doacross [TAZ94, SY91, Ano94-42, CY91, OSK95]. doall [Jac85, RP94]. Documentation [BKM93, Ano90t, Nat89b]. DOD [Fed96, Ano95v, Ano99]. DOE [Ano94-36, Ano97p, Ano97-30]. Does [JA92a, Tho93b, JA92a]. doesn’t [Win02]. Domain [ABBB94, BS90a, CBT91, Div97, KEB95, KRS13, Pan98, Bab98, Che98, CS99, Chi91, Fra90, GL88, LG87, Scr88]. Domain-Specific [KRS13]. domains
[Ano90l, AGD93]. Domik [Ano96c]. Dominating [TM94a, TM94b]. Dongarra [SB94d]. Dongarra-Sorensen [SB94d]. Don’t [Bar00c, Bar00d]. Door [OT07]. Doorframe [JC94d]. Doors [Ano92-39, Bro17, Ano92-40]. Dopamine [SVML95, WR95]. Doppler [RCR93]. Dopplergrams [KRJ93]. dose [MB97]. dosimetry [Ano96w]. Double [Ano93k, Ano95w, NNSY94, Ban90, LKFU05, RR95]. Double-edged [RR95]. Doubling [CSRB90]. Dowd [Bra94]. Down [Ano95-40, JWG93, Str94, Way96, WF08]. Downturn [Gar01]. DPS [Tra89]. DPS-chip [Tra89]. Draft [DHHW93].DRAM [HS93c, IBP+05]. Drama [Smi95]. Drawing [SHA+92]. dream [Ano96u]. Dredged [DA97]. Drive [BPU94, MS94b, Ste94e]. Driveline [AM93b]. Driven [BISB96, HLB94, TD96, TP95, AJFH96, Che99a, HS93a, KN96, SN95a, SN95b, SB18, WGS91, UR95]. driven/dataflow [TS91]. Drivers [FT93a]. Drives [Ano95y, DDJ98a, Ano95w]. Driving [HRG93, Kad94, MF97, NCD97, Wie96]. Drop [Gre91b, Gre89b]. Drops [Ano95k, Gre88c]. Drosophila [HKG90, Hum92, Hum93]. Drug [HSW+90, Ric90a, MHI97, PB98, PMS+08]. drugs [Str94]. Drum [BSJW96, Koh96]. Dry [HFNP96, RHH96, Was96]. DSM [Ano94-66]. DSMC [BILJ95]. DSNP [AA93]. DSP [KG03, MBSK92, She90, Wei91]. DSP-chip [She90]. DSPACE [Yan90a]. Dual [EHG95, IEE96a, LM93, Pel94]. Dual-Processor [EHG95]. Dual-use [IEE96a]. due [DT96]. Dummies [TD90]. dummy [Ano97a]. dumping [Ano96o, Dum97]. Duplication [DA94]. Durability [MHI97]. During [Bel93, FCD97, Sch90c, DGG18, Got91b, MB93, MB94b, Pit90]. Dust [Ano89g, Ano91d]. Dutch [HS94b]. DVS [Hic18]. Dynamic [AC93, AJ97, Ano94-38, Ano94-37, AZ94, DD93, DDF93, EJ97, Fan87, FI93, GZA86, HL95, HC91, HK96, HMC94, KK95b, KB94, MH94c, MOWW96, OP96, PP92a, PR94b, RCK97, VR94, VV94, WQS92, ZBL95, BAAD+97, BP92, CGL96, CGLxx, Chexx, Chu91, DCG90, Fin82, JG88, Mil87, Ng95, PKB91, Ram88, Roj19, SAB+05, WWJ09, ZCTP00]. Dynamical [BY96, BPU94, KLN90a, NAG96c, Pas95, Sug96, KLN90b]. Dynamically [TSCG94]. Dynamics [ADGA95, ATL90, Ano94-137, Ano97f, ABGL96, BHEG94, CFV+90, CH10, CHMS94, DAKM98, ES96, FR81, Fra94, GI93, HP93, Kue93, KK92, LD93b, Law90, LB94c, MA93b, NCD97, NS93, Por86, SKV93, Sim92b, SFF94, VVKB96, Web93, WKFF97, Wil90a, ARF12, BBK+08, COS89, DGL89, DB95, Ece96, Elm93, Elm95a, EFG+05, GKS09, Hea91, Hua92, HK93, Kha91, KH+09, Lag89, LM92, Lou92, MCH91, MA85, OYK+14, Ons88, PEH93, PZGL91, PS98, RCB93, Sch99b, SCK+00, Ske89, SPP+05, WCH91].

Electronic-structure [NPS93].
Electronica [MMR96]. Electronics [Ano92h, Ano94-108, IEE94b, MS94a, Ano97-32, Art93, Asp93].
Electrons [BDM94]. Electrophoresis [CL91, SBY93].
Electrophysiology [MH95, KSM+08].
Electrostatic [RD07]. electrostatics [TFVK94].
electrotechnical [De96].
Elegans [Dro95]. Element [Ano94g, Ano94b, BK95b, Bro97, BV93, CSSY92, ER94, FB91b, Glo84, Glo89, IS95, JM90, LM93, MK92, Nag94, NBGS96, OD01, RDZ93, SMFG85, Sch94b, Sha94b, TD90, TOWC15, AS90, Ano95v, Arb92, Che94a, CRA10, DL92, FR95, Hea91, Ji91, JMS9b, Mac96, Ram86, SSLR90, TR86, Van95a, Vez95, Was96a, YYYY93, YHA93, van95b].
Elementary [WG91]. Elemente [Wat95]. elements [Mac92].
eleventh [Ano96l]. eliminate [Ano90e, Par90a]. Eliminates [Ano95d]. Elimination [MM94c, Pap92, Rag94, WL83, CG87, Gan86].
Eleventh [Ano96c]. Elliptic [RT97, BB91b, BJ84, FGM90, GS87a, GS88b, GS89b, Lee96]. Ellis [Coc01].
EM-4 [BAM93, Ano94-85]. Embeddable [AK94].
Embedded [Ano95r, Ano00c, Ano00d, CSFS00, DDJ98a, EVM+98, GSG+94, IBP+95, MRGR12, OGR95, SDR98].
Embedding [AM93c]. Embeddings [HS95a]. Emergence [AU91, AU90].
Emergencies [EFPP93]. Emergency [IK93, ITOK93, RWCA94, TIQK94, VRS93]. Emergent [BWO96].
Emerging [Mar85a, Sah94a, Sch93a, Cat92]. Emerson [Kaz92]. Emission [HEJM95]. Emissions [BK97]. Emitting [Bar00c, Bar00d, Ano92h]. Emphasis [Sch93a, Kah92].
Emphasizes [Hol94].
Empirical [ACK+95, LH94, Wie96, CY91, SL89, SL90, VSH91]. Employment [Gar01, Ano94s].
Empowering [Mor92b, KWW92]. emulation [ZS94b, ZS94c]. Enable [Ano94-143, HC99].
Enabled [GK18, Stu97]. enables [AB01]. Enabling [APK+12, Ano94-47, Ano96b, BCH12, FT96b, KHBB01, SMS95, ZEC+17].
Enchanting [EE93]. enclosure [Ha88, Ha90a]. Encoder [TCJS93]. encoding [BR95, WD94]. encompassing [Ano95-32]. Encouraging [cFC07].
Encryption [WM91]. End [DM88a, DM88b, GF90, MD88, Mou89, Mou90, Ano89k].
End-user [Mou89, Mou90]. ended [Fin94, MSCxx, TR86]. Energie [Pre93b].
energies [Ano94a]. Energy [CTD+16, FSGS93, FBCB18, FLP+07, GGW93b, JBWB97, JR94, Mir90, MRGR12, Nat90, Pau08, SW10a, SHG95, TGV08, Uni86b, Uni86a, Uen93, A+12, BMR85, For93, KNHN16, MWRK18, RLKW93, Roj19, SNEP14, SN96, Uni93, Uni95].
energy-aware [A+12]. Energy-Efficient [MRGR12, Pau08, TGV08]. Energy-Time [FLP+07]. enforcement [CV88c, Dam11].
Engine [BCW93, BK97, BPW97, GSWG93, GP93b, HK97, KLSC97, KB97, Law90, OGOR97, PB94b, Tak93, TJS93, VM94, VF93, BCK13, PSO12]. Engineer [BCC+08, MM94a, Wen94, Hii97].
Engineering [AS98, Ano90g, Ano94-107, BGS+12, GT97, Got91a, GK18, Gro90, HF93, Hwa85, Jla94, Jon89, KS94a, L97, L+95, LCD97, MW81, MBW01, Nas91, Pin01, Pit90, SC99, Str94, SR93b, Vro94, Ade92, Ano88e, Ano88d, Ano88c, Ano89r, BP89b, BP93, C+97, CCC+89, Cre91, FKB98, Fox97, GL90, HS+91, Hen91, IAIK92, Isk96, JT87, JD95, Kho94, LP90, Mar86, Mar88b, MB89, Som13, SPK94, Gra93c, Pin01].
English [NSW08]. Enhance [TJ94, SC91a].
Enhanced [LYKM97, MM93a, McC94, EFH+00].
[Gur88, RW89]. Euclidian [FRW92].

EUDOC [PMS+88]. Euler

[Dic94, Gri86, GD94b, Sha94b]. Eulerian

[BK93]. EuroBen [Van91a]. europaische

[Wac92]. European [Ano93-39, Lid96, Lid99, LCHS96, Duf84, Duf85, Kir89]. European

[Ano92j, Ano97d, DLM99, RMO96, Ano85b, AGL11, DMKW93, LPC+95, LMP+90, Pe93b, PC94b, RCR93, SS90a, SS90b, SSxx, Sta88]. Europort [SS96b]. Eutrophication [HW97, WHMA97]. EUVL [Bar01].

Evacuation [ITOK93, TIOK94]. Evaluate [Bur94a]. Evaluating [DAC+18, EAMEG11, GB96, Kel94, KB96, Mck94, PSO12, Srd94, VdSK+05].

Evaluation [All93, Ano94-30, Ano94-54, Ano94-73, Ano94-102, Ano94-103, AC84b, AHOK02, AK93, BK77, BBH95, BS94a, Bie88, BD94, CGSG94, CP94b, Coo93, CMF94, DVWW05, FR95, GA95, Gin82, HS96, HSxx, HKT92, IBC+11, IK91, KC93c, LMH90, LBT94, LMM86, MOWW96, MTL94, MH94, NH91, PTC+93, RRMD94, RLKW93, Rue92, TNA92, TGL96, USZ96, WOG94, AP90, Ano94-100, AC84a, ACK+95, BS94b, Ber98, Bli89, CC96, CKP90a, Cy90, CKP90b, Cyr86, DR91, Eig01, Har86, HP88a, HY92, Inf86, JOK+18, JD95, KSS7b, LS92b, LC12, LYS93, MA86a, MMW86, Mar88c, MI01, MDH+16, OW94, Par90b, PPR95, PP91, PP92a, PP92b, Po90, RGH17, SCG+08, SNS+97, SWS+12, SH91, hTD88, Tan89a, TC94, Y93b, YHA93, Y111].

Evangelizing [Coc01]. Eve [Ano95v]. Even [AFML93, Ano89n, Gib01]. Event [EGP88, Mal91, AZC13, Kon91a, KY91a, KY91b, L91, Ma89, RMM87, RM88, TS91, WGS91].

Event-based [Mal91]. event-driven

[TS91, WGS91]. event-driven/dataflow

[TS91]. events [SM89]. ever

[Ano96u, DVW92]. ever-higher

Every [Dun92, Gol91a, Gol91b, Wic92, Ano92-47, Ano94k, Kahl91]. everything

[Way96]. Evidence [RSRG95]. Evolution [CCKSS90, San93, Ano89d, IEE89b].

Evolutionary [ZWO2]. evolve [Ano94-131].

Ewald [FMD07, Fin82]. Exact

[FM93, Ps92]. eaxafop [Gil11].

Examination [MH96, SMH91]. example

[DFSZ88]. Examples

[FD93, SS96b, SBN82, WBP87, IBM13c].

Exascale

[Get15, KLQ19, MRL+17, SBW+19, YWXZ12, AGL11, CCG+17, Vet12, Mes17].

Excel [Ano94p]. excellence [BBD92].

Exchange [PPG94, SJPS94, SJPS96, TS94, XLF9, Bue91a]. Exchanger [MS97].

excitation [CGLY96, CGLxx]. excitations [Chexx]. Exhilaratory [KW95]. excited

[RLKW93]. Execute [GS94a]. Executing

[LZ95, Chu87, HC91]. Execution

[Col94, GHW94, JAB92, KR94a, Li92, Mah94c, MM93b, Mck94, MB94, VSM96, YK895, YAG93, YAGx, Z95, Che89a, Cho90b, GP88, KPS88, MLR90b, MLR90a, OWG+13, Pol87d, Sch88b, Sch88, SY91, YF98].

executive [Bli91]. Exegesis [CK92a].

Exercise

[HWS88]. Exercises [PT93].

Exhaust [OGOR97, WJ94]. Exhaustive

[Lu93, QD91]. Exhibit [AIA94]. Exhibition

[Ano88v, GH94a, GH94b, GH94c, HS95b, HS95c, IEE94a, IS95, KK93a, KSW93, L+95, Qui95, Ano93-39, He93, LCHS96, II96].

Existing [STN93]. Exons [HH93].

Expanding [Coo95, HS94a, Pap16].

Expands [Ano87a, Ano00b]. Expansion

[Mur91a, Ano02a, Ano02b]. Expectations

[Ano94j, Liu83]. Experience [BS94a, Chi00, DR81, DR82, E91, GK92, JM89c, JM89a, Kau93b, MJ90, Mes93b, RS85, Rit88a, Sim92a, BS94b, HKN89, Kar89, NSH95].

Experiences

[ASSW93, Ano94-13, 870, BMT96, CDH84, DFS93, DJM93, EHHG95, GB96, GL93a, HL88a, Hay86, Kah93a, MMRL93, Nag88, Rit88b, SMFG85, SSH96, ABB+13, Sch94c].

Experiment
Experimental [ASM86, Ano90a, Ano94-49, Ano94-68, BMP93, CAB93, Don87, DDF93, Gis86, Ha88, Ha90a, HGS88, JCY94, LGG+87, OMM93, PP91, PTC+93, TGL96, USZ96]. Experimentalist [Gha96].

Experimentation [GGJ89]. Experimenting [EO13]. Experiments [ASNT91, Asl91b, AK93, BD94, CRM94, DCG90, DGG92a, DGG92b, DAKM98, Fra90, FGM90, Gri88, KK92, RT97, BP86, Kor93, SZG95, VDK91]. Expert [IK93, Dan91, Joh88]. Expertise [Pin99]. Experts [PD94, Ano94-119, Ano95l, Ano97k]. Explain [Bis94d]. Explaining [SH93, SH94b]. Explanatory [FNK93]. Explicit [Gri86, Noo95, Sch93b, WVBM88a, WVBM88b]. Exploit [Rie93]. Exploitation [TJ94, VSH90, CBB+05, Lee86]. Exploiting [AACK92, EAGEG09, GW95, LS94, Nag90, NMS93, SWG06, WBP87, FTM91].

Exploration [BGM+11, Che90f, SGGH97, GE96, SGB91]. Exploratorium [Ano94-34]. explore [Ano02a, Ano02b]. Exploring [Bro91d, WKL+16]. Exponential [ALM93, BL93]. exponentials [Ked94]. exponentiation [Joh92].

Extensions [NdMM09]. Export [Ano90a, Ano95k, EHG01, Har95, MWRK18, Uni98]. Express [Ano01b]. Expressed [AKDM93]. Expressibility [Bis94d]. Expressing [BGS+12, Ede94b]. Expressions [Ano94-50]. Expression [BGS+12, Ede94b].


Faddeev [SK89]. Fail [Bar00c, Bar00d]. Failure [Sei94, WH94]. Failures [Ano94-139, HRC09]. Fail [Mic90, CKS99, Gre89b]. Falling [LDMC96].

Falter [Ano95a]. Family [LS93c, NU91, AJFH86, BE93c]. farming [Str94]. fashion [Ano99, CKS99]. Fast [Ano92k, Ano92q, BP90, BHS+02, EGK87a, EGK89a, Elm95b, EH97c, J992, LHS6a, LHS6b, LH86c, LH86d, LH87, LM93, LG87, MOOK94, Mik94, Mik89, NS93, RMPW93, RT97, SKVZ93, SAGS93, TKI93, UP01, VTM12, WG91, ABP92, BP91a, CHWW13, CC88a, Cat92, CV88a, Dra90a, EGK89b,
GS87a, GS88b, GS89b, Gut95, Heg96, Mas94a, MB97, OYK**+14, Sta95, NR86.

**Faster** [Ano94-110, BGQ19, BBS94, Nag94, Ano91l, Bas95b, BE88].

**Faster** [Ano93l, Bar00c, Bar00d, Theo9a, Theo9b, Ano90n, Ano97x, Ano97v, An00b].

Fat [Lei85].

Fat-Trees [Lei85].

Fate [ZL97].

Fatigue [Bel93, ES88, JCJY94].

Fault [Ano94-53, BOS93, CRV94, CB94, CJ94, DO89, EVM**+98, GFB**+03, GBG89, GMG94, LL08, LLGS09, TYZ85, Tze86, Con00, Dao88, HCL88, Mit88, OD88, SO91, The90b, The91, TYZ88].

Fault-Aware [LLGS09].

Fault-diagnoses [Tze86].

Fault-diagnosis [TYZ85].

Fault-tolerance [The90b, The91].

Fault-Tolerant [Ano94-53, CRV94, CB94, EVM**+98, GFB**+03, GBG89, LBT94, Tze86, TYZ88].

Faults [LMH90].

Faulty [Gua88b, Gua88c, Ham90].

FCI [ARE95].

**FCRC** [ACM96].

**fears** [Ano96-35].

**Feature** [SCV01, Ano97k].

**featured** [Bro17].

Features [Ara91, AGD93, KZ94, MTHP93, NW97, Oed92a, Oed92b].

Feb [B**+95, ZyG93].

**February** [Ano96l, Clo96, Don92a, GL90, GE96, JD95, M**+94, Wuo94].

**Federal** [Ano95l, MP92, Uni86b, Uni86a, Uni86c, Waz89, Ano95h].

**Federated** [CGHL94].

Feedback [PH11].

Feeder [SS94].

**Fees** [Ano94-129].

Feet [Ano95s, Bar00c, Bar00d].

**FEL** [SNK**+93].

Fellows [Pin01].

Fellowship [Kah93a].

**FEM** [HS93b].

**FEM-Analysis** [HS93b].

**FEM5** [KA91].

Fermat [YB86].

Fermilab [Fer83].

Fermions [KL90a, KL90b].

**Fernbach** [Ano16].

FEVS [SZ11].

**Fewer** [Ano95-45].

**FFMachine** [Wun89].

FFT [AGZ94a, AABK95, Ano94-62, Bue91b, Cal96, DWM**+01, FDM07, OLWW94, Tem88].

FFTs [Car91, EFR**+05, GJS7, Swa86].

Fibonacci [Ahu96, AM15, Mas94a, Mas94b].

**Fibre** [Ano94-104, Gre91a].

**Fibre-Optic** [Gre91a].

fibrosis [MHKY97].

FIDAP [Web93].

**FIDISOL/CADSOL** [GRSS93].

Field [AU87, Bai92, Ewa89, KMG96, Uni87a, Pop97, Sat93, SBY93, Theo9a, VHG93, WWKR97, Ano92l, Ano95w, CR94, MR86, MR87, Ano97k, ML95b].

**Field-Derived** [WWKR97].

Field-programmable [ML95b].

**Fields** [KMT94, MF92, Arn88, ARW93b, BE93c, CK90, Nee90b].

**FIFO** [HHOM91, HHOM92].

**Fifth** [ANS92, BG91, Pit90, Uni98, Ano93-39, HK93b, HK93, NAS93].

**Fight** [Ano92-30].

**fights** [Ano92-29].

File [Ano94-37, CF94, HERC95, JR91, KR94d, NK96, Wie87, Bin88, MK92a, MK92b, SC04].

**File-Access** [Ano94-37].

files [Ano95c, Hib01].

**Filesystem** [SSH96].

film [Ano95w, Hua92].

filtering [Use93].

**Filter** [WWY93, Use93].

**filtering** [Use93].

Finalist [New91, New95].

**Financial** [New91, New95].

finance [Zen99].

find [Ano98f].

**Finding** [BBD**+08, GM93b, SW10a, CP92c, GS87c].

Findings [KF95].

**Fine** [BH89, BL91, CWW94, INK01, MKS96, SFL**+94, ZL97, FMD07, TS91].

Fine-grain [CWW94, SFL**+94].

**Fine-Grained** [INK01, ZL97, BB**+08, BL91].

**Fingerling** [BCM90].

**Finite** [Ano94b, BV93, CSSY92, FBH93, Glo84, Glo89, JM90, KLY94, LM93, LC97b, Mac92, Nag94, NBGS96, OD01, RDZ93, SMFG85, Sha94b, SSLR90, TD90, TOWC15, Ano95v, Arb92, CH89b, Che94a, CRA10, DP90, Grie93, Hea91, JM98b, Mac96, PGS03, Ram86, TR86, Vaf88, Van95a, YYY93, YHA93, Van95b].

**Finite-Difference** [KLY94].

**Finite-Element** [BV93, RDZ93, Ano95v].

finite-volume [PSG03].

**Finiten** [Wat95].

**Fink** [Hil97, MM94a, Wen94].

**Finned** [MS97].

**Finnish** [Alo90].

**Fire** [LC95, Ano89e, Ano95x, Ano96j].

firm
firms [Ano95x, Ano96n, Bla97].

First [Ano90f, CL91, CCKSS90, DH93, GJS93, HKR94, Kho94, MBR05, M+95, Pau08, RS94e, Tec89, SSJL94, Uni89a, Ano94-27, Bel86, BP89b, Fra94, Hor82a, Hor82b, KK85, Men87, Uni86b, Uni86a, Uni86c, Uni91a, Uni98, Ano90g, FJSP95, IE85, FISHNET [KHS88].

Fitted [TK93].

Fitting [WS99].

Five [Ano93-34, Ano95v, Ano97-30].

Five-year [Ano95v].

Fixational [BBL95].

Fixed [Ano94-54, GREC91].

fixed-time [GREC91].

Fixpoints [CH94].

FL [Ano94-100, DP91].

Flame [BD93b, CGM91].

Flamelet [GWG93].

Flames [GWG93, HVSB93].

flash [Per06].

FLASH3 [FKL08].

Flat [Ano97n].

Flat-panel [Ano97n].

Flattening [GF95].

FLEX [FG87].

FLEX/32 [FG87].

Flexible [FG909, LA94, PYTL97, Pan90, Wai72].

Flexiblely [SA90].

FLICC [MP92].

Flight [CCKSS90, Ano91x].

Floating [Bal93, Dun92, Gol91a, Gol91b, IHE+00, MD88, Wic92, Ano94-122, Ano94-123, Ano97v, CBB+05, Wei91, DM88a, DM88b].

Floating-Point [Dun92, Gol91a, Gol91b, IHE+00, MD88, Wic92, CBB+05, Wei91, DM88a, DM88b].

Floor [Qui95].

Florence [Ano96a, Rol96].

Florida [CL91, DP91, IEE85, KK85, L+93, Lim93, Tho93c, Gig94].

Flosolver [Sin94c].

Flow [AGH+90, Ano94-114, AAS88, AFT97, BM96, BP96, Des80, DGT84, DB94, ER96, Frut93, GPKK82, GW93a, Gra93b, GIF12, GW93b, GWH93, HVZ94, Hai97, Hai96, Har94b, HFN96, HK96, HS94d, Jon19, KO93a, KKD097, KS93b, KLSC97, KMT94, KY90, KR94c, Kuw92, Kuw94, LR92, Leu96, LDMC96, MS97, MS96, MKND97, MJS94, MKF94, MHH93, Nag96c, NAW97, PB94b, PC97, PC93, RE94, RSS96, RG94, Riz94, Saa93b, SS96a, SW96, Soe94, TK93, TOWC15, VM87, VD96, VF93, VH93b, VB90, War93b, WR97, Wao96a, YMZ90, YCC97, YYK93, Amn89, Amn90, Amn92, CV88c, CFA01, DGT82, DRA08, GRI86, LXX+16, MB93, MB94b, Nee90b, Pol90, Rei85, The90b, The91, Wao93, YH92, GS92b].

Flowfield [MK90].

Flows [Ano94b, Ano94-140, BPJ94, DLPQ94, GFM96, Ger90, Gol96, HGC94, HFT94, KY93, KO90, PPM90, PSB01, RHH96, SHZK94, Tak94, TFO94, BS91, KGERJxx, Ram86, TR86, ZBN+19].

flowsheet [Har89].

fluent [HP88b].

fluent/BFC [HP88b].

Fluid [Ano94-114, Ano97z, DD93, GI93, GW93a, Har94b, HGC94, Jan19, KLSC97, KK92, MKB87, MI93, MMH93, Nag96c, NS93, Por86, PC93, RT93, Sch93b, Sim92b, Soe94, VM87, VF93, Web93, WKKFK97, Wil90a, COS89, DGL89, Ece96, HKS93, LM92, Lou92, MA85, MB93, MB94b, PEH93, PZGL91, RBC03, Wao93, Ano96u].

Fluid-Dynamical [Nag96c].

Fluidized [NCVG96].

Fluids [Glo89, L+95, Gup88].

Flux [FBH93, Uli84].

fly [YH90, Y90, BAD01].

flyer [Norxx].

FM [LC97a].

Focus [Ano97f, Cla98, Dav87, HTV88, Tay95a, Voi94].

Focuses [Pin01].

Folding [Ess90, IMP93, XCLW93, Mil87].

Foods [KS90].

Force [Gre90, Bel92, IKH93, RD07, Ano93-46].

forced [BJZDA96].

Ford [Ano96u].

Forecast [BCHH94, Dic90, GJS94, SS90, VW95, DTV00].

Forecasting [Dic81, Dick82, Kau93a, WCG94, Sel95].

Forecasts [Koo97, Ano97p].

Forefront [DR93, GLS11, IEE95d].

Foresees [Lew94c].

Forester. [CCKSS90].

Foreword [MH18].

forges [Fed96].

Forget [Poo96b, Poo96a].

Forging [BMCA93].

Form [AK87, FDD02].

Formal [PGK10, Rol94].

Formalism [CBR93, JC94a].

Formalizing [GP91a].

Format [EBS02].

Formation [Gre91b, Pan97, S94b, SBSR96, Gre98b, Hun92, OMM93, Yos09].

Former [WG93b].
Win02. Funds [Coc01]. Further
[Tem89a, Tem89b, Ano92-45]. Fusion
[DH93, YMT93, Ano94s]. Future
[Ano92m, Ano93p, Ano95-35, Ano97l, Bos94a, Chi00, DSSS05, Els02, Gal93, GA84, Gre91a, Hin93, HF93, Lew94a, Lew94c, LEMS95, MSK+02, Oya02, Pay97, RG94, RS894, VSM+07a, VSM+07b, Wat93, Ano93d, Ano94-119, Ano96w, Hey90, Hol84, Kon916, KAM19, Mye92b]. Fuzzy
[Bj93, Cj93, CC98, DGG93, HRG93, HHG93, Her95, Rol96, VRSG93, Ano96a].
Fuzzy-Logic [DGJG93]. FX

G [GLS11]. GaAs [Cha95, CH97, Wat93].
GAIA [Yi11]. Gain [Sch95b, Ano97-30].
Gaining [Buz94]. Gains
[Ano93m, Ano92w, Hsi91]. Gaithersburg
[Uni91]. Galaxies [Ste94]. Galley
[NK96]. Gallium
[Ano94-55, Bae88, De95, FB91b, Zho88].
Gallium-Arsenide [FB91b]. game
[Sne94a, Sne94b]. Games [Coc02, Coc02b].
Gamma [BKT94, SVML95, FA93].
Gamma-Camera [SVML95]. Gamma-Ray
[BKT94]. gammut [Gro92b]. Gap
[HS94a, SH93, SS94, SH94b]. Gara [War10].
Garbage [Ano94-46, GK92, AP87a].
Garmisch [SEA84].
Garmisch-Partenkirchen [SEA84]. Garry
[Eva97]. Gas
[KY93, K96a, KR94c, MKG90, Nor97b, Ris94, Tho93c, Ano02a, Ano02b, WQS92].
gas-liquid [WQS92]. Gate
[Cha94b, Sch90b]. Gated [TP95].
Gatlingburg [SJD96]. Gauge
[Dec90, GAW96a, GAW96b, ALN+01, KM85, MHP84, MST93]. Gauss
[Ano94-92]. GAUSSIAN [GYL00, CG87, Fox90a, Gan86, Pap92, Rag94]. Gaze
[An00a]. gcs [Dra91b]. Geert [MM94].
Gel [HPLC93, SBY93]. Gemini [SWS+12].
GenBank [Kar93]. Gene
[Bas95a, Bas95b, BGS+12, BM93b, BCK13, LS93c, UEGM93, ABC+05, ABB+13, AAC+05, AUW08, ADG+05, BSJ+13, BGH+05, BBK+08, BHD+05, BJ+16, CCD+13, CBB+05, CP13, CEH+12, CSFS00, CRA10, CKL+13, CNC+08, CBC+05, CHT+13, DT08, DLJ+08, EO13, ERS+05, EWS+13, FKL+08, FGM+03, GBC+05, GS06, GBB+05, HBB+05, HOF+12, IBM01a, IBC+11, IBP+05, KBG+13, KBVH14, KH11, KHZ+08, LKFU05, LM13, MSW+05, Mor01, MA+05, MSA+07, OBB+05, OWG+13, PMS+08, RGL+15, RIB+13, SWG06, SAB+05, SGC+13, SPP+05, IBM13a, IBM13b, IBM13c, War03, War10, War00, WAB+05, ZYL+16, IBM01b].
Gene/L [ABC+05, AAC+05, ADG+05, BGD+05, BBK+08, BHD+05, CBB+05, CNC+08, CBC+05, DT08, DLJ+08, ERS+11, EFF+05, FKL+08, GBC+05, GS06, GBB+05, HBB+05, IBP+05, KH+08, LKFU05, MSW+05, MA+05, MSA+07, OBB+05, PMS+08, SAB+05, WAB+05].
Gene/P
[IBM08, AUW08, CRA10, KH11, RGL+15].
Gene/Q
[BCK13, ABB+13, BSJ+13, BJ+16, CCD+13, CP13, CEH+12, CKL+13, CHT+13, EO13, EWS+13, HOF+12, KBVH14, LM13, OWG+13, RIB+13, SGC+13, IBM13a, IBM13c, ZYL+16].
Genecrunch [SWS90]. GeneID [KGS93].
GenEng [Kar93]. General
[AHP97, ALD90, ES92, JML95, KMS96, OSK95, YFOT93, Abe91, CGLY96, CGLxx, CHEX, CH92b, CCC+89, DY90, Fan87, GZ91, Gup88, Lee86, SZ89, Ans93].
general-purpose [Lee86]. generalization
[LMD98]. Generalized [Ano94-56, Ede94b,
Hil97, Nor89, Nor93b, PW05b, Wom90].

Guided [CWLT97, HSW* +90, PK87].

Guided-wave [CWLT97].

Guides [BS98b].

Guitars [Ano95w].

Guys [BvRS +11].

H [Ahm92, Hil97, Kaz92, MM94a, Wen94, San95].

H-Bombs [San95].

H0* [GMW94].

Hackers [Yuv77].

Hacking [Coc02a, Coc02b].

Half [GGW93a, Ano96u].

Half-Space [GGW93a].

Halo [BBW19].

Halo-swapping [BBW19].

Halt [Ano95c].

Hamburg [Ano97d].

Hamming [AW91].

Hampton [HK93].

Hand [Ano94-63, Che90b, KK92c, SG92c, SG92d].

Hand-parallelizing [KK92c].

Handbook [A+ 12, Guz87].

Handle [Ano97x, Ano01c].

Handling [TSSK94, HD88].

Handmade [Ano89k].

Handover [DGJG93].

Hang [BBHL01].

Hands-On [BBHL01].

Hang [Bab94].

Happened [Ano94-133].

Hardware [Ano94-110, Ano94-127, CGSG94, CSG99, Dr95, Fer86, GGY +08, Gru97, HW96, Lei85, MOWW96, MSA +07, NdMM90, N +95, OGY91, Sch95a, STS95, Smi96b, Uch96, Uch97, VHG93a, W91, YSK +96, YMY92, Ano90c, Ano88r, Ano89p, Ano97-28, BP90, CCG +17, Gok89, GV91, Lav89, LY91a, OGY90, SWSt +12, UPK87, Ano97e, Ano95u, NRR00, Oya99].

Hardware-based [WG91].

Hardware-Efficient [Lei85].

Hardware Software [CG99, GV91].

Harmonic [DC93, DNV93].

Harness [Ano97h].

Harnessing [Sun94].

Harold [Sch88a].

Harrrar [CCKSS90].

Hash [Kha95].

Hashing [PW94].

HASP [AHFK93].

Haus [Ano95w].

Hawaii [HBCN95].

Hawkhill [CCKSS90].

Hazards [DM93, RWCA94, Law89].

HC [Bak10].

HC-1 [Bak10].

HDTV [Ano90j].

Head [L*95].

Hearing [Tec89, Uni86b, Uni89a, Uni86a, Uni86c, Uni98].

Hearings [Ano88h, Uni92a, Uni92b].

Heart [Coc03a, Coc03b, Ada95].

Heat [Cha94b, GML90, MS97, Sha89, WH94].

Heating [Ha88, Ha90a].

Heats [Ano95-35].

Hedy [Bar00a, Bar00b].

Height [BB91b].

Heights [Ano92-43, held.

Here [Ano88p, Sha95b, DCG93, DCGxx, Ano89l].

Herman [Ano95w].

HERMES [LMP +90].

Hermite [EGK97b, EGK98a].

Heterogeneous [Men92a].

Heterogeneity [Erc88, FCB18].

Heterogeneous [AACK92, Bak10, BD93a, BMP93, DCG93, DCGxx, GY93a, Hen97, KK95a, MWB95, MC10, NRS95, SWS97, SDFP93, WRW93, YAG93, YAGxx, ALPP00, CXYL18, KY92, Kha95, Kim96, Kos95, Sch94a].

Heteropolymer [IMP93].

HeteroSort [YKB +00].

Heuristic [CDR96].

Heuristics [ET96, WD93b].

Hewlett [Pin01].

Hexagonal [CT93b, IMA93, OMR93].

Hexagonal- [IMA93].

HI [IEE96c].

Hibbert [Ano00a].

HiCOO [YQTV12].

Hidden [DS94a, ZS94a].

HIDM [Wat91].

Hierarchical [CD92, KKB92, SS96b, Wal92, YQTV12, BB91a, FP91, GJM86, Gal87, Gal89b, GL88, GKS14, HY91, yHY92, HY92, Hun90, MS88, ME91, RG92, ZS94b, ZS94c].

Hierarchical-memory [Gal98b].

Hierarchies [GGV90].

Hierarchy [HKG90, Koc93, GJ87].

High [APK +12, AMS +15, Abr92, AS98, AB01,
[APK+12, Ahm92, AAB06, ABBB94, ALPP00, Ano94q, Ano94-51, Ano94-114, Ano09, Ara97, AT93a, AT93b, BGMR96, BGS94, BKK11, Bae01, Bak10, BGS+12, BCC+09, BS98a, BEK02, Ber07, BGM+11, BBHL01, BJ92, BEH+94, BS01, BIB+18, BH17, BEGGK07, BGH+02, BNS99, CGFT05, CCYT05, CH10, CDPW94, CFS95, CMS11, DDHK94, DD05, DCW07, DKH86, DSS05, Ede94b, EGJ+02, EBS02, EAGEG09, EAMEG11, EGEAH08, EDJ+10, Els02, EHG01, For02, FJSD96, FGKT97, FBJ+94b, FGG09, FLP+07, FHM99, Gar01, GSG+94, Gen97, GCV+08, Hag01, HC99, HNS94, HB08, Hof94, HG02, HP04, Ho95, HNS+10, IEE94c, IHE+00, IH94, Jar12, JPMG08, Jon96, Kah94, Kah97, KMKD97, KH98, KTG08, KWB+10, K11, KRS13, KBLD00, L08, LM08, Lat16, LLGS09, LCP+11, Lum01, MCW98, ML97].

High-Performance
[MB12, MC10, Mes97a, Mes97b, MLY10, MB99, MBW01, MRGR12, MBSW01, Mur06, Mur07, NdMM09, OD01, OPR01, OT07, Pap16, PH11, PW05a, Pin01, PS02, Pro01, Rep92, Res01, RS93, Sak02, SPM+10, SE98, SW01a, SBZ+08, Sch88a, Sch94b, SKC02, SkLC+03, SCSL12, SZ11, Smi96b, Smi96c, SP12, SW10b, SJVD9, SKD98, SS09, Ste94e, Str10, SMD515, SSGH94, SLS96, SHB+13, TG09, TJP+19, VS09, Voi94, WKL+16, WN10, WP94, WG93b, WG04, W005, ZW03, Zim96, ZW02, AB01, Hig92, Bad99, BA08, BCC+99, Bhu95, CLB19, CBB9, Dem91, DvdS12, EHF+07, cFM07, GH94b, GH94c, GAB+96, HBKR96, HS95c, H02, HR04, Lid96, LCHS96, Liu12, MD04, Mar96, Mec95, Meye92, Pap97, RBC03, SEH99a, SEH99b, SL99, Ste94f, Van13, Wil96, Zen99, ZS94b].

High-performance
[ZS94c, dRC94, dC94, Abo90, AGEL13, AGZ94b, A+02, AB03, Ano91x, Ano93-39, Ano95u, Ano96c, Ano03, AB96, Ara14, AKM+06, ABMN02, Bad04, BG02, BBM19, Bor93, BGKR99, BP06, CWD+08, CBB+05, CDS98, CDG+06, Dam11, DHA+13, DRAB08, DF12, DS06a, Don93a, DRSS99, Du92, Fox98, FP00, Fuji11, GFBR10, GMF00, GMSS+11, GL96a, GL96b, GL97, HP91, HPPF94, Ipe19, KHS88, KG98, KSM+08, KBB01, KB+02, KM09, KCG08, KG03, KFN02, KW11, LAd+15, LAL02, LG03, LLSR02, MI01, MDH+16, MUK+06, MMG+00, NRM+09, NP00, ODAZ15, Pei17, PSS+19, PK+10, RAG11, SCV01, S04, Sim00, SHB91, SW99, SMD59, SS07, TTD+11, VdSK+05, WWJ09, WFJ+17, War03, WHL93, Zor92, Bra94, Edw97, FJS95, GBK+96, Lid99, GH94a, HS95b].

High-Performance-Computing
[BCC+08].

High-Precision
[TK93].

High-resolution
[PS94].

High-Speed
[Ano94-104, GS94d, GMM91, TFO94, Dao88, NGP99, Shi95, BBBC96, Che83, Fly66, SO91, KA91, MH94].

High-Speed-Grinding
[TF97].

High-Tech
[Bar01, CCKSS90, Ano93b, She93].

High-Temperature
[FJP94, WH94].

Highconverter
[AK93].

Higher
[Cox88, ML95a, SE92, DW92, NCK98].

Highlights
[Ano93t, Waz89, Nat91b, Nat92b, Natx3c].

Highly
[DO89, GW91, GHK+01, NK94, RS94c, SO95, VH93a, YF93a, WHS18, Gok91, MCH91, Wat92, WCH91].

Highway
[Jan96].

Highways
[Cze93].

Hijacks
[Pau08].

Hill
[Bel86, SL88].

Hilton
[IE90, L+95].

HiPER
[MC98].

HiPER-P
[MCW98].

HIPPI
[Kum94, KNWB93, TF95, VDK91].

HIRLAM
[WC93].

Hist
[Gar91].

Historians
[BF91].

historical
[Asp93].

History
[Bra91b, CCKSS90, Leu96, SR93a].

Hit
[Ano92z, Ano93a, Ano95-30].

HITACHI
[INN01, Ano03, DH86b, IAKHQ2, Kah92].
KISY94, LMM85b, LMM85a, LMM86.
hitting [Ano91h]. HLRZ
[HK93a, HWP95, Att96]. Hnet [SH91].
hoard [Ano89]. hoc [YF] holding
[Ano94-63]. Hole [Ano92a, KKD907].
Holes [FS93]. holistic [SEV+99].
Holland [Tru88]. holographic [Ano89a].
Holography [NNSY94, Ano91e]. holostore
[Ano90e, Par90a]. Holzmann
[Coc02a, Coc02b]. Home [Ano92-41, Bec01, Ano95-32, TAKB06].
home-grown [Ano95-32]. Homogeneity
[Poe95]. Homogeneous
[ALMS92, SW96, TGV94, GHS86, TGV08, GHS86, Haw86].
Homogenization [HM93b]. Homologous
[LS93e, Lu93]. homology [SNS+97].
Honeycomb [RS93]. Honeywell
[Ho88]. Hong
[IEE94a]. Honolulu [IEE96c]. honor
[RD94, Str94]. Honoring [SB95]. Hook
[Ede94b], Hop [DG95]. Hopping
[BS96, Nag96c]. Hord
[Ano94p]. Horizon
[CA88, Kue87, TS88, Pt89, CC88a, Dra88, Gle88, Kop88, KS88].
Horizons [Cer95]. Horizontal
[Koh96, Saa93b, SBS96, P87]. horns
[Ano95]. Horovod [KSM+19]. Horse
[Kop88]. Hospital [Ano91g]. Host
[Kum94, Voi89]. hot [Gle91, YLT87].
hot-spot [YTL87]. Hotel
[ANS92, Bel86, IEE95b]. hot [Ano96-35].
House [Bro91b, Uni92b, Uni89a, Uni92a, Uni98, Ano88b, Ano95].
Householder
[CB98, MM94c]. HP [Ano93m, Ano97k].
HP/UX [Ano93m]. HPC [Ano97k, IEE97b, KBV94, MJRS94, Stu97, Wac92].
HPC-Enabled [Stu97]. HPC-initiative
[Wac92]. HPC2002 [Ano03, EGJ+02].
HPCC
[Ano94-60, Ano95v, GS96, SCG+08, Voi94].
HPCC/ITIA [Voi94]. HPGC
[AYL+18, KB18]. HPCN
[DS96, Lid96, LCHS96]. HPF
[Ano94-69, AHOK02, PSG03, SZG95, SIDH95, SVD96, Str94, TBC94, TCF94].
HPF/Fortran [Ano94-69]. HPF/JA
[AHOK02]. HPGMG [KB18]. HTG
[GP91b]. HTMT [Gar01]. Huge
[Com92, TOWC15, Ano89i, Poo96a].
Hughes [CCKSS90]. Human [AKDM93, AHFK93, Ano91k, Ano92b, Ano92-38, ATSA93, Bar00a, Bar00b, CL91, CCKSS90, DP91, KF95, MH95, OS93, Sal95, SSS92, EFH+00, KSM+08, KWW92, Eck93, LC93].
Human-Friendly [ATS93]. Humans
[Ada95, Ano96-27]. Hundred [Tec89, Uni92b, Uni92a, Uni98, Bas95b].
Hungarian [Kac02]. Hungary
[VV95]. Hut
[Ano94-116]. HVDC [GML90, LMI90].
Hybrid [AJ97, BS87b, CG94, FBA93, KHV11, LB96, Ris94, Sch95b, SJS96, GKS09, GKR94, KB18, Luc91, SG92d, SB18, TS91, WT11, WT13, ZBN+19].
hybrid-node [ZBN+19]. Hybridized
[LD93a]. Hydraulic [KO93b]. Hydraulics
[ANS92, Asl91b, W94]. Hydrocarbon
[CFV+90, War93b].
hydrocarbons [CNC+08]. Hydrodynamic
[BOS97, HW97, MS93, WH93, WHMA97, DP90]. Hydrolysis [JB91]. Hydrophobic
[ZL97]. Hydropneumatic [SQM94]. Hynes
[Ano88v]. Hyperbolic
[CB98, GW93a].
Hypercube [Ano94-43, AM93c, CCH94, HL96, HS95a, HSM+86a, HST+86b, NB94, yHY87, Z94b, Z94c, JHZ95].
Hypereubes
[PD91, WK95, Fid90, HM93a]. Hyperplane
[Ano94-50]. Hypersonic
[HV94]. Hypersphere
[AM93c]. Hypertasking
[BB90]. Hypertext
[S94]. Hypertree
[LTD+93]. Hypothetical
[Pet97].
I-Caching
[MM93b]. I-WAY
[FS96]. i.e
[Nee90a]. I/O
[Ano90e, Ano94-38, Ano94-41, Ano94-104, BBH95, BIB+18, CP94b, Fei94, FCB95b, FCBH95a, GS94d, HNS94, Hc18, May01, MS94d, NNS+90, TGL96, Zec93, dRC94, dC94, Par90a]. i860
[Ano91p,
Implementations [AABK95, BHEG94, DL90, MRAR95, Saa93a, Sim92b, SB94d, CGL92, Ece96, Gir91, PEH93, Sul91, WT11]. Implemented [KH87, PK94, PK89, Whe83]. Implementing [AGEL13, AGK+87, Ano94-51, DH86a, GL93a, GL89, Mac96, PCM84, SHMH97, WKH95, WCZ+18, Wij89a]. Implications [GS94d, MG95, MK07, Kel85]. Implicit [AJ93, BAM93, HFH86, HFH87]. Importance [MBN93, CLmWH91]. Important [Pet89b]. imprecise [Pal15]. Improve [CT93a, CB02, MF97, Ano94-132, Ano95w, dCCF01]. Improved [Ano90k, Ano94u, Ano94-65, Ano97n, BB98, GW93a, IMA93, VR94, Ano97-32, CV91a, EB18, IF86, Nag90]. Improvement [BK94, IHSK93, WLH00, JP90, NNS+90, Por89]. Improvements [AF97, CTRR93]. Improves [Jon19]. Improving [Ano94-66, BJV+16, FT96a, Hic18, LCD97, MTLL94, OGR95, ZYL+16, SL92]. IMS [HMSS87]. In-Core [MTK93, PP93]. In-Cycle [RCK97]. In-Cylinder [AGH+90, YYK93]. Inaugural [Pin99]. Inclined [BISB96, DSB96]. Including [Ro97]. incomplete [Eij90a, Eij90b, Eij91]. Incomprehensible [Vui93]. Incompressible [DLQ94, Gl89, HCG94, ZBN+19]. Incorporating [WFJ+17]. Increase [Ano88q, Jan96]. Increased [INK01, Dak90]. Incremental [Ano94-57, Ano94-93]. indefinite [Lou90a, Nan86, Saa88]. Independent [Ano94-141, CGW05, NMS93, OGR95, PP92b]. Independent-set [CGW05]. Index [Ano90c, EBS88, VV94, CCKS90]. Indexing [VV94]. India [Bal94, IEE97a, M94, Pil93, Ano86, Ano97s, Mah94a, Pra95, SR94]. Indian [Ano96o, DB94, SB94a]. Indigenous [Nee94]. Indirect [OM91, UT91]. Indirections [UZ95]. indispensable [Mil88a]. Individual [Ano93o]. Indoor [WvTB+07]. Inductances [NBGS96]. induction [AH90]. Industrial [BGIM90, CK92a, GSG+94, Gin82, KFB91, Ker94, LMP+90, Nat86d, Ano95g, De 96, EKTB99, Gra93a]. Industries [CT93a, FD93, Ano93i, Ano93-31, Ano94a, Ano94-75, Ano96a, Asp93, Rol96]. Industry [Ano88p, Ano94-67, Ano95-33, Ano96p, Cla97, DHL97, DAF+90, Fei05, Fry97, Gal93, Gib93, IH94, Jan96, Mar86, Mar88b, New93, PC94b, SHMR93, Sne94a, Spe97, Tak94, VN04, Afn90, Bra91a, Bro91b, CDO90, EHF+97, Els89, EM94b, Fed87a, Fed87b, HG88, Hol84, LPC+95, Rol97, Tec89, Ste85,uni92b, Uni92a, VVH95]. Industry-Government [Spe97]. Inelastic [Gie96, CGL96, CGLxx, Chexx]. Inexact [FFM95]. Infantile [Bar00a, Bar00b]. Inference [Ano94-95, ML95a, Sch95b]. Inferior [BPL95]. InfiniBand [KBVH14]. Infinite [GGW93b, GNJ93, JW93]. Influence [BK97, BSB93, Ede94a, HPS88, JR94, KZ94, M91b, RMP93, GJ87]. Influenced [HV95, JC94d]. InfoMall [FBJ+94b]. Informal [Pic91b, Sun94, Ins87a, Ins87b, Ins90]. informatici [LP90]. Informatics [Ham94, Rob93]. Information [Ano88o, Ano92-47, Ano94-60, Ber90a, BKM93, Bro91b, Fos03, GL93b, GP93c, IEE95a, KG94, MP92, Mye96, Pug94, RWCA94, Sch95b, Sch94b, SG94a, Sub94, Sun94, TF94, Vro94, Zag82, AGP96, Ano96n, Bur93, Bur94b, IEE95c, IEE95d, IEE97b, Jam95, Kah91, Lun94, RMO96, Sha87, Zyg93]. Informative [PG93]. InfoWorld’s [Ano93d]. infrared [And90a]. Infrastructure [Ano94-60, BEK02, IH94, Bis93, BFS11, FK99, FK04, HBB+05, HCP93, Lun94, WJC09]. infrastructures [IEE95d]. inhaled [MKHY95]. inherent
Inherently [AA93]. Inhibitor [HGB90]. Initial [GCP90, HCV97]. Initiative [Ano94-73, Coc01, Ano93b, Cat92, Wac92, Pel93b]. Initio [Las92, BS00, BBK+98]. Injected [MA97]. Injection [JYYL94, MHE97, Chi86]. injection-pumping [Chi86]. Inn [IEE93b]. Inner [BJS02]. Inner/Outer [BJS02]. Innovation [Mi17]. Innovative [ORS94, ORSS94, SS95, SCV01, Ano96u]. Innovator [Stu03]. Input [Mil90, Mil91, ODAZ15]. Input/output [Mil90, Mil91]. INRESB [CGLY96, CGLxx, Chexx]. INRESB-3D-SUPII [CGLY96, CGLxx, Chexx], insatiable [Ano96n]. Insight [BCH12, Bu84a, TC93]. Insights [Ano95r, Ano96-27, GHP90]. Inspection [DS94c, KRV94, KT94, Leg94]. Instability [Bot96, NCV96]. Install [Ano88k]. installations [Ano96-37]. installed [Ano90n]. Installs [Ano87a]. Institute [Ano94-107, B+89, DP91, HS94b, Min88, Ano97s, Ano95-41, Duk91, Ste90]. Instruction [Ano96i, Bro86, HMM91, KA93a, RF93, Vaj91, WS84b, WS84a, WS84e, Dra88, FMT91, LLDF95, PJ90]. Instruction-level [RF93, Vaj91]. Instructions [UT91, TZY88]. Instructor [LJ97]. Instrumentation [Bli89, GP90, GM87, HMC94, SAB+05]. instrumented [Ran91, SSRL91]. Intake [Hai97, LYKM97, OGOR97, WJ94]. INTBIS [HKS94, HSY95]. Integer [Ano94y, Bue86b, Ano97k, ARW92, BW88, FB91a, Ked94, RW89]. integer-sorting [Ano97k]. integers [Br95]. Integral [DD93, HS+91, MRAR95, GL88, LG87]. integral-based [LG87]. Integrals [EBSS88, BS81, SB82a, FS88y, RWL+98, SB82b]. Integrate [LC95]. Integrate-and-Fire [LC95]. Integrated [EFPS93, KWH94, KSTF94, NW97]. OMA+96, PDR91, PL91a, PL91b, RL90b, SB94b, BHM94b, GV91, Gua88c, HCD+18, Hod87, JG88, PZGL91, YKY90]. Integrates [FXAC94]. Integrating [Ano94-102, Bae01, DPS97, HB96, LCH87, PS96, YSL97]. Integration [Ano94-68, ATSA93, CV93, DGB96, DDLV93, Fr95, GHP93, JG99, Lau93, Leg94, RSB94, Ta96, Par90b, An89]. INTEL [Eck93, AABK95, Ano90n, Ano91p, Ano94g, Ano94h, Ano94b, Ano94-117, Ano97k, Ano01c, Ano03, Bab90, CM95, DAC+18, Fr91, GFM96, GGG+98, Gro93, Gut95, GAW96a, GAW96b, HL96, Hay98, HFC98, Hoo94, HL93b, IAIK92, JHZ95, KM89, KRJ93, Mas93, MH98, Mit98, RLF93, SNS+97, SZG95, TGL96, TFB94a, TFB94b, WMKS96, Wat95]. Intel/Paragon [Wat95]. Intelligence [Ano93b, SEA84, SRI94, Tho93a, CCC88b, HD89]. Intelligent [ATSA93, CSH97, Cze93, Dil93, FT93a, FKN93, GY93b, GL93b, GBK+96, KA93a, KG94, KTN99, Sri94, Chun87]. Intensive [Ano94-38, GGY+96, SML97, SC04, ULS9, YFY+13]. Inter [DL96]. Inter-Vector-Conflicts [DL96]. Interaction [Dip96, RE94, BB87, LY90c]. Interactions [ML95a]. Interactive [Ano94-28, Bl91, FCG90, FK93, HED93, LMP+90, RRSS93, SGB91, WKF97, Wil92a, YF95, Ano89b, Kha91, MB97, SCH94d, Wt98, WWTE92, Wil90b]. InterCom [BGPS94]. Interconnect [JS95, KGB+96, BHM94a, SWS+12]. Interconnection [CJ94, CEH+12, CTD+16, GVB95, GS94e, MCW98, OA94, Sie90, TVT+16, Abr90, ABC+05, Fid91, yHYZ87, Tur98, TYZ85, Tze86, TYZ88]. Interconnections [DG95, Goo97]. Interconnects [ADG+08, CG96, Clo96, Wic96]. Intercooler [BP97]. Interdependence [Mit96]. Interest [DAF+90]. Interface [Ano94-41, Ano94-74, Ano94-124, Ano97q].
BB98, FBA93, Gle93, Gon93, Kar93, Kum94, PR94a, RRSS93, SP94, TYK93, Y+92, YGSB94, Ano94-135, Ano95v, Bru90b, BHM94b, DLM99, FTT97, GG88, KDP+14, KgGER-Jxx, Nag90, SWJ95, Szy98.

Interfaces [Smi95, Szy96b, Szy96c].

interference [OL86]. Interferometric [SPGD98, YWD94, YWDxx].

interim [Sar90].

Interior [Ano94-91, Bro91d, LB94b, SD88].

Interlanguage [Mac91a].

Interleaved [SL92].

interlinked [Kra88].

intermediate [GP91b].

intermediates [RLKW93].

Internal [Ano90l, GWG93, HK97, Tak94].

International [ACM88, ACM90, ACM91, ACM92b, ACM92a, ACM93, ACM94, ACM95a, ACM95b, ACM96, ACM97, ACM03, ANS92, AGP96, Ano88v, Ano90f, Ano91m, Ano91q, Ano92g, Ano92y, Ano93g, Ano93i, Ano93n, Ano94p, Ano94-75, Ano94-108, Ano94-134, Ano96k, Ano96a, Ano97t, Ano98b, Ano98c, Ara96, Bal94, Bel86, BP93, BH92b, CL91, CBCH93, DSZ96, Elm95a, Emms84, Emms85, FJS95, GH94a, GH94b, GH94c, GL90, Goo97, GT94, Guo94, HS+91, HKR94, Ham94, HS95b, HS95c, HPW88, HBCN95, IEE85, IEE93a, IEE93b, IEE94a, IEE95b, IEE96b, IEE96c, IEE97a, Ill96, KK97, KK98, KK99a, KK99, KMG96, KSW93, KK92, LP90, Lid96, L+93, Lim93, M.I87, Mar86, Mar88a, MM91a, M+95, MB93, MB94b, NBC92, Pit90, Ph95, Pow97, Pra95, Ro96, SN96, Sie94, Sig90a, Sig95, SJD96, IEE94d, SR93b].

International [Tho93c, Uni87c, WG93b, Wu94, ZAS94, Zy93, Ano92-39, BMM96, BP89b, Cha94a, DDC96, IEE95d, JPT94, KK85, LCHS96, IJS94, ML95b, Pou88, Suh97, GP93c, HK94].

Internet [Gro90, Ano95v, Ano97g, Ano97j, Bar00a, Bar00b, Bar00c, Bar00d, BB98, Opp95b, Pou08].

Internet-Addressing [Pou08].

INTERPack [HBCN95]. interpersonal [Ano97h]. Interpolation [AM94, Isa93, JB90, KH98, AM96, EGK87a, EGK87b, EGK89a, EGK89b, Par90c].

interpret [SM89]. Interpretation [Mas91, TC93, AH90, Arb92]. Interpreting [Ano94-69].

Interprocedural [LY98b, LY88c, Tri85, YH92, LY88a, Li98, Sch90a].

Interprocessor [BGPS94, NSF94, SKIY94, SKIY97, ABR88, Pol89].

Interrogation [HHSW93].

Interrupts [VSM96].

intersections [CBA90, Xu91].

InterSociety [HBCN95, Szy97].

InterTask [Ano94u].

Interval [Sch87d].

intractable [RJ13].

Intraprocedural [Li89].

Introducing [Ano89j, Cra92, CG86, KM89, Nat86e, Ker94].

Introduction [AP93, AB93, BKK11, BEGK07, CFS95, Cze16, FJS96, HW11, HG02, HP90, Ken92, M+99, Nor84, Pap97, SS94, SMR10, Tor87, Ano96c, GC92, KA92, Pan93, RJ13, Rot92, SMM88, Uni87b].

invalidation [CV88a].

Invariant [BHLST94, AT89, Bis94c, HLTZ93, Bis94b].

invented [Bas95b].

Inventing [Taf96, Faz87].

invention [Ano92-42, Rei93].

Inverse [AM94, JBW97, Phi95, EM94b].

Inverse-Distance-Weighted [AM94].

Inversion [BS97, Mis90].

Investigation [WGR93, Bro93, Wun89].

Investigations [BMP93, WM91].

Invited [AHAM93, Ask93, Bar93, DKS93, DiI93, ESM93, Fie93, FBGM93, FNT93, FNM93, IHSK93, KJ94, NS93, OS93, PSB01, Pre93b, SH93, Szy93, TK93, Tho93a, TP93].

Involvement [Ano94-66, Ewi97, Joh94, Gla93].

IofNEWT [Ano94-68].

Ionized [BP94].

ions [Fin82].

IOS [JS95].

Iowa [Ano87a].

IP [Ano00b].

iPSC [Ano94-117, HL96, PL94, Rot94, VSB94, YSS94, YR93].

iPSC-860 [YR93].

iPSC/860 [Ano94-117, HL96, PL94, Rot94, VSB94, YSS94].

IPSN [CLP93, CPR93].

Ipswitch [Ano95-32].

IR [Ano96u].

IRDS [KTNM93].

Iron
Irregular [CCSR92]. IRS [BMSP94, KK93]. ISATA [Ano93-31, Ano94-75, Ano93i, Ano94a]. ISBN [Ano94p]. ISE [SDB94]. ISI [AK94]. Ising [IK91]. Islands [Max81]. Isin't [Win02]. ISODATA [Sch88b]. Isolating [Ho92a]. Isovalue [SA94]. ISP [Hod87]. ISPAN [HHK94]. Israel [Por86, MA85]. ISSCC [Ano91h]. ISSIPNN [IEE94a]. Issue [AP93, Ano96e, Ano96f, Ano99, BKK11, Ber07, CR98, GMSS+11, KRS13, MB12, MD94, MLY10, PPM95, TH19, Tor87, WS84a, AB03, Ano94-126, Ano951, DF12, yFH89, Kar13, MH18, RF93, WS84b, WS84c]. Issues [Abr90, Ano94-70, Ano94-71, Ano97h, Bro91b, Dra95, GP95, GL91, Leu90, MP90, PC97, Waz89, WR97, Wil90b, AISS97, CV92a, CDS98, DRSS99, GC92, HLD95, JD95, LR90, Lee86, Mili87, Veil85, WLN+96a, WLN+96b]. Issuing [HMNN91]. ISVAS [FK93]. Italy [Ano96a, De 96, D+95, HS95b, HS95c, LP90, Lag98, MM91a, PH95, Pow97, Ro96, Sch97a, ACM95b, DJ94]. Itanium [Ano01b, Ano01e, SCV01]. Iterated [AH93, CF92]. Iteration [Man91, Vog93, Ske78]. Iterative [AFT96, Ano94-94, BJS02, CF94, CCSM97, DD93, DL90, GKR91, GT94, JC94c, KLY94, LB94a, PH95v, Sob92, Sob93a, Vui93, WSP95, vV91, B+89, Bru91, Ho91, HEB96, KA96, Lou90a, Rob85, Sch97a, SG92c, Van95a, ZGL14]. ITT [MAT85]. IV [Hor82a, Hor82b]. IXM2 [HHT+94].


Japan [ACM93, Ano90f, Ano91q, Ano92o, Her90b, KK92, MN91, NN90, Ano91i, Ano93b, Ano94-72, Ano95x, HH94k, IEE93a, KW92, holiday, Kab93b, Kab93c, Kab94, M+95, Oya99, Ste85, Un92c]. Japanese [Ano92o, BESW2, Jen88, Men84, MO88, Mor92c, Nat86h, Asi98, YK87]. Java [Fox97, AISS97, Ano00c, AN00d, Bamu97, BBHL01, CSFS00, DFT97, Fox98, Gar99, KHB01, LAL02, MUN94, RCB03, SE98, SEH99a, SEH99b, TDD+11, Van97, WN10, WGW04, Wou05].

Bal94, BG91, DSZ96, D+95, Ece96, MSCxx, Goo97, HK93a, HPP88, IEE96a, Jet90, Kho94, Kov89b, LLR93b, L+93, Lim93, PH95, Pow97, Rol96, Tec98, Sig90a, SJD96, Uni86b, Uni89a, Uni86a, Uni86c, TR86.

Juni [Meu89a, Meu90, Meu91, Meu92c, Meu93].

Jupiter [Str94].

Just [Coc02a, Coc02b, TF95, Mal89, Rya90, We96].

k-ary [DT96].

Kanai [War03].

Kanawawa [HHK94].

Karachi [ZAS94].

Karlsruhe [KSW93].

Kasetsart [US01].

Kasparov [Eva97].

Kaufmann [Pre93a].

KBS [BSKJ93].

Keep [Bar01, SGIS93, Ano92-29].

keeping [Ano95a, Ano96u].

keeps [Ano97c].

Keith [Ano00a, KEK [NN90]].

Ken [CCKSS90, Ano16].

Kennedy [Ano94a, Ano97c].

Kendall [Rot92].

Kerberos [Coc91].

Kernel [HWS+88].

Kevin [Bra94].

key [Ano94-122, Ano94-123, MP92].

Keynote [Mes93b].

KFA [HK93a, HWP95].

KfK [AHSS93].

Kic [Ano91i].

Kilometrage [Koo97].

Kind [Sil91].

Kinematic [DDF93, VD96].

Kinetics [Gol96, HV95, Koc93, Maa93a, Lag89].

Kingdom [ML95b, OMM93, ACM94].

KISMET [Kue93].

kit [Ano95-31].

Kittyhawk [AW08].

KIVA [YR93].

KIVA-II [YR93].

Kiwiw [Sim95].

Kluwer [Ano00a, McD88].

Knapacek [MRAR95].

Kneading [YM90].

Knights [DAC+18].

Knock [Ano92-39, Ano92-40, BCW93].

Know [Dun92, Gol91a, Gol91b, Tri95c, Wic92].

Knowledge [KS94a, RC94, SBJ90, STN93, SK93b, YSL97, Bar88, Cre91, Das94].

Knowledge-Based [STN93, Bar88].

Knoxville [IEE94e].

Klock [HMS93].

Kohonen [AGD93].

Kometen [Ano97e].

kommerzielle [Sch92a].

Kong [IEE94a, IEE94a].

Konrad [Stu95].

Konrad-Zuse-Zentrum [Stu95].

Konvektionstroemungen [Wat95].

Korea [Ano92-30].

Kosloff [Whe83].

Kosloff/Baysal [Whe83].

kph/Light [Ano92h].

Kriging [KH98].

Kruh [CCKSS90].

Krylov [BS87b, GS93].

KPH [PH95].

KPM [Pow97].

Rol96 [Rol96].

Tec89, Sig90a, SJD96, Uni86b, Uni89a, Uni86a, Uni86c, TR86.

KPH [PH95].

KPM [Pow97].

Rol96 [Rol96].

Tec89, Sig90a, SJD96, Uni86b, Uni89a, Uni86a, Uni86c, TR86.

L [Ano00a, Bro91b, Ano95w, ABC+05, ABB+03, AAC+05, ADG+05, BGH+05, BBK+08, BHD+05, CBB+05, CNE+08, CBC+05, DT08, DLJ+08, EMS11, EFR+05, FKL+08, GBC+05, GS06, GBB+05, HBB+05, IBP+05, KCM02b, KHZ+08, LFU95, MSW+05, MAA+05, MSA+07, OBB+05, PMS+08, Pre93a, SAB+05, WAB+05].

La-Grammar [JC94a].

Lab [Gil93, Str94].

Labeling [CJHH94].

Labor [Cop93, Lee94].

Laboratories [Mac91b].

Laboratory [AB94, Ano94-107, UU94, Pan97, PMS+08, BBP+91, CH92a, CKS99, THH81, THH82, WMBC97].

laborious [Emr89].

Labs [Hug94, Ano97p].

Lachesis [Dow98].

Lafayette [KWW92, RD94].

Lagged [Alu96, AM15, Mas94a, Mas94b].

lagged-Fibonacci [AM15, Mas94a, Mas94b].

Lagrangian [CT94].

Lahaina [HBCN95].

Lake [AN92, Ano95-38, Isk96, BOS97, MKDY90].

Laker [Ano97c].

Lamm [Bar00a, Bar00b].

lambda [Lee87a].

Laminar [CAB93].

Landos [AHP97, GG96, GZA86, HE98, LO96, Sch96].

Land [Mil97a, OLLG96].

Landau
[Hil97, MM94a, Wen94]. Landing
[DACh+18]. Landing-based [DAC+18].
Landmark [Cha93]. Language [Gri86].
Language [Ano93-38, Ara91, CC94b, Ele93,
Fos93, JAB92, Kar93, KNYT95, NB92,
PCM84, Roh94, RCZ93, Tri93, Tsu91, Bec90,
BCH93, CS93a, DHA+13, Gok98, Gua87b,
Gua88a, Han94, Joh88, Kel85, LG03, RR99,
Rob87, SK93a, Sch94a, Tur79, HAG+13].
Languages [GPKK82, IKM85, JC94a,
KRS13, PB90, PZA86, Zim96, Feo92,
PHK88, SWS+12, SMR10]. LANL
[Ano95y]. LANs [MKSF96]. Lanthanide
[CS94b]. LAPACK
[AF97, Dem91, Don91, BBC92, BBC+89,
Cap96, Che83, CDC+87, DAKM98, Iwa92,
GGG98, Gol99, GZA86, GOK93, HWS+88,
HK93a, HFE86, HFE87, IHSK93, Iwa92,
KS93b, Lu93, Ma99, MS97, Mar91, MR87,
OS94, PSB01, RF99, SKL+03, SKK+90,
Sob93a, VAGRMVA90, WB85,
WVBMA88a, WVBMA88b, Zla91, Zor93b,
van95b, BAAD+97, BrR95, B+89, BS90b,
BJ84, BY88, CH87, Che90c, Che93b, Che89c,
Che99, DSZ96, Du90, GW95, GFH90,
GSP86, Gra92, GKL+87, HRC90, HOS87,
HYS9, IU87, Jor87, Kos95, LPD+11, Lee87b,
LXW+16, LW94, MP91a, MP91c, NNS+90,
NP90, Rob85, Sie90, Sob92, WT11, WT13,
YTL87, vDv91, App99]. Large-Edgy
[PSB01]. Large-Scale [CDA+87, DAKM98,
HWS+88, OS94, Rui91, SKL+03, WVBMA88a,
Zla91, Ano96q, Che83, GZA86, HFE86,
HFE87, MR87, WVBMA88a, Che90c,
Che93b, Che89c, Che99, DSZ96, Du90,
GFH90, Gra92, Jor87, Lee87b, LXW+16,
NP90, Sie90, WT11, WT13, YTL87, App99].
Larkfield [Ano94p]. Laser [L+95, Sch92b].
Last [Pou94a, Pou94b, Ano97w, Zen99]. Late
[DT96]. Latency [Ano94-124, CMHK92,
Smi01, Ano94-135, Lii91]. Lateral
[MF94]. Latest [WJ94, Ano95h]. Lattice
[AGLL98, Dec90, GAW96b, KK96a, KMG96,
KR94c, MKND97, ALN+01, CRA10, DM96c,
KM85, MHP84, PMS94, GAW96a, KMG96].
lattice-based [DM96c]. lattice-Boltzmann
[CRA10]. lattice-Boltzmann/finite
[CRA10]. Lattice-Gas [KR94c]. Lattices
[RMH93]. launches [Ano93]. launching
[Ano91c]. Lauritzen-Spiegelhalter
[Ano94-95]. Lauritzen-Spiegelhalter
[Ano94-95]. Lausanne [Ano97-33]. Law
[Gar01, Bar01, dRSGS16]. Lawrence
[CH89a, WMBC97]. Laws [VMS93, Dum97].
Layer [BNSP99, Ano95w]. Layout
[Ku94, SIKD94, BGH+05]. Lead
[Bel96, Dau97, Gui05]. leadership
[JOK+18]. Leading [Hei89]. Leads
[MMRL93, MHE97]. Leakage [BMP93].
Learn [Bur94a]. Learned
[Con11, MWO95, SB94c, Gl94a]. Learning
[CCKSS90, Che93a, Die95, Eis95, GCS94,
GGBR95, HS96, HSxx, KSTD94, KDBM95,
MPH93, Opp95a, SR94, EP 97, Ipe19,
KSB+19, MAA92, Roj19, SNEP14, TCM95].
Learning-centered [HS96, HSxx]. Least
[BO94, Ano94-22, Du90, GPS86, HOS97,
Poo96a]. least-squares [Du90, HOS97].
Lee [CCKSS90], leech [Ano95w]. Leeds
[Ano96k]. legacy [Ano96-42]. Legislation
[Uni92b, Uni92a]. Length [FBB97, PC97].
Lennard [XMR92]. Lennard-Jones
[XMR92]. Lennard-Jones
[XMR92]. Leonard [Bas95b]. Lessons
[Con11, MWO95, SB94c, Gl94a]. Let
[DDJ98b]. Lethality [SKC02]. lets
[Ano93v]. Letters [Ewa96]. Level
[Ano94f, BCK13, EAMEG11, Fox89, IM96,
IBC+11, IMA93, Koc93, KCP94, KRS13,
Rag06, Wai92, AMS+15, Ana91, Ana91h,
Ano91v, Ano94-120, BSJ+13, DDD90,
GP93a, GB92, KW11, Lo84, LM13, MAFW08,
RF93, Sch90b, TDD+11, TZY88, VSH90,
Vaj91, YSKS95, DD99]. levels [FMT91].
Leveraging [BBW19]. Lewis [MF93].
lexically [BG82]. lexicographic [RS94b].
LGA [Cha94b]. liabilities [ZCPT00].

Libraries
[CDPW94, IEE93c, JM93, PPG94, Bis94a, Don93a, HLJT93, MP92, STH+98, TTD+11].

Library
[Ano87a, Ano94q, Ano94-74, BGPS94, Dec90, Dem91, Don91, EHG95, GFB+03, Lay91b, RW94a, SL99, WN10, ZW02, AC91, ABMN02, Don93a, AF97, BCHJ94].

Library-Based
[CDPW94, IEE93c, JM93, PPG94, Bis94a, Don93a, HLJT93, MP92, STH+98, TTD+11].

Life
[Ano87a, Ano94q, Ano94-74, BGPS94, Dec90, Dem91, Don91, EHG95, GFB+03, Lay91b, RW94a, SL99, WN10, ZW02, AC91, ABMN02, Don93a, AF97, BCHJ94].

Lifetime
[Ano87a, Ano94q, Ano94-74, BGPS94, Dec90, Dem91, Don91, EHG95, GFB+03, Lay91b, RW94a, SL99, WN10, ZW02, AC91, ABMN02, Don93a, AF97, BCHJ94].

Ligand
[ZEC+17].

Light
[Bar00c, Bar00d, Del97, Fei05, Mil88b, Ano94s, Ano02a, Ano02b].

Light-Emitting
[Bar00c, Bar00d, Ano92h].

Ligure
[ACM95b].

Like
[Bar00a, Bar00b, Ano90o, Yan92, van95b, WB85].

Likelihood
[Mis90, YOY97].

Limit
[PA93a, SA10a].

limitations
[Blu92].

Limited
[PS94b, VW95, WCG94, YJD93, HY92].

Limits
[CCKSS90, EM94a, Moh94, RJ13, TMP94, ARF12, Be1992].

Line
[Bel93, EFFS93, GSG+94, HRG93, RW94b, TW92, Ano94-27, CKS99].

Linear
[Ada93, ALPP00, Ano94-61, Ano94-93, Ano94-94, AJ93, Bea90, BCD95, Cal81, Cal86, CDH84, Che92a, CDW94, Cla96, Dem91, DSH86a, Don91, Don93a, Dub87, Dub82, Dub91, Ede94a, GMW94, GT91, Hak89, HL96, HO92b, JML95, JCG94c, Lan94, Ma99, MTK93, Pel94, MM94c, NII94, NGD96, OS94, PS94a, PS94b, PK94, RCK97, SC92, Van91b, VF93, VAGRMV90, WN92, WNKS96, YAI93, AD88, And88, AS88, Ano87c, Ano94-109, BR95, Bra89c, BS90b, Che90b, DAV86b, DDD89, DON85, DH86a, Du00, FJ91, GMJ86, GAI87, GPS90, GMW91, GAo86, GW95, Gok90b, HOSZ97, HV9Y91, IPE19, KSS86a, Kor93, Lou90b, Lou92, MCD85, PO88, PK89, Rob85, SSA88, Sam85, S89, Sch87a, SC29d, Sim90, SE98, TEB94a, TEB94b, Van95a, WHBH93, Wil90b, Yan92].

Linguistic
[Bar93b, CV93, MGA94].

Link
[PPR94, Ano94-135, DFSZ88, Natxxe, PT92].

linked
[KG95, TYZ89].

Linking
[DLG93].

Links
[Cra91, KNWB93].

Linpack
[DZM+13, RRMD94].

Linux
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WL94, Min92. **Miprac** [HA92]. **MIPS** [Cre91, KF91]. **Mira** [CKL+13]. **Miracle** [Ano94-77]. **Mirror** [Ano94p]. **Misleading** [Bai92]. **Misra** [RM88]. **missions** [Ano97a]. Mississippi [IEE93c]. **MIST** [Ano93b]. Mitaka [MN91]. MITI [NW03]. Mito [Ano90f]. Mitsubishi [Ano03]. Miura [War99]. Mix [Ano93r]. Mix-and-Match [Ano93r]. Mixed [Ano94y, Div97, LM93, LG93, Ano93v, Roj91]. Mixed-language [LG93]. ML [KSM+19]. MLSL [KSM+19]. MN [JT87]. MOB [NJL94]. Mobile [ABM+04, GIBGA93, MGA94, WMMC10, Liu12, MT13]. **MOC** [Ch86]. MOD2.5 [MM93a]. Mode [Sei94, KB18, VO93]. **Model** [AM93b, AH93, Ano94z, Ano94v, Ano94-58, ABM88, BM93a, BS99, BM93, C97, DJSP93, DGG92b, DS94b, Den93, DFS93, DFWW93, DXJM93, DS94c, FM93, FI93, HT93, HPLC93, HRDS93, HLxx, Hop93, Job94, KFJ94, KW95, KB94, Mah94b, MKDY90, MNB94, MS90, NW97, OK93, RWC94, RT93, RR99, Ros93c, SPM+10, SSKR97, Sei94, Sha94a, SR93a, SS96c, Sugi96, TKM96, TM94a, VF93, WM96, WFT93, WS84d, WC93, Wos96a, WF94, YD93, Yan94, AGY+11, AKM+06, BGT90, CS91, CGM91, Che94d, Chu87, De 91a, De 91b, Fox97, Gal89a, Gre88b, HPS88, Kin96, LF03, SB18, SCH94d, Ste94d, Ste10, TMAS97, IBM13c, TP97, TF94, VA94, WWKR97, WMBC97, Wri19, YCC97, ZL97, ZBL95, AP91, CC96, De 91a, De 91b, Fox97, Gal89a, Gre88b, HPS88, Kin96, LF03, SB18, SCH94d, Was96a, WT13]. Modelled [RRSG96]. Modelling [AM93b, Ash93, BPU94, BM96, CC98, Div97, EHH89, Fra94, Geu97, GWG93, Heh96, Hey96, JJYL94, Jan12, KD93, KSTF94, KDB95, LC94, LPLP97, LC95, Moi93, OL86, Pa15, PB94b, Pas95, RSB94, Ruh95, Sei94, SB94b, Tay95b, WH93, Wie96, WG93a, BWHS18, TM88, WH94]. Models [Ano94-52, BCHK93, BC92, BY96, BM93b, Bot96, BB93, BP96, DS94a, DGO90, Dic81, Dic82, Dic90, DH93, Dip96, Fie93, Fos93, FT94, GH93, GP93b, GD97, JW97, JW98, KB93, LS93b, Max81, MCB+01, Nag96b, Nag96c, PPG94, San93, SKV93, Tay95b, Van94, WSP95, WHMA97, Zla01, Ano94-120, DLS93, FR+88, Gib91, Gil94b, KSB+19, LP94, LC9V09, Ons88, Par90b, Pop92, SNIP14, YQT12]. Modelled [Bar00c, Bar00d]. Moderating [DB94]. Modern [Lin82, RLC91, Smi93, Gil88, KK82]. Modernizing [Jon96]. Modes [GA97, KO93a, SSG93, GH90, GH91]. MODFLOW [TM97]. Modifications [Bin88]. Modified [BE93b, Ch86, Eij90b, Eij91]. MODTRAN [WLCG02]. Modular [BK97, GI93, HUSA6a, Kra01b, NDMS09, OCVA01, VD94, Wat72]. Module [BS98a, CMPR93, CC94a, Hei90]. Modules [BLO94, Ano97-32, FGC06]. Modulo [EDA95, Rob98]. Moffett [AU87, Unit87a]. Mold [Ano93]. Moldability [C302, dCCF01]. Moldflow [Ano93s]. moldmaking [Ano95i]. Molecular [ARF12, Ano87a, Ano92r, Ano94-137, ABGL96, BB90, BHEG94, CFV+90, CH10, CHMS94, Cra96, DAF+90, DAKM98, ES96, FR81, Gun88, INK01, LB94c, SFF94, VVK96, AM+15, BBK+08, DB95, EFG+05, FGM+03, GZE+05, GKS09,
molecular-dynamics [SCK+00].
MTA [BS04, Smi01]. MTA-2 [BS04].

MTPPS [GJP94]. much [Faz87]. Multi [AACK92, BCM90, BH98, CWLT97, IMA93, KB96, LM13, RCK97, RSRG95, VWC96, VB90, X96, AMS+15, BAD01, DHA+13, LM90a, LXW+16, MSW91, SY91, Y11]. Multi-Block [VB90]. Multi-Body [RCK97]. Multi-Channel [KB96].
multi-cluster [LM90a]. Multi-Dimensional [BCM90].

Multi-Electrode [RSRG95]. Multi-Gbit [CWLT97].

Multi-Gbit/sec [CWLT97].

Multi-Grid [BHW98]. multi-job [MSW91].

Multi-Level [IMA93, LM13, AMS+15]. multi-phase [LXW+16]. Multi-Platform [VWC96, BAD01]. Multi-processors [KB96, SY91].


multichip [Ano97-32]. Multicluster [Che92a, CWD+08, Fra90, FG90].

Multicolored [FHKT97]. Multicomputer [AK94, MCW98, Rui91, AP90, SWJ95].

Multicomputers [Ano94-44, Ano94-84, CSSY92, GB92, LB96, Rue92, Ste96, SLRP95]. Multiconference [Chi90].

Multicro [MRGR12, KBD10, PATT12, WT11, WT13].

Multicriterial [Sob93b]. multidatabases [ALPP99]. Multidimensional [AFAGR96, Ano94-41, GW93a, ML93, NR86, YYK93].

Multidisciplinary [BWGG95, Ew97, Kue93, YS94].

Multidomain [GD94b, LS93b].

multifractal [DLS93]. Multifrontal [PS94b, ZMDS96, Lu91]. Multigrid [Ano94-45, Die94, Hen84, HGS88, McC88, VM87, WLKI95, Wei90, Zas93, BWV+17, GKR14, Kan15].

Multigroup [ALM93, AM93a, Rul93, Zas93]. Multijoin [KK95a]. Multilayer [RPP94, SKK+90].


Multinode [Hor97b, Hor97a].

Multiobjective [CJ93]. multipipelines [GZR98].

Multiple [An96r, FGKT97, GSB95, GAV95, IBC+11, MD94, Mor92a, PC97, SM93, BJ+16, KB18, LLDF95, MI01, Mit88, Nag88, SG92c, SG92d, TY98, vL99].

multiple-instruction-multiple-data [LLDF95]. Multiple-Issue [MD94].


Multiplex [Gil93]. Multiplexing [HNST93].

Multiplication [CLY+19, DDB+10, Has84, LP94, AGZ94b, Bai88, CP93a, HLJT93, HL93b, TT93].

Multiplicative [BH98]. multiplied [LH87].

Multiplier [Has84, LH86a, LH86b, LH86c, LH86d, LH87].

multiply [Ano94-131]. Multipoint [BWGG95].

Multipole [BHE94, OYK+14, St95].

Multipole-Accelerated [BHEG94].

Multiport [JML96, PDR94]. multiprecise [BW88].

Multiprocessing [CDH84, KAB95, KHMD94, Pol88c, And90c, As91b, Def87, Ho90b, JS98, LW92, Lee86, M98, SCV01, Sar91].

Multiprocessor [AACK92, Ano94-30, Ano94-56, Ano94-85, Ano95-30, Ber90b, Ber90a, EH95, FBJ94a, GP85, Hwa85, KL90a, Lar94, LHY97, PC93, RWNJ94, SLB93, Sma95, Sob93a, SB96, Swa86, SO91, TF92, WF93, Z95, ASK85, Bau88, BS87a, Ber89a, BB91a, Che83, Che93b, CV88, Che89c, CG87, Con88, Dav86a, D88, EO91, Gal89a, Gal89b, Gal91, GJ87, GHN87, Gha84, Grf92, Guz86, Har86, HY99, Kam86, KLN90b, LMY88, Lim91a, LY91b, LP86, LP86, Mar88a, Mc87, ME91, Mii87, Mit88, RG92, SSS90, Ske89, Smi81, Sob92, Su92, Tan89b, Tze86].

Multiprocessors [AW94, Abr94, Ano94-43, Ano94-90, AZ94, DG95, DS96a, GM94a, HT94, Joh97, Jor86, ...]
Kir89, KCPT95, McK94, MH94, NB93, OA94, PVA94, PR94b, Rot94, ST92, SM94, TA94, YSKS95, YG92, Abr90, CGL92, CV89a, DD90, DDT95, GL88, GGJ89, GGV90, Gra92, Hus86b, HKP88, KS86a, Kon91a, KY91a, KY91b, LYL87b, Lee87b, LY90a, Lil91, MR87, Mir88, Pol88d, SMH91, SA90, TY89, TV88, Tur89, Ve95, Yan90a, Yan90b, Yan91, YTL87.
multiprogrammed [Ang91, Mil87].
multiprogramming [Pol88c].
Multirate [Yan94].
Multiresolution [ZM94].
Multiscale [SSKR97, TMAS97].
Multisplittings [HO92b].
multistaged [Kra88].
multitasked [Mil87].
Multitasking [CM84, Cha84, CM86, FSY88, Guz86, HKN89, Lar84, Meu87, Rei85, Ros93c, ZH88, DCG90, DH86a, KM85, Nag88, Nag90, WLH00].
Multithreaded [Ano94-88, Ano94-105, OA94, FJ91].
multithreading [Smi01].
Multitoroidal [ADG +08].
multitransputer [GJP94].
Multivector [KISY94, MS88].
Munich [GH94a, GH94b, GH94c].
MypAD [SW99].
Murman [Por86].
Murray [Nor97a].
MuSE [DGJK93].
Music [Pau08, KLM94].
Music-Editing [Pau08].
Muster [Ano93o, Sha95b].
My [Jon03].
Myriad [CGHL94].
Mysteries [Nor96].
mythical [Cap96].
n [DT96, BAAD +97, Swe94].
n-SHFLS/ [Tem89b].
N-Body [Swe94, BAAD +97].
n-cubes [DT96].
N3S [JY92].
nach [Wat95].
Nacional [C +97].
NAECON [IEE94b].
Nagoya [IEE93a].
NAL [Ano94-32, Kahl93a, Sin94c].
NAMD [KHZ +08].
name [Sne94a, Sne94b].
Named [Pin01, Stu03].
Names [Coc01, Pau08].
nanocomputing [WWJ09].
Nanoelectromechanical [DDJ98b].
nanoparticles [GE12].
NAO [MN91].
Naples [Pel93a].
narrow [Con87a].
NAS [AGZ94a, Ano94-78, AHOK02, BBDS94, Gib95, Joh86b, Nai94, PO88, WT11].
NASA [NAS93, AU87, Ano98m, Ano92a, Ano93t, Ano94-73, Ano95v, BPM +89, Gri86, MDH +16, Uni87a, Sim92a].
Nashville [Chi90].
NAFTRAN [BP84, GZA86].
National [Ano91j, Ano94-60, BB8891, BK91b, Cor89b, CH89a, CKS99, CR89, Cub95a, Cub95b, IEE94b, Joh86a, Lee89, Mac91b, Sha89, Str94, Uni92e, WMBC97, AB94, Han03, Pou88, Ste90, YK87, Ano94-79, Ano95w, Ano96-38, Hab89, Joh94, Kahl97, Mar85a, Mar85b, Mir90, Nat85a, Red91, San86, San90, Uni96, UY94, WZ97, Web91].
nations [Ste85].
Nationwide [Ano95-31, Ano93-40].
Native [EB92].
NATO [HS94b, Coo95, Kow89b, Lag89, OMM93].
Natural [Ano91k, JC94a, Kar93, Max81, WWKR97, WG93a, Ha88, Ha90a, Ke85].
Nature [Ano94-80, PV9H95, Ano93e].
Navier [Ano87a, Ano87b, Ano92e, Ano94-140, Che99, DLQP94, Dir94, FY92, Glo99, KR94c, LM90a, MF94, Riz94, SBHW89, Vui93].
Navier/Stokes [FY92].
Navigation [MGA94].
NC [BG91].
NBS [Ano85a].
NCAR [KWH94, Way96].
NCCS [Ano3t].
NCSA [Ano87a, Lew94b, Nat86a, Nat87d, Nat91b, Nat92b].
NCSC [Norxx].
NCUBE [PC83, Ano94-81].
Near [KY93, WK95, Mit88].
near-coincident [Mit88].
Near-Optimal [WK95].
Nearing [Coc02a, Coc02b].
NEC [Ho88, Ano92o, DTV00, Dub87, HLPP97, Hib01, Iwa90, j88, MM91b, SWL +91, TW92, Tze88, WAT87].
Necessary [Poe95].
Need [Ano94-110, Coc01, Dal84, Ewi97, PC94a, Sub94, SSS94, VVH95]. needed [Ano92-42, CK92b]. Needleman [AFF93]. Needleman-Wunsch [AFF93]. Needles [Bur00, Bur01b, Bur01c, Bur01d, Bur01e, Bur01f, Bur01a]. Needs [FT93a, Fry97, HG02, PB90]. Needleman-Wunsch [AFF93]. Needle [Ano93b]. NEM [MTK93]. Nematode [Dro95]. Neocortex [DLJ+08]. NERSC [DAC+18, HCD+18, Sim97]. Nervous [Dro95]. NESC [Uni92d, Uni92e]. Nested [KKB92, Lou90a, TMAS97, BCH+93, CH90, Fan87, Gan86, HC91, Tan87, TYZ90]. Nests [OSKO95, TZ94, GF95]. Net [GVBC95, KLM94, Law00, MBK+92, SDK98, Her94, PT92]. Netherlands [DSZ96, Emm85, Sig90a, tDv87, ACM90]. Nets [BKT94, Nor97b, Jab88, Str94]. Networks [ADGA95, Ano92i, Ano94-35, Ano94-53, Ano94-88, Ano94-143, ALMS92, BGMR96, BGS+12, BA95, CJ94, CTD+16, COC93, For92, Gre91a, GVBC95, HK96, Hol94, HHH94, HW96, IEE93a, IEE94a, IEE94b, IEE94c, HS95b, HS95c, LPC+95, Lid96, LCHS96, Mec95, Uni91b]. Networks [ADGA95, Ano92i, Ano94-35, Ano94-53, Ano94-88, Ano94-143, ALMS92, BGMR96, BGS+12, BA95, CJ94, CTD+16, COC93, For92, Gre91a, GVBC95, HK96, Hol94, HHH94, HW96, IEE93a, IEE94a, IEE94b, IEE94c, HS95b, HS95c, LPC+95, Lid96, LCHS96, Mec95, Uni91b]. Neuron [ADGA95, Ano92i, Ano94-35, Ano94-53, Ano94-88, Ano94-143, ALMS92, BGMR96, BGS+12, BA95, CJ94, CTD+16, COC93, For92, Gre91a, GVBC95, HK96, Hol94, HHH94, HW96, IEE93a, IEE94a, IEE94b, IEE94c, HS95b, HS95c, LPC+95, Lid96, LCHS96, Mec95, Uni91b]. Neuromodules [Die95, Pas95, Sto95]. Neuromuscular [UR95]. Neuron [Ano92h, KDBG95, LP94]. Neuronal [AB95, RBK95, RSRG95]. Neurone [LC95]. Neurons [Eis95, RSRG95]. Neuroscience [KF95]. Neurosciences [MG95]. NeuSim [OCVA01]. Neutral [GGW93a, GGW93b]. Neutron [Bak93, DCW93, HL93a, JV93, JWG93, KCM93, SMFG85, Uen93, WRW93, WRW93, KC93b, Zas93, EAMS95a, EAMS95b]. Neutrons [FSGS93, GNJW93]. Nevada
[ACM89a, Ano96j]. never [Gib01]. News [Ano95v, Ano95-36, Ano95w, Ano96a, Ano97k, Ano97n, Ano99, Ano00b, Ano00c, Ano00d, Ano02a, Ano02b, Ano03, Bar00a, Bar00b, Bar00c, Bar00d, Bar01, Bor92, Bra94, CKS99, CSFS00, Coc01, Coc02a, Coc02b, Coc02c, Coc02d, Coc03a, Coc03b, DDJ98a, Gar99, Gar01, IS95, Law00, Nat86b, Natxxb, Pau08, Pau09, DDJ98b, Str94, Sup88a, Ano94-55, Cla97, Pit86, Ano95-34, Ano95-35, Ano96t, Ano97j, Ano97l, Ano97m].

Newsletter [Ano93-42, Ano95-47, Ano85b, Norxx].

Newton [Xia88, CH87, Che90c, EGK89b, FFM95].

Next [Ano94-76, Ano97o, Ano02a, Ano02b, ACA94, Cla98, EGJ+02, FBCB18, Jen88, Mes97a, Mes97b, Spe97, WMMC10, ANS92, Ano95g, Ano95v, BG02, Gha84, Zen99].

Next-Generation [FBCB18, WMMC10, Ano02a, Ano02b, ACA94, Cla98, EGJ+02, FBCB18, Jen88, Mes97a, Mes97b, Spe97, WMMC10, ANS92, Ano95g, Ano95v, BG02, Gha84, Zen99].

Newton [Xia88, CH87, Che90c, EGK89b, FFM95].


Non-Local [CCSM97]. Non-scan [SJA94]. Non-Self-Adjoint [GT91]. Non-Spinule [MZ95].

Non-Uniform [KB94, OP96, WRW93]. Nonaqueous [BCCG97, Pop97].

Nonblocking [Yan94]. Nondestructive [Ano91m, TC94]. nondeterminacy [EGP92]. nondeterminacy [PE88].

Nondeterminism [Kra01a]. Nonlinear [Ada93, AM93c, Cla96, FD93, FV94, KFF93a, ZM86, BS87b, Gou90, Hea91, HGS91, Hum91].

Nonnumeric [Ano94-85]. Nonpreemptive [Mil87]. nonrect [Wil90b]. nonrectilinear [Wil92a].

Nonsymmetric [Ma99, SC92, BS90b, Cha92b, KS86a, Kam86, Saa88, SG92c, Yan92].


Normalization [Amm89, Amm92]. normalizations [Amm90]. Normalized [SYCG94]. norms [RW89]. Norris [Bro91c, Haw88, Nor03].

North [Nor89, Nor93b, Nor93a, Norxx, Tru88, VO93, LC90].

North-Holland [Tru88]. Norway [Kow89b]. Norwegian [SSH96]. Note [KCM02a, Arn89, Con86].

notebooks [Ano95-32]. notes [CSR89]. Novel [DLMW95, GMSS+11, KTG08, Sha4a, UU94, VPDA93, GBS18, PP92a, VFK+04].

November [ACM89a, Ano91q, Ano92y, Ano94a, Ano94-126, DHT89, EP 97, Emm85, Gra93c, Gra94, Har91, HWP95, HK93b, IEE90, IEE93d, IEE94e, IEE96d, Isk96, IH93, KFF93b, Lum94, NAS93, RD94, Soc94, SF91, Sin94a, Tho93c, Uni98, USE01, Pin99].
novices [NSW08]. Novo [GLS11]. Novo-G [GLS11]. Nozzle [KKDO97]. NPB [Yi11]. NRLM [UU94]. NSF [Ano94-107, Ano94-73, Ano94-86, Ano95t, Ano95v, Ano95-37, Ano95-45, Ano97l, Ano97-29, Bor94, Bra91b, Dau96, Dau97, Dav87, Fat10, FG92, Hay84, Hir94, IE92, Lew94a, Lew94c, Nat84]. NSF-NASA [Ano94-73]. NSFLEX [PBDM93]. NT [Ano95-32]. NTT [Ano93b]. Nubira [Hai97]. Nuclear [Ano90f, Ano92, ATSA93, CU90, EFPSS93, ESMH93, FNT93, GY93b, GL93a, IHSK93, KA93a, KTKK93, KSW93, Mal88a, MTK93, PA93b, PP93, RDZ93, Tho93a, Tsy94, VRS93, VA94, ANS92, Ano96o, Ano97-34, Ano97l, Cla97, Kav92]. nucleic [MW88]. Nucleotide [Kon93, MKRI93, TYKE93]. Nucleus [RWCA94]. nukes [Cla97]. NUMA [AW94, WF93, XB96]. Number [Alu96, Ana90b, Ano94-64, Ano95-31, Ano97e, Bro96, En99, GS94a, IK91, LD93a, WGOY91, AM15, Arn88, AI92, ARW93b, CMP94, FRW92, Gut95, KA92, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94, YB96]. Number-Cruncher [Ano97c]. Numbers [GW93b, OGY91, Ano91h, ARW92, Fri91, Ked94, OGY90]. Numeric [MH96]. Numerical [Ach99, Alu96, AGKT02, ALPP00, Ano94-32, Ano94-68, Ano94-127, AT93a, AT93b, BK95a, BSB93, BD93b, BS98b, CAB93, CZRR93, Che90e, Che90f, Chi86, CDPW94, Dic81, Dic82, Don91, Ede94a, FA93, Fra94, FI91, GG97a, GW91, Ger90, GH93, GW93a, GF90, GW93b, HS94c, HMS93, HSVB93, Hof94, KY93, KBD97, KLSC97, KR94b, KT93b, MS97, MMH93, PB94b, Pay97, RT97, Sch93b, SHZK94, Sha89, Sim00, Soc94, SZ98, Str97, SD88, Tak94, UR95, VW95, WH93, Wat91, WS84d, WG93a, WCG94, YCC97, L97, tDv87, Ber86a, Bru88, Bru91, CGM91, Che90d, CV88b, DHD89, EY91, Ha88, Ha90a, HJZ94, HPS88, JHZ95, KSP13, MMG900, Nat88a, Pet83, Saa87, SBC91, Scr88, Sta88, Svo93, TB89]. Numerically [Fru93, FB91a, UL89]. Numerische [Gil92]. NURETH [ANS92]. NURETH-5 [ANS92]. NV [AIA94, Ano95q, Ano98a]. NVH [Pay97]. NW [GAB96]. NWT [Ano94-32]. NX [PR94a]. NY [IEE96a, IEE96b]. o [Ano94p, Ano90c, Ano94-38, Ano94-41, Ano94-104, BB95, BI89+18, CP94b, Fei94, FCBH95b, FCBH95a, GS94d, HNS94, Hic18, Hop93, May01, MS94d, NNS90, Par90a, TGL96, Zee93, dRC94, dC94]. Oakland [USE01]. Object [Ano90s, Ano94-74, BLO94, BPL95, CSSY92, DS94c, GD94a, GP96a, Gui96, HP93, JAB92, KWH94, KS94a, KNT95, MB99, PW94, SS94, So94, St98a, St98b, SK93b, YMY92, CH98, GP96b, Jéz00]. Object-based [KNT95]. Object-Oriented [Ano94-74, CSSY92, GP96a, Gui96, HP93, MB99, SK93b, YMY92, CH98, GP96b, Jéz00]. Objects [BS97, HB96]. obrabotki [BK988]. observability [Ma90]. observation [AC91]. Observations [Be96, Gi82]. Observatory [Ano97, BK91b]. Obstacles [MMHM93]. Obtaining [ACSH90]. OC [KG95]. OC-3 [KG95]. OCE [Cop93]. Ocean [Ano94-107, Ano94-140, BB93, Che90f, CSRB90, DGG92b, DGG93, De 91a, De 91b, DGG92a, LCV90b]. ocean-acoustic [LCV90b]. Oct [Asp93, WSB96]. October [AIA93, Ano90g, Ano93a, Ano94a, Ano97t, B89, GL92, HS94b, IEE93a, IEE93c, Mar86, Mar88b, MB93, MB94b, Pe93a, Pit90, Sin94a, SR93b, UEO0a]. octree [BR95]. odd [AR93b]. ODS [Tak93]. Off [Bar00c, Bar00d, FLP997, Ano95-31, DM93]. off-the-shelf [Ano95-31]. offer [Ano96r]. offerings [Ano95-32]. offers [ALPP00, Ano95v]. Office [Wil93]. officers [Ano97c]. official [Way96]. Offline [Dam11].
offloading [VM07]. offs [RYYT89]. OH [IEE94b, Wei88]. Ohio [Ano88k, Ano92v, Ano97r, AA93, BBW90]. OhioLINK [Ano97r]. Oil [RDZ93, Ano95w, BK83]. OK [Ano91s]. Oks [Ano93]. OLD [Ano97n, Pou94b]. Oligomeric [LD93a]. Oligonucleotide [KKF93, KKPR93, KT93a, Tak93]. Olsen [CCS90]. Omega [Mor92a]. on-chip [Ano91h, KFN02]. On-Demand [Mas95, FK98, VM07]. On-Line [Bel93, EFPSS93, GSG94, HRG93, RW94b]. On-the [YH90]. On-the-fly [Yi90]. on/Roll [DM93]. Oncology [HSW90]. One [Ano94-59, Eck93, GMBW93, LB82, Mut94, Tec89, Uni92b, Uni89a, Uni92a, Uni98, Ano94-121, Ano97w, Ano97v, Faz87, LSK04, PGK10, Rob89]. One-dimensional [LB82]. one-sided [LSK04, PGK10]. One-Tflops [Ano94-59]. onEM-4 [YMY92]. Online [Nat89b, AZC99, Nat87c]. Only [Ano94-139]. onto [Pau05, WAM01]. Onward [Bai97]. Open [Ano92r, Coc03a, Coc03b, Her90b, IH94, OGOR97, Ano96]. Here [Ano98-33, Ano94-121, Ano97w, Ano97v, Faz87, LSK04, PGK10, Rob89]. one two [Ano94-121]. onEM-4 [YMY92]. Operating [Chr90, FG93, GGC98, Hus86a, Koe96, Koe97, Chu87, Kon87, MAA95, RCZ93, vL99]. Ordering [Ano94-33, ESMH93, FCD97, VSH90]. operation-level [VSH90]. Operation [Ano94-31, KS90, Mas92, NJL94, NGDH96, Sah95, Sta94, SKN96, Uni92b, Ano97v]. Operated [RCK97]. Operating [Chr90, FG93, GGC98, Hus86a, Koe96, Koe97, Chu87, Kon87, MAA95, RCZ93, vL99]. Optimisation [BC99]. Optimization [AK95, AKG87, AYL18, Ber95b, BCR96, Bro97, BWGG94, Ch95, Deg90, Ede94b, Fah94, GP91c, GM93b, HW97, HM97, IMA93, KR94a, LPLP97, MTK93, MTL94, PW86a, Pay97, PP93, RL90b, RW94b, SWG06, SP12, So93b, SK96, WD93b, BSJ13, BB91a, Chu91, ES88, GBS18, HP92, HES93, KSB19, Mc92, MP91a, MP91c, MP90, MP91d, MM91b, Nix92, PB98, Ren97, RG17, SSL90, Win02]. Optimizations [HKT92, KK96b, L95, PW86b, PW86c, Pol87a, Pol87c, Pol88a, Vei85]. Optimize [CC94a, BBW19, WH94]. Optimised [ST94, BHS92, Sch89b]. Optimizing [AGK87, BGH95, Die81, Die82, EJL90, GSO1, GSO6, HSKY94, JCY94, KM92, SNS95, TY96, ZFF18, ARE95, BGS82, DP90, E92, GJ88, HN90, LXW16]. Optimum [CS90, EDA95, GS94a, Isa93]. Option [Pin01]. OPTOCOM [SSS96]. Optoelectric [CG96, Rug91, SSS96]. optoelectronic [Ano93b]. Optoelectronics [VPGG01, Seh88]. Orbit [BS98a]. Orbitals [INK01]. Order [GW93a, ML95a, EG89b, Ram88, RLKW93, ZBN19]. Ordering [LD93a, MOWW96, PDR94, Rig93, GE12, Wil92b]. orderings [Wii98b]. Ordinary [KBC74, Ban79, HHS01b]. Ordinates [KG93]. Oregon [IEE93d, USE90]. Organic [Ver97]. Organisation [FB194b]. Organising [GD94a]. Organization [ABB03, CD92, Jia94, Pau08, XB96, GJ87].
Ull83, Ull84, Wie87. organizations [HS93c, KWW92]. Organized [LUT96, PN96, UU94]. Organizing [GY93b, RPY94]. organs [Ano97a]. Orientation [Ano94-89, Oriented [Ano94-74, CSSY92, GJP96a, Gui96, HP93, JAB92, KWH94, KP95, KS94a, MBD99, SSS94, St98a, St98b, SK93b, YMY92, AGEL13, Cal86, CH98, GJP96b, Jéz00, Kar13, TS91, Yau88, Pop92]. Origin [LSK04, PIH04]. original [Sch95c]. Origins [Ano97s]. Orlando [Ano94-100, Gig94, Tho93c]. ORM [EH97a]. ORNL [DBK09]. Orthogonal [FBA93, Rag94, SC92, Bra92]. Orthopaedic [HTV88]. orthotropic [CS88]. Oscillators [BK95b]. OSF [Ano94h]. OSF/1 [Ano94h]. Osservatorio [Vag88]. Other [Ano90b, Ano94-110, JBWB97, Ano93b, Ano94-119, Ano95a, Fid90, Guz88, Jon03, Sha95b, Ste85]. Ottobrunn [Har91]. Out-of-Core [BCR96, TBC94, BC95]. Outcomes [Tys91]. Outlier [BJS02]. outline [Ano94-119]. outlook [DvdS12]. Output [Che90e, Che90d, DGG18, Mill90, Mill91]. Outreach [JPMG08, WZ97]. Outstanding [Pin99]. overhauls [Ano96-38]. Overhead [MT96, TZH94, BP98a, Bec89b, BP91b, Cal96, DDT95, EQ13, LPD+11, Pol88b]. Overheads [KABG95]. Overlap [GF90, LB94a]. overlapped [AGZ94b]. Overlapped [Che90e, Che90d, DGG18, Mill90, Mill91].
Ano92x, Ano93z, Ano94c, Ano94i, Ano94t, Ano94y, Ano94-28, Ano94-37, Ano94-33, Ano94-46, Ano94-62, Ano94-65, Ano94-64, Ano94-74, Ano94-89, Ano94-106, Ano94-91, Ano94-92, Ano94-93, Ano94-94, Ano94-95, Ano94-96, Ano94-97, Ano94-98, Ano94-111, Ano94-115, Ano94-116, Ano94-143, Ano95-39, Ano95-40, Ano99, Ara96, AM94, ACL93, AHOK02, AZ99, AFT97, Ash93, Att96, BAAD92, BK95a, BBDS94, B+95, BM93a, Bak93, BPJ94, BJLW95, BOS93, BAT99, BBH95, Ber95b, Ber86b, Ber86a, BSS88a, Bha94, Bie88, Bis94b, BHLST94, BSL94, BJ502, B+86, Bos89, BJT94, Bro96, BV93, BS98b, BWGG94, Bur94a, BNSP99, Car89a, CLR90, C94a, CTM94, CDMW94, Che92a, CBCH93]. Parallel [CC94b, CD92, Chi81, Chi95, CDW94, Cho90b, CMF94, Chr93, C94a, CCM97, CDC+87, CP92b, CP92a, CP94c, Con87a, CP92c, CF94, CM95, CT94, CO94, CS94a, CSG99, CS94b, Cyb91a, CBHS91, Cze16, DDK94, DKS93, DJS93, DGBE96, De 91a, De 91b, DGG93, DD02, De87, DFSZ88, DRRM94, DLMW95, DLLG98, DL90, DGT94, DT97, DFF+95, DFW93, DX93, Dun99, EK93, Ede94a, EGK97b, ES96, EH97b, EHT96, EHS94, EK06, FB92, FHM95, Fa90, Fe94, FCБH95b, FCBH95a, FR96a, FM93, FB91b, Fox89, FJP94, FS93b, FY96, GJS94, GPS90, GS91, GMW94, GFM96, GG96, GBF93, Gen94, GH94, GJP94, GMSS+11, Gil94b, GP93a, GKS914, GKH+91, Gol99, GPS6, GL93a, Grg91, GD97, GVBC95, GL94, Gui96, GMSB93, GB+96]. Parallel [GK93, GMM94, HM94, HL95, HL93a, HQ91, Hay86, HCL94, He91, HR94, He92, HV94, HGS88, HK93a, HHT+94, HVSB93, HS94d, Ho91, HK93b, Hol90b, Hor90, Hor93, HMKI97, HHK94, HES93, HO92b, HERC95, HGS91, Hun91, HD89, IEE93c, Ike95, INK01, IM96, Jab93, JA92a, JA92b, JC94a, JC94b, Jay87, JAB92, JM90, JM93, JP94, JC94c, JW98, Kar94, Kau93b, KH93, KB93, Kau93a, KMNT95, KMNT96, KDBG95, KLM94, Koe96, Koe97, KC93c, KB94, Kon91a, KY91a, KR93, Kow85, Kow86, KRS13, KK96b, KH97, KLDS86, Kuc87, KMD94, KKK92, KESH94, KSH94, KNYT95, LL08, LPNJ94, LMT95, LM93, LA94, LR92, Lei91, Le93, Li92, LY91b, LLY92, LB94c, Lou90b, Ma99, Mahr94c, Maj94, MM93a, MP94, MM93b, Man91, MM91a, MGRS94, MRRL93, Mas94b, MOOK94]. Parallel [MB94a, May01, MCB93, Mel94, MPG96, M+95, MBD99, MS91, MR95, Mor01, MS94d, KMF96, MM94c, Na94, NKT95, Nar95, NMS93, ND99, NB92, NB94, NK96, N+95, NC92, NK94, OS94, OD01, OLL96, OB94, Ope96, OP96, OYW91, PIH94, PB90, PC94a, PE93, PC94, PBD93, PT93, Pin91, PK94, PV94, RL96, Rag06, RKDM94, RAES96, RAP95, Rav92, Rav95, RS94a, RMM97, RM88, RS94c, RBL94, RT97, RGB92, Rue92, Ru91, SS93, Sa90, SG92a, SYG94, Sch97a, SF93a, Sch96, SBF94, SD92, Sh94a, SL93, Sie94, Sim92b, S+93, Sim94b, SABJ94, SFF94, SB96, SG94b, SH95, Ste94c, SP98, SSH95, Str94, SO95, SK96, Sug94, SA94, SRBL94, SL95, TF94, Tan95, TGL96, TP93, TY96, Unii87c, Uch96]. Parallel [Uch97, UZ95, VVK96, W95, Van94, Van95a, Vez95, VARDMAV90, VPGG01, VB90, WLL95, WCZ+18, WMBC97, WGS91, Who92, Wil93, WB85, Wil95, WL96, WC93, WCG94, WF94, Xia88, XL94, XM92, YFOT93, YJD93, YKB+00, YMT93, YWD94, YWDxx, K93b, Zen94, ZM94, Zim96, AD88, Ahr88, Afa90, AGZ94b, AP78b, AS88, AP91, Ang91, Ano85a, Ano88r, Ano89h, Ano91l, Ano93c, Ano95p, Ano95u, Ano96-44, AM96, Bab90, BS00, BCC+99, BAAD+97, BAD01, BP99a,
Bec89b, BP91b, Bis93, BCH+93, BS88b, Bra89b, BS90a, Bri90, Brui90a, Bue86a, Con87b, Cal96, CBCJ92, Cha90, CH87, CSY89, Che89a, CH89c, CGL92, CV88b, Che99, CH90, CH92a, CH92b, Chu87, CNC+98, Con86, Con94, Cre91, CMP94, CK92b, DDS88, Dav89, DY90, DD90, DZ96, DM96c, Din91, Din93], \textbf{parallel} [DWM+01, DS86b, Don87, DLM99, Don92a, EGK87a, EGK89a, EGK89b, Eij90a, ESTA94, EHF97, EGP88, EM91, EGP92, EAMS95a, EAMS95b, Fan87, FMD07, FDM07, Feo92, FR95, For93, Fra90, Fuji11, FMT91, GJM86, GMW91, GS87a, GS88b, GS89a, GS89b, Gib95, GP88, GP90, Gok91, GC92, Gok92, GS93, GM93a, GS94c, GHI95, Go997, GY00, GV96b, GM87, Gua87b, Gua88a, Gua88b, Gua88c, Gua88d, Guz88, HLDS95, HJ94, Han94, HV91, Hi91, Hi92, Hor98, Hsi91, HR04, Hun90, HLJT93, HLZ93, IEE96c, Jay88a, JMS99b, JMS89c, Jol90, JHZ95, KP88a, Kan15, KB88, KNHN16, Kha93, KTN+94, KG01, KY91b, Kos95, Kra93, Kra90, Kra92, KC92, Kse95, KSH95, LD90, Lan92, LP94, Lee90, Lei89, LR88a, LY88b, LY88c, Li89, LY90c, Lim91a, Loo94, LY93]. \textbf{parallel} [LM13, LF03, LLDF95, MD04, MCH91, Mar91, Mas94a, McB92a, McC92, MB97, Meu89b, MP91b, MP90, MPP91b, Mi93, Mor92a, NNS+90, NPS93, NRN90, Noo95, OW94, PE88, PH88, PSG03, PTT89, PS98, Pol86, Pol87a, Pol87d, Pol87b, Pol89, Ppy94, PMS94, Qu87, RR99, Rei88, R*00, RGL+7, Saa87, SNS+97, SN95a, SN95b, Sar90, Sca92, Sch94c, Sel95, SL92, SC04, Shu88, Sie90, Sta95, SJ90, Su91, SE98, Sus97, SSSS96, Tan87, TY89, TY89, TCM95, TFB94a, TFB94b, TFWK94, UL89, Uni93, Vol89, WHBH93, WLCG02, Was96a, WD94, Woo92, Woo94, WCH91, WT11, Supxza, YYYS93, Yun90a, Yun90c, YF98, YW94, Yew88, YVC89, YB90, ZCPT00, ZBN+19, Zor92, dRC94, dC94, tDy87, DDC96, HK93b, JPE94, PEH93, Pra95, WN10, YGS94]. \textbf{parallel} [Seh88, Ano95z, Ano94p]. \textbf{Parallel-Processing} [Hay86]. \textbf{Parallel-Vector} [BCHJ94]. \textbf{Parallel/Distributed} [CC94a, SD92]. \textbf{Parallel/High} [MD99]. \textbf{Parallel/High-Performance} [MD99]. \textbf{Parallel/Vector} [Far90, PHV95]. \textbf{parallelen} [Wat95]. \textbf{Paralleles} [Kro92]. \textbf{Parallelisierung} [ER94, Geo94, PRSS94]. \textbf{Parallelising} [CCSS98, BMT96]. \textbf{Parallelism} [AACK92, Ano94j, BAM93, BEH+94, CWW94, GGG+98, HB96, KP96, KM92, KBC+74, Lee86, LPS90, SSG93, SWG06, Uen93, WBP87, AMS+15, Ano91h, Dak90, FMT91, FP91, GW95, GP91a, Gir91, HC91, Jez00, Jun96, Kos95, LY90a, Li91, MPC89, PB87, Pol88a, Pol88b, RF93, SK92, Sim92a, VSH90, Whe89]. \textbf{Parallelizable} [Dic94, AT91, LTT92]. \textbf{Parallelization} [Ano94-42, BCHH94, BK93, Ber95b, Den93, FBZ92, Fah94, GJS93, GMS97a, GMS97b, HBDS93, INK90, Me91, MT96, OPR01, YF93, Y93, ARW93a, BMS92, Blu92, BBK+08, Eig91, Gua87a, HA90b, Her94, LY88a, Sch92]. \textbf{Parallelized} [KR94c]. \textbf{Parallelizing} [ASS94, CHMS94, DS94b, Isa93, KLN90a, KLN90b, LXW+16, PE95, RAP95, Sea86, TP95, Yan91, BE92, EB91, GF95, Hag90, HP91, HP92, KK98c, Leu90, PP92b, Pol88d, Sch90a, SLY90]. \textbf{parallello} [LP90]. \textbf{Parallelrechner} [Sch92a]. \textbf{PARAM} [Bha94]. \textbf{Parameter} [PC97, J91, YKY90]. \textbf{parameterized} [BE93c, SS07]. \textbf{Parameters} [AH93, PA93b, VT95, Hoc91]. \textbf{Parametric} [PPG94]. \textbf{PARAMICS} [Ano94-99]. \textbf{Paramid} [Ste94c]. \textbf{PARASPIECE} [Van93, Yan90b]. \textbf{PARC} [Coc92a, Coc92b]. \textbf{PARCEL} [HP88a]. \textbf{ParCo93} [JPTE94]. \textbf{ParCo95} [DDC96]. \textbf{Parei} [IGH95]. \textbf{ParInt} [DGBE96]. \textbf{Paris} [Ano90g, GL90, GLH94]. \textbf{Parity} [AFML93].
Park [IEE93b]. Parker [Bro91c, Haw88]. parallel [Yan90b]. PARMACS [Hof93].
parllel [Yan90b]. PARMACS [Hof93]. parole [All93]. Parrinello [BBK*+08].
PARSIM [Bru90b]. Parsing [JC94b]. Part [BV96, Bur01b, Bur01c, Bur01d, Bur01e, Bur01f, Cia88d, Cia88e, Cia88f, Jon96, Zim96; Sc186, AM93b, Mes97a, Mes97b]. Partenkirchen [SEA84]. Partial [Ano94-100, BS94b, BS94a, CSSY92, EAGEG90, Gal96, GRSS93, GF90, MT96, Wat91, WS93, YKK96, Cha90, CG87, DGL89, LMD98, Pet89a, Pin91, Scr88, TFB94a, TFB94b]. Partially [RAP95, CH87, Che90c]. Participation [Ano97c]. ParticLE [KDP*+14, ASSW93, Man90, Fuj11, LLDF95]. Particles [RRSG96, Soe94, ARF12]. particular [CCC*+89, Kah92]. partitioning [Sar91]. Partition [CB00, HL96].
Perfect [FR91, Po98, Rut91, Ber89b, Ano91n, Ano91o, BE92, Blu92, CPK90a, Cyb90, CPK90b, Cyb91a, CBHS91, Cyb91b, E91, Po90, Rut91, SSRL91, VSH91]. Perfect-Benchmark [Eig91]. perfectly [Gib91]. Perform [Has84]. Performance [APK*+12, Abr94, ASK85, AS98, AP93, Ahm92, AAB06, ABBB94, ALPP00, ACH90, AF97, Ano88i, Ano94h, Ano94q, Ano94r, Ano94-34, Ano94-31, Ano94-51, Ano94-54, Ano94-60, Ano94-61, Ano94-62, Ano94-70, Ano94-66, Ano94-69, Ano94-71, Ano94-105, Ano94-102, Ano94-103, Ano94-104, Ano94-96, Ano94-110, Ano94-114, Ano09, BCH12, AYL*+18, Ara97, Ata91, AT93a, AT93b, BGM96, BGS94, BKK11, Bae01, Bai92, BLW11, Bak10,
Performance

[BCC\textsuperscript{+}08, BBH95, BGS\textsuperscript{+}12, BCC\textsuperscript{+}09, BK97, BS96, BEK02, Ber07, BGM\textsuperscript{+}11, BS92, BHLYST94, BBHL01, BJS02, BE92, BEH\textsuperscript{+}94, BS01, BIB\textsuperscript{+}18, BD94, BCHJ94, BH17, Bro00, BEGGK07, BGGH02, BNSP99, Cai91, CC96, CGFT05, CC94a, CGSG94, CCYT05, CH89b, CDPW94, CMF94, CS90, CB02, CDS98, CMAS11, DDHK94, DD05, DCWH07, DBK09, DTV00, DDT95].

Performance

[DS96a, DI88, Don85, DKH86, Don91, DSSS05, DvWW05, Ede94b, Eig01, EGJ\textsuperscript{+}02, EBS02, EAGEG09, EAMEG11, EGEAH\textsuperscript{+}08, EDJ\textsuperscript{+}10, Els02, EHG01, FBZ92, FDM07, FT96a, FCD97, For02, FJSD96, FXAC94, Fos96, FGKT97, FB\textsuperscript{+}94b, FGGO9, FLP\textsuperscript{+}07, FHM99, Gal88b, Gal89b, GB90, Gar01, GCS\textsuperscript{+}04, GS01, Gen97, GAC\textsuperscript{+}08, GCS94, GS94e, HMM94, HS94a, Hag01, HL93a, HC99, Har89, Har94a, HR94, Hel92, HNS94, HB08, HFCM98, HAAS93, Hoc91, Hof94, HG02, HP04, HMC94, Hol95, HY92, HS93c, HNS\textsuperscript{+}10, HERC95, HPLT01, HW96, IE93b, IIE94c, IHE\textsuperscript{+}00, IH94, IM96, IK91, JPMG08, Jon96, JML96, Jor87, JY92, JCYJ94, Kah94, Kah97, KN88, KMKD97, KBG\textsuperscript{+}13, KH98, Kha95, KE95a, KT90, KWB\textsuperscript{+}10, KTL\textsuperscript{+}12].

Performance

[KCG08, KC93c, KR94d, KSB\textsuperscript{+}19, KSM\textsuperscript{+}19, KBLD08, KZ94, KRS13, KL08, Lan92, LM08, Lat16, LC97a, LLGS09, LBT94, LTD\textsuperscript{+}93, LCP\textsuperscript{+}11, LY93, LMM96, Lum01, LCD97, MM93a, Mal90, MSAD91, Mar95, Mar88c, MCW98, McB92a, McB93, ML97, MTH\textsuperscript{+}16, MB12, MC10, Mes97a, Mes97b, ML98, MB99, MB01, MTL94, MBSK92, MR95, MBK\textsuperscript{+}92, MRGR12, MBSW01, Mur06, Mur07, NH91, Na94, NGLP96, NdMM09, N\textsuperscript{+}95, NBKP95a, NK94, OD01, OPR01, OT07, OW94, Pap16, PH11, Par90b, Par86, Pel93b, PW05a, Pin01, PL94, PTC\textsuperscript{+}93, PH295, PISO12, Pro01, RMPP93, RRMD94, Rep92, Res01, RS93, Rot94, SSG93, SCG\textsuperscript{+}08, Sak02, SNS\textsuperscript{+}97, SWG06, SMP\textsuperscript{+}10, SEH98, SW10a, Sar90, SYG94, SBZ\textsuperscript{+}08, SES94, Sch88a, Sch94b, SH93, SH91, SKCO2, SBWH80, SkLC\textsuperscript{+}03, SCL12, SZ11, SE92, ST92].
KHBB01, KBM^+02, KMB09, KG03, KFN02, Kos89, KW11, KS87b, KUM91, KAMB19, Kwo87, LAD^+15, Lav89]. performance [LS92b, LW11, Lid96, LCHS96, LMY88, Liu12, LAL02, LG03, LSR02, LM90b, LKJ03, LSK04, JJS94, MD04, Mal86a, Mal86b, MP88, Mal91, Mar88a, Mar96, Mar90, MMW86, MSW^+05, MI01, May01, MeC92b, Mec95, ME91, MUKX06, MMG^+18, MMG^+00, Mye92b, NRM^+09, NP90, NBKP95b, ODAZ15, Pap97, Par90a, Pei17, PSS^+19, PGK^+10, Poi90, Por89, RAG11, R^+00, RCBO3, Riv90, RGL^+15, Row86, SCV01, SSS92, SEH99a, SEH99b, Sks04, STH^+98, SH94b, Sch90a, SZG95, SEV^+09, SD92, SC04, SL99, SWL^+91, SWL^+92, Sim00, SW935, SHB91, SW99, Ste94f, SDMS99, SS07, TTD^+11, tDS88, TF15, Tho90, Tri95a, Tri95b, Tur89, Van13, VdsK^+05, Vet12, WWJ99, WFI^+17, War03, WSL88, Wat87, Wil88a, WKM90, Wil96, WHL93, Zec93, Zen99, ZS94b, ZS94c, Zor92, dRC94, dC94]. Performance [Bra94, Edw97, FJSP95, GKB^+96, Lid99, MAKX96, HS95b]. Performance-Aware [CLY^+19]. performance-evaluation [Cyr86]. performance/cost [AP91]. Performed [HS93b]. period [Joh86b, TR86]. Periodic [SE90]. Peripheral [Has84]. Perl [DDJ98a]. permutation [Lee87a]. permutations [FJ91]. Perrin [Arn89]. persevere [Ano92-42]. Personal [Ano91p, Ano95z, BBWR90, Fri91, HIR92a, Hir92b, Hir92c, IAIK92, MAT85, Pso86, Sm96d, DDK98b, Ano93d, Don93a, SKB89, Sha92, Sm96a]. Perspective [BCC^+08, Bel98, Gha96, Gup94, Hay84, Woo96b, Ano89d, ACK^+95, CCKS90, DDC96, Don93a, GE12, IEE89b, Son13]. Perspectives [Ewa89, LPC^+95, PC94b, RLC91, WG93b, Asp93]. Perspektiven [Kro92]. Perturbation [MTK93, Rie93, Mal91, RKLW93]. Perugia [Lag89]. peta [KNHN16]. peta-scale [KNHN16]. Petaflop [GIF^+12, GKS09, IBM01a, IBM01b]. Petaflops [Bai97, SMS95, CSFS00]. Petascale [Bad08, CYXL18, OYK^+14, TVT^+16]. PETA/SYS [Al92, CP92a, CP93as]. PETA/SYS/TERASYS [CP93a]. Petersburg [AGP96, GP93c, IEE95, KSS95, L^+93, Lim93]. Petri [GVBC95, Her94]. Petroleum [SPS90, WGs82]. PGAS [AGY^+11, SWS^+12]. Phantom [HEJM95]. pharmaceuticals [MKHY95]. PHASE [AK93, BY96, BCCG97, CMF94, LUT96, OLWW94, Pop97, RWN94, Saa93b, SPG98, TKM96, Ano92a, Ano92b, LXW^+16, Tze88]. Phase-Rotation [OLWW94]. Phase-Tolerant [RWN94]. Phenomena [AM93b, HMS93, MS96, Nat84, Gro92a]. Philadelphia [ACM96, EM94b, Sha92]. philosophies [RYYT95]. philosophy [Wor81]. Phone [WMMC10]. phoneme [McD90]. Photo [CTM94]. Photo-Realistic [CTM94]. photodiodes [PIH04]. Photon [MNRR86, BLFT84]. photonic [Suh97]. PHWRs [DB94, JYJL94]. Phylogenetic [MOOK94]. Phylogenetics [MBW01]. Physical [Bel92, BS01, Cha93, FC93, FI93, GP93b, Hel96, LC93, Man90, Pet97, Snt98a, Sti98b, TK93, TGV08, WBP87, BHD^+05]. Physical-Component-Boundary-Fitted-Coordinate [TK93]. Physical-Space [FIR93]. Physicists [Mor92c]. Physics [Ano88m, Ano95-34, BB90, BM96, DMMK93, GT94, HKS93a, Hes90, JA92a, JA92b, MI93, MR90b, NAAW97, WBP87, BMR85, MSK^+02, Ric90b, Ric91a, SN96, Wie94, Ano95-34, Ano96t, Ano97]. physiology [Wit89]. PIC [Par90c]. Picard [Ske87]. picks [Ano95-37]. Picture [Ano96a, Ano96u]. Picturing [Pic89, Pic91a]. Piece [Ano92-30].
Piezoelectric [KP94]. Piezoelectric-based [KP94]. PIM [GHI95, IGH95]. pin [Fid90].
pin-optimal [Fid90]. Pinch [CCKSS90].
Pinion [DDF93]. Pioneer
[Bar00a, Bar00b, Ano98d]. Pioneers
[DDJ98b, MS94d]. Pipe
[Cha94b, RHH96, SW96, Ano96u, WH94].
Pipeline [Ano94-44, RL77, VSM96, Ano93u, JS86, RL78]. Pipelined
[KK95a, MSAD92, OLWW94, WS84a, WS90, Gao86, Lii88, LY90a, RR89, TK89, WS84b, WS84c, WS87a, WS87b, WS87c].

Pipelining
[Che89b, CDR96, JS86, KS86b]. piping [Ng95]. Piranha [GK92]. Pirelli
[DM96a, DM96b]. PIRUN [US01]. Pisa
[LP90]. Pittsburgh [Ras91]. Pittsburgh
[An89, EP 97, Gro90, IEE96d, Pit88, AW93, Ano98f, Bac88, Wes96]. pivoting
[CG87]. Pivots
[AZ99]. Placement
[Geo94, Rav92, Rav95]. plain [NSW08].
Plan
[Ano98m, Ano98s, Ano95v, Ano96-29, KS87b, Nat91a]. Planar
[MSGW94, Rul93].
Plane
[DSB96, NPS93, Ano96u].
Plane-wave [NP93]. planet [Ano96-27].
Planetary
[Ano97n, BK91b, GS87b].
Plankton
[Pl97]. Planning
[Ano88h, Ano94w, DHL98, Sat93, Ano94-121]. Plans
[Coc03a, Coc03b, Ano94-119, Ano96l]. Plant
[Kul94, PKN93, SKT93]. Plants
[ESMH93, FNT93, KTK93]. Plantwide
[ZBLZ95]. PLAPACK [vdG97]. Plasma
[BJLW95, Sch93b, SDV90, IAIK92, LG90, Ano95-34]. Plasmas
[ACSH90, YMT93].
Plastic
[HTI93]. plastics
[Ano92a, Ano92b].
Plateau
[Ste01a]. Platform
[FRH95, KHM94, MC10, Mit98, VVKB96, WVC96, AUW08, BAD01, CBKA09, IE89+05, Way96].
Platforms
[GD97, SE92, MI01]. Plausible
[Kon93]. Play
[DD05, Vol89]. Playing
[Coc02a, Coc02b]. PlayStation
[KBLD08].
Plenum
[Ano00a]. PLIM
[Saa93b].
PlotTool
[Wom90]. Plug
[DD05].
Plug-and-Play
[DD05]. plugin
[MWRK18]. Plugs
[Bed93]. plus
[Tze88, PK80]. PMCommunication
[STH98]. PMD
[Che99]. PMDO
[KGKa93]. PMS
[CFH+01]. PN
[LM93].
Pocket
[AFF93, Chu89, Ano93d]. pocket-size
[Ano93d]. Poincaré
[CR94].
Point
[Ano94-91, Ano94-111, Bal93, BBD98, Dun92, G91a, Gol91b, IHE9+00, MD88, PK94, Wic92, Ano94-122, Ano94-123, Ano94-135, Ano97v, CBB9+05, Eij90a, Eij90b, KMB90, PK99, RS94b, Wei91, DM88a, DM88b, WTC9+02]. point-to-point
[Ano94-135]. Pointer
[MT91, MH96, Gua88d]. Pointer-Intensive
[MH96]. pointers
[Guo87a, Mar92]. points
[BB91b]. Poison
[JYJ94]. Poisson
[LG87, Lii89]. Poland
[BBM96, Eh95a].
Polaris
[PE95]. polarized
[BD94].
Policies
[MP92, Uni86b, Uni86a, Uni86c].
Policy
[Ano88o, Cra91, GV96a, Waz89, Ada09, CV92b, Uni98]. Political
[LG97].
Pollutants
[Fe93]. Pollution
[FA93, SLS96, Zla01, ODAZ95]. Polygon
[CO94]. polygonal
[ST90]. polyhedra
[Wil92]. Polymere
[KJ94]. Polymeric
[Gal93]. Polyomers
[Bar00c, Bar00d].
polymerisation
[GR91]. Polynomal
[KK92, Nan86, But92, EGK87a, FB91a, GS90, RW89, Sch87a]. Polynomials
[Cl96, AR92, Ked94, SA10b].
polyvariance
[LMD98]. Pouders
[Coc03a, Coc03b]. Pool
[SES94, TY96].
Poor
[CFH9+01, Cap96]. poorly
[Win92].
POPLAS
[KA91]. POPLAS/FEM5
[KA91]. Population
[Fry97, Ons88, Pl97, Kha91].
Population-dynamics
[Ons88]. Pore
[MK97]. Pore-Scale
[MK97]. Porous
[PH97, PC97, WABD97]. Port
[TM94a, TM94b, WK95, YK93].
Portability
[Ano85b, HWS9+88, Hir92b, GBFR10]. Portable
[Ano9-94-51, Ano94-58, Ano94-64, Ano94-74, Ano94-106, KB95a, Dem91,
DLMW95, Don91, GW04, HERC95, LMT95, MMR93, SSKR97, WW92, ABMN02, Bis94a, BCH+93, GG88, KA96, MRM87, Pry94, Yan90c, AKG87, portably [Rau91].

Portal [Pro01, RW94a]. Portals [CLB19].

Porting [ARE95, BM93a, CM95, DFS93, EAMS95a, EAMS95b, MWO95, WLN+96a, WLN+96b].

Portland [IEE93d, USE90, Bor93].

Portals [CLB19].

Porting [ARE95, BM93a, CM95, DFS93, EAMS95a, EAMS95b, MWO95, WLN+96a, WLN+96b].

Portland [IEE93d, USE90, Bor93].

Portals [CLB19].

Potassium [KW95].

Potential [Ano94-45, DL90, HFH86, HFH87, KLY94, Nat86h, Saa93a, SO95, VAGRMVA90, Yan92, And88, Bau89b, HWY91].

preconditioner [Fuj99]. Preconditioners [Ma99].

Precondition [HO92b, Man91, Saa88, CH98, Nan86].

Preconditionings [KJ85], predictability [GRMR99].

Predictable [PH11].

Predicted [CP94b].

Prediction [Ale90, AGKT02, Ano94-96, BM93b, Che90e, DBK09, DXJM93, FBZ92, Hai97, Hof94, IK93, KGS93, MKRI93, TAKB06, WS84d, XCLW93, ASK85, Ata91, Bur91, CHWW13, Che90d, Gal89b, Gle88, MV16, Sar90].

Predictions [Jon19, WB85, Z995].

Predictive [KSTB94].

Predictor [TAKB06].

Predicts [Bar00a, Bar00b, HH93].

Preface [CRG05, HF94].

Prefetch [Ano94-127, BCK13, Lee87b].

Prefetching [Dra95, NGDH96, OP96, Bre87, Gor89, GGV90, LY87b].

Prefine [KK89c].

Prefrontal [KDB95].

Preliminary [EHG95, Gal91, GK92, Men84, Par90b, YJD93, Pad89, SWS+12].

Preloading [CMHK92].

Premixed [HSV93].

Prepare [Lat16].

Preparing [HCD+18, ODAZ15].

Prepass [CLmWH91].

Prepattern [HKG90].

Prerequisites [Har94a, Poe95].

Presence [WN92, Wea97, Gua87a].

Present [Burr93, Els02, Ano96w, Fer84, Hey90, CCKSS90].

Presented [Pin99, Ano95-38, HBCN95, L+95, MB93, MB94b, Pan96, Sh49, Uni78c].

Preserving [LJ+14, KP96].

President [Age05, Ano97c].

president-elect [Ano97c].

Press [Ano96c].

Pressure
[BJLW95, Hai97, RHH96]. prestack [Tze88]. Prevention [DM93, Tan87]. Preventive [CCR11]. Previews [Ano95-34, Ano97m]. Price [Ano94p, Jan96]. priced [Ano89l]. Pricing [CCZ93]. primal [CK90, Kor93]. Primary [TY96]. prime [BrTR95, Tem88]. primes [BY88]. primitives [Wij89a]. Princeton [COS89, LCV90b, LCV90a, Ano87a, Ano87b, Ano94s, TCJS93]. principle [Jor86]. Principles [Eis95, SSJL94, SBN82, BF92]. printed [Lie90]. Priori [MRL17]. PRISM [Bis93]. Privacy [IJY14]. Privacy-Preserving [IJY14]. private [Str94]. Privatization [Li92, RP94]. PRIVATEIZING [RP94]. price [BBD92, Ano97c, KHH95]. Pro [Cla18]. Probabilistic [AH93, Ano94-95, KGK93, LD93b, Sol93]. Probabilities [Ano96t, VM93]. Probability [MBN93, OMR93]. probation [All93]. probate [Ano92-35, SS07]. Probabilities [Ano96t, VM93]. Problem-Oriented [Pop92]. Problems [ALM93, ALPP00, Ano94-110, Ano94-112, Ano96c, Ano96f, BK95a, BL93, DD93, FD93, FR98, FI93, Geo94, HHGS93, Ike95, KJ85, LHM95, L95, LS93b, ML93, MRAR95, MR90b, PRS94, PC93, RDZ93, VTT98, WGOY91, Ano93u, Ano94-95, Ano96f, BRA92, BJ84, CS88, CS98, Che94a, DGLS9, DHD89, Duf90, Duf90, EM94b, Feo92, GBS18, Gra93a, GKL87, HOS297, HHS01b, Hoo92a, J91, KK93, Kin96, LD90, Lou92, N90, Pet83, PZGL91, Poo96a, SBC91, SHA95b, dRC94, dC94, FJSP95]. Procedural [Max81, TS90]. Procedure [JCY94, AC91, Ked92, Sit78, Sta88]. Procedures [BJS02]. proceeding [VAS82]. Proceedings [ACM89a, ACMxx, Ano93n, Ano97t, Asp93, DT97, DP91, GL90, Gro90, HS94b, IEE90, IEE93b, IEE93c, IEE93d, Kow89b, K92, Lag89, ML89, McC88, Meu90, Meu91, OMM93, Pit90, Por86, RD94, SEA84, Soc94, Uni91a, USE00a, USE00b, USE01, VO93, Zyg93, ACM90, ACM91, ACM92b, ACM93, ACM94, ACM95a, ACM95c, ACM96, ACM97, ACM03, AU87, Ano88s, Ano88t, Ano90f, Ano94a, Ano96l, App96, B91, B+89, BP89b, Bro93, Bup87, CL91, Ch90, C+97, DDC96, DJM94, DLM99, Dup86, Dup87, Ep 97, Emm85, EM94b, Fer83, Fra94, GG+97a, GH94b, GH94c, Gra94, HK94R, He93, HS95c, HK93b, HK94K, HBC959, IEE85, IEE93a, IEE94a, IEE95b, IEE96d, JPTE94, KK85, KK87, KK98, KK98a, KK93, KK90, KMG96, KWW92, LLR93b, LCV90b, LCV90a, LCHS96, L+93, Lim93, Lun94]. proceedings [M+94, Mar86, Mar88b, Men87, Met86a, M+95, MP92, MA85, Uni87a, NBC92, Pel93a, PEH93, SF91, Sig89, Sig90a, Sig95, TC94, USE90, Vag88, ZAS94, ACM95b, ANS92, Ano91q, Ano94-107, Ano94-108, B+95, Cha94a, CBCH93, GT94, Ham94, IEE94b, IEE94c, IEE95d, KSW93, Meu98a, Sie94, S+93, IEE94d, SR93b, Th90c, GH94a, HS95b, HPP88, ML95b, VV95]. proceedings [ACM88, ACM92a]. Process [CWLT97, FT96a, FCD97, GL89, GM93b, JML96, KWH94, KOC94, MDP*00, Nag94, Pel94, Pin01, Sch97b, Sta94, Wea97, ZBL95, Har89, Nat91b, Nat92b, Pol86, Shu88, ZMDS96]. Processes [GSG94, GMBW93, GM93b, Kaz93, KB97, LS92a, Maa93a, TSSK94, War93b, Ano97-28, Ano00a, Sha90]. Processing [An098b, Ano90m, Ano93n, Ano94-107, Ano94-97, Ano94-130, Ano95p, Ara97, Ash93, B+95, BMSD94, Bor89, BH17, Bro97, CTM94, CBCH93, DM88a, DM88b, Eck93, Fet95, FR81, FB91b, Gan94b, GJP94,
GHI95, Gol99, GP93c, Hay86, HCL94, HAC+13, IEE94a, IEE95b, IHE+00, IGH95, JC94a, KNS93, KS90, MD88, Mur91a, NMS93, PRSS94, Rui91, SH90, Sch93a, SKSD94, Sie94, S+93, Ste95, Uni87c, WMBC97, WN10, Y+92, YWD94, YWDxx, ZM94, ASM86, AGP96, Ana88r, Ana92w, Ana92y, Ana93v, Ana94-122, Ana94-123, Ana99, Ara96, BAR88, BF92, Bur93, Bur94b, Con87b, Cho90a, Don92a, DWV92, EMS11, FL92, FMT91, Goo97, HD89, IEE96c, Kha93, McC94, MUS93, MSW91, MMM+18, Mor92a, Pfe89, Rei88, RR98, Ros95, Sca92, Sch89b, SMM17, Sie90, SA90.

processing [WHBH93, Supxxa, YFY+13, Zag82, CKS99].

Processor [Ana94-84, BK77, BBD+08, EHG95, GMSB93, HHG+94, HMNN91, HHOM92, Kue93, Li91, MHW94, MDH00, MSBK92, NKT95, Par86, PBA7, SCV01, TF92, VPDA93, Web93, Ang91, BJ95, Cal85b, CY91, Fan87, GJM86, Gok92, HT72, Loo84, Mal88b, MS88, MHP84, PJO90, Rob87, Sam85, SS10, Tan87, TS88, VSH90, VSH91, Vaj91, VFK+94, Wat72, DFSZ88].

processor-based [Rob87].

processor-in-memory [Gok92].

Processors [BB94, Bra93, DD99, FT96a, GSS94a, GS94b, GL94, HK93b, HK93, Kun84, MSAD92, MBK+92, SES94, SJV90, Wi93, tDv87, Bau96, CMeWH91, CKS90, Int92, Jor87, KB96, Lil88, LY90a, NRR00, R+00, SCK+90, SY91, Wei91, Wei92, Wij89a].

procurement [Uni92c].

produce [OLLG96, Spe97].

Product [BMSP94, BKM93, GM93b, HM93c, Ker94, Mii17, RS94, Sie94, Wea97, Ana96u, Fuj99].

Production [Ana94-37, Bae01, CT93a, DLHS97, EG+96, Sch97b, TGL96, UH909, Wi93, And90a, Elmi95a, Stu95, TDBL13, TRLD13].

Productions [Wad86].

Productivity [Ana94-107, Bla93, Das94, KSM+19].

Products [WWKR97, Bab94].

Professionals [Cra96].

professor [Ana92-42].

Profile [Kop91, TD96, IEE91, PF90, IEE95a].

profiler [SSS90].

Profiles [BGS+12].

Profiling [VSB94, Ana88r].

profit [CBLS13].

Program [AHFK93, AC+90, Ana87a, Ana91j, Ana94-60, Ana96x, BE93a, Bra93, Bur94a, CH94, ORS94, Enm89, HMC94, HH93, IM96, ITO93, Kah93a, KA91, LB93, MG95, OHHB93, ORSS94, OHHHB94, PDR91, PZA87, Roh94, SS95, TA94, WF93, WWY93, ZX95, Amn89, Ana94-100, Ana96-38, Bin88, BM85, BH92a, Bre87, CGL96, CGLxx, Chexx, CRM94, CDG+06, Deg90, FP91, HP92, HA92, Ke85, KB18, LY88a, LY88b, Lim91a, ML90b, ML90a, MST93, Nat86d, Pad89, Po86, SNS+97, Sch89b, Tan9b, Tri85, TJC91a, Whe83, BS92, Jou94, Web91].

Programmable [Ana94-127, GHK+91, MS94a, CMM88, Gok91, Kar89, ML95b].

Programme [Ana94-33].

Programmer [DDJ98a, Sny99, Guz87].

Programmers [Coc01, PB90].

Programming [Ana94z, Ana94-28, Ana94-51, Ana94-58, Ana94-74, Ana94-93, AM93c, Ara91, AK94, BAAD92, BK95a, Ber95b, Bha94, Coc02a, Coc02b, Dip96, FHM95, FH95, FI93, GJ87, GBK+96, HC99, HQ91, Hop93, KB+02, KB94, KH91, Mah94b, MMRL93, NB92, PL91a, PB91b, PB95, PT93, PK94, Rag96, SP94, SL99, Ste78, Ste94a, Sug94, TP93, VW95, Wij95, WL96, WL96+96a, WL96+96b, YSL97, ZM86, AGY+11, Ali86, Bea90, BM85, Ch91, DCC90, Ele93, Fec92, Fl94b, Gok92, Gua87b, Gua88b, GGS88, GJ88, KKS2, Kor93, KA96, LW11, Mi93, MMG+00, MA+05, NRR00, PGI87, PK89, RR99, SW91, SMR10, TS90, YQTV12, Hii97].

Programs [AK87, Ana94t, Ana94-106, Bie88, BC95, Cla96, FBZ92, Fin82, HMM94, HLB94, KRS94, KBC+74, Mah94c, MB94a, MH96,
OS94, RAES96, Rue92, SYG94, SABJ94, SPK94, TBC94, TCF94, Van94, WZ97, WNK96, WB85, Ana91, Ang91, Ata91, Ban79, Bli89, BE92, Blu92, CV88b, Cho90b, CH92a, CH92b, Eig91, Eig92, EGP98, EGP92, EO91, GP88, GP91b, GRRM99, Gua87a, GM87, Gua88c, KPS88, Kim96, LMD98, LR88a, LY88b, LY91b, Mc92, MPC89, MP90, NG92, PE88, Par90b, Pol87d, Pol88d, Sar90, Seh88, SKP91, Seh92, SK92, SLY90, Shu88, Uni86b, Uni86a, Uni86c, Y90, LZ95. Progress [GS92b, MA85, Smi96b, SMDS15, UEGM93, AG90, Asl91a, BBH00, Bis93, CGS91, CGL92, HP88a, Hey94, Hug94, Jet90, Jet91, Jet92, Mil90, NW03, SPP05, IBM13b, YK87, Ano98e, AUW08, BOS97, BBC89, Coc01, Eck93, Hab89, IBM08, KAM19]. Progression [ABCH97, Bra89c, BS90a, BS90b, Bra92, KSS6a, Lnu90, MP91a, MP91b, MP91c, Wil90b]. Projections [KAMB19]. Project [Ano97r, Con11, GG97b, Rui91, TP97, Ano91a, Ano93b, AG90, Asl91a, BBH00, Bis93, CGS91, CGL92, CFH91, HP88a, Hey94, Hug94, Jet90, Jet91, Jet92, Mil90, NW03, SPP05, IBM13b, YK87, Ano98c, AUW08, BOS97, BBC89, Coco1, Eck93, Hab89, IBM08, KAM19]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94]. Pseudorandom [Ano94-64, KA92, CMP94, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94].
Sch94c, Sch96, Str94. PVM/MPI [DLM99]. PWR [HM93b, MTK93, MAA93b, Ng95]. Pyramidal [Eis95]. Pyrimidine [Hei89]. PYRROS [YG92].

Q [BCK13, ABB+13, BSJ+13, BJV+16, CCD+13, CP13, CEH+12, CKL+13, CHT+13, EO13, EWS+13, HOF+12, KBVH14, LM13, OWG+13, RIB+13, SCG+13, IBM13a, IBM13c, ZYL+16]. Q2R [ZH88]. QCD [Att96, BCK13, KLN90a, KLN90b, Tou87]. QCDOC [BCC+05, FMD07, FDM07]. QCDSP [BCC+05]. QCE [FNK93]. QED [KDK89]. Qespera [MV16]. QMRCGSTAB [Cha92b]. QoS [KCZJ14]. QR [MP94, MM94b]. quadratic [Arn88, ARW93b, BtR95, BE93c]. Quadrics [FWS96, SPGD98, TCM95]. Qualitative [KSTF94]. Quality [ABCE97, Koo97, Leg94, LKD97, MD04, Rei93, SSS94, SSKR97, TMAS97, CMP94, HPS88, Mas94a]. Quanta [Ano96v]. Quantifying [FBCE99]. Quantitative [BHMH98, HP03, JW98, KS94a, TC94, WHL93]. Quantization [BB93]. Quantum [AGL99, BH17, CS94b, Fox90a, Lio94, MCH91, MR86, SG81, SG82, TW92, WCH91, ARE95, Art93, BS00, BDM94, Din93, MR87, Ric91b, Shi95]. quantum-chemistry [ARE95].


Re-engineering [SPK94, Isk96].
Re-Inventing [Ta96]. Re-invention [Taf96].
Re-thinking [Lee94]. Re-sequencing [JHGLG93].
Re-thinking [Lee94]. Reaching [BHS +02, Ano95-31]. Reactabot [TSSK94].
Reacting [Ano94b]. Reaction [BCW93, Huh92, MCH91, SM92, WCHK91].
reaction-diffusion [Hun92, SM92]. Reactions [Las92]. Reactive [WABD97].
Reactivity [DCW93, SR93a, Heh86, Lag89]. Reactor [ANS92, ATSA93, AA93, DH93, DMKW93,
FBH93, GY93b, IK93, JKNK93, Koe93, KTN93, LD93b, N93, PNK93, SKVZ93,
SAGS93, Smi93, SKAT93, TKI93, WFT93]. Reactors [Ask93, BJL95, NM93, ANS92, Kav92].
Readies [Ano91f]. Reading [HK93b, KH93, PRS94]. ready [Ano97a, BAD01, Pou94b]. Real [AC93, Ano87a, Ano94-70, ACA94, Coc02c,
Coc02d, Don92b, EFPS93, EKZ90, FGG90, GSG94, GMF00, HS94b, Heg96, IK93,
KFF93a, LMP90, PCK93, SBZ98, SH93, Sha90, SB94c, UP01, Ano89i, Ano96l,
Ano97k, Dan91, LTT92, RGH17, SH94b, Ver95, HS94b]. Real-Time [Ano94-70, Don92b, EFPS93, EKZ90,
GSG94, LMP90, PCK93, SB94c, UP01, GMF00, Sha90, Ano96l, RGH17, Ver95].
Realistic [CTM94, CNGR90, FD97, Eig01]. Reality [CMPR93, Coc01, Dil93, DPS97,
Gam94a, Heh93, Ike95, KTK93, Ku94, PS96, TSCG94, Wag96, Rol97, Ver95].
Reciprocating [AGH90, PB94b]. Reciprocity [Smi96c]. reclaims [Gui05]. Recognition [BPL95, GD94a, KKKP93, MSGW94, PE95,
PW94, SD93, SHA92, SLML93, UEGM93, ZS94a, AH90, DB95, McD90]. recognize [War03]. Recognizes [Pin99, Pin01]. recommendations [Ano96w, AB96].
Reconfigurable [BS98a, BEGGK97, CH10, DDB10, EAGEG09, EAMEG11, EGEAH10, TLS11,
GG95, GZR89, HNS90, MIl97b, MCL97, Sab94b, SPM90, SPI2, UH90, YKB90,
AGY91, Chu87, Gok90b, GS94c, HBRK96, KK98b, KMB90, KCG98, LR98, SK94].
Reconfiguration [EAGEG09, HNS90]. Reconnaissance [Gri90]. Reconstruction [Ano94-89, FBH93, FWW95, KVP95,
LD93a, GS94d, Use93, VM07]. record [Ano94s, Ano97k, Bro91a, Bro91b, Sin94a].
Recording [RSRG95]. records [Ano91g]. Recovering [VM07]. recovery [Bin88].
Recurrence [CP94c, PS94a, AH90, CP92b, CP92a, LR88b]. Recurrences [BCZ95, WN92, WNKS96, McD85].
recurrent [GF95]. Recursion [OB94]. recursions [Mas94b]. Recursive [Ano94-51, Pel94]. Recycled [PK92].
Redefining [Ano93w, Ano96y]. Redesigning [Far90]. Redistribution [KHS94, TCF94]. Reduce [VRS93, Shu88]. reduce-or [Shu88].
Reduced [Bau88, GT91]. Reducing [Aub88, Ano94-111, Bec98b, CTD96, DL96, GS95, Gra92, KABG95, TZ94, Lil88].
Reduction [BL93, BSL94, Dm92, ET96, HT93, JC94d, KRF93, LB94b, OB95,
SS93, SKN96, Bru88, DD88, Fra90, GS87a, GS88b, Lil91, Pol89, Roj91, Sch87d].
Reductions [MM94c, RF94]. redundancy [WWJ09]. redundant [GV92]. REFAK [Tur79]. Reference [WGW04, WO05,
Bru90b, Ike87, PJ90, SG92b]. Reference-Set [WGW04, WO05].
References [MT91, Gua88d]. referencing [MY88]. Refine [STN93]. Refinement
Reflecting [SBW + 19].
Refracting [JKNK93].
Reflexive [Che92a].
Reflector [JKNK93].
Reflexive [Che92a].
Reform [WG93b].
Refraction [JBWB97].
regarding [Gup88].
Regime [SBY93].
Regional [Chang94, LQFC18, YMZ90].
Regional [ABCH97].
Regions [FSGS93, Lu93, MKRI93, SLML93, LG87].
Register [CMHK92, EDA95, EJL90, KKF96, MASAK92, MD94, Loo84].
register-level [Loo84].
Regular [CCSR92, Mal88b].
Regulations [Ano92t].
Regulatory [BGS + , MTHP93].
Rehosting [SS96c].
Reinstatement [Ano96z].
Reinventing [Sim97].
Rekindled [Can92].
RELAP5 [MM93a].
RELAP5/MOD2.5 [MM93a].
Related [GM93b, CP92a, PB87, SM89].
Relationship [HL91, HLxx, FB91a].
relations [AH90].
relationship [ZAS94].
Relaxation [FG87, Hun90, HGS91, Hun91, WGS91, Xia88].
Relaxing [ZYL + 16].
Release [JR94].
Released [DDJ98a, Bro17].
Releases [Ano94-80, Ano85b, New91, IEE89a, NN90, New95, Ren97].
Repose [BSJW96].
Repository [Ano95y].
Representations [PWVH95, AW91].
Representatives [Ano94t, EDA95, LEMS95, MSAD92, Mar85a, Pet89b, Rob93].
requests [Ano97, Bro97, Bro86].
RES [Car92].
Research [Age05, Ano92x, Ano93t, Ano93-43, Ano94w, Ano94-64, Mas94a, Pry94].
Reproduction [Sol93].
Requests [CB00].
require [Sha95b].
Requirements [Ano94t, EDA95, LEMS95, MSAD92, Mar85a, Pet89b, Rob93, Uni93, Ver97, Bro86].
RESEARCH [Car92].
Reminiscences [Con11].
Remodeling [HHTD90].
Remote [Joh86b, Luec91, Pr90, Ano901, Han03, KG95, TJC91b, Tuc91].
Remotely [Y + 92].
render [Ano02a, Ano02b].
Rendering [Bos94b, CO94, GMMT91, Kar94, TH94, ST90, WIL90b].
Renewed [Ano97-29].
renewing [Gra93c].
Renner [Ren97].
Renewal [ACM89a, AIA94, Ano95q, Ano98a].
Renowned [Lin83].
Reordering [GMW94, KESH94, KSH94].
Repeatedly [Moh94].
Replace [Ano96t, Dau96].
Replacement [Mii97b], replay [NRM + 09].
Replicated [CG86].
Report [Ano85b, Ano88o, Ano01a, DGG93, FG93, GJS93, GS92b, Ho93, KHHS95, Mye92b].
Sim97, Tay94, Uni96, Wes96, Ano89p, The90a, Ano91n, Ano91o, Ano98g, AG90, As91a, Ano92, Con87b, CG91, CGL92, DHT89, Ede92, Int81, Inf86, JC87, Joh86b, Kah93b, Min88, Mal86a, Uni91b, NN97, Nat88b, Poi89, Poi90, San86, Supxxb, Sum91, Sar90, TR86, Uni92c, Wll88b].
Reports [Ano93e, Ano94-80, Ano85b, New91, IEE89a, NN90, New95, Ren97].
Repository [Ano95y].
Reproductive [Ano94-64, Mas94a, Pry94].
Repulsion [EBS88].
Request [Sol94].
Reservoir [SFS90, SPS90, AS96].
[Ano94-88, PDR94, TM94a, TM94b, WK95].
**Router** [DDHK94, MCW98, RWNJ94].
**Routers** [LN94].
**Routines** [FGG09, PRSS94, Sch96, LSK04].
**Routing** [Ano94-53, CRV94, CB94, Geo94, KMNT95, KMNT96, LB794, Mik94, PDR94, RE94, ST94, Dra90a, HS93a, Hol90b, Joe87, RFS87, Smi92]. **rover** [Ano97n].
**Rovibrational** [WKHS97].
**Row** [Bra89c, BS90b, Ano92-31, BS90a].
**RS** [BIRB93, HMS93, PBDM93].
**RS/6000** [MSAD91].
**RTD** [Pel93a].
**Rubbia** [Ano93y].
**Rubin** [Wen94, Hil97, MM94a].
**Rule** [LB93].
**Rule-Based** [LB93].
**Rules** [Tys91, Bel89].
**Run** [Ano94-42, Ano94-112, CWD+08, DCG93, DCGxx, FY96, FP91, Hem84, RP94, RAP95, RW94a, TJ91a, Cho90b, GHd91, Gro92b, Hab92, Lee90, Mil87, Pol88b, Str94].
**Run-Time** [CWD+08, RP94, RAP95, RW94a, Ano94-42, Ano94-112, FY96, TJ91a, Hab92, Lee90, Mil87, Pol88b].
**Running** [AGLL98, BIRB93, Ano97k, Ano97v].
**runs** [Ano93s].
**Runtime** [ASS94, AZ94, CCSR92, EAGEG09, KK96b, LMT95, LLGS09, MS94c, RAES96, SLB93, TBC94, WF94, EO13, GBFR10, Gu86, TDBL13].
**Runtime-Tunable** [WF94].
**Rural** [SR94].
**RUS** [LLR93a].
**Russia** [AGP96, Ano93z, Ano94s, GP93c].
**Rutgers** [Asp93].

**S** [Ahm92, Ano00a, Por86, Sch88a, War03, Ano94-135, Li91, RWN94, Ben92, Bra93, DH86b, Gro93, IAKH92, Kha93, KISY94, NBKP95b, NBKP95a, SKY94, WL83, Ano94b, GKS09]. **S-15** [Ano94h].
**S-3800** [IAKH92, KISY94, SKY94]. **S-810** [DH86b].
**S-810/20** [DH86b]. **S-Connect** [NBKP95a, NBKP95b]. **S-MP** [Kha93].
**S** [Wei90]. **S600** [Web93]. **S600** [Web93]. **S810** [LMM85b, LMM85a, LMM86]. **S810/20** [LMM85b, LMM85a, LMM86]. **SA** [Ano94-52]. **Sac** [Bel96]. **Safe** [AA93, BLO94, St98a, St98b]. **Safety** [CLP93, CPR93, FNT93, Koo97, Law90, MS94a, NS93, PA93b, SDK98, Ano97x].
**Saint** [CBCH93]. **Salesman** [Gur88, Bra88].
**Salishan** [Feo92].
**Salt** [ANS92, Ano95-38, Isk96]. **same** [Rya90, S94a, S94b]. **sample** [AS93].
**SAMPLES** [Ano96x].
**Samuel** [RD94].
**San** [ACM95c, ACM03, AIA93, B+95, Bel86, CG96, Clo94, Gra94, GE96, He93, IEE95c, JD95, IEE94d, SR93b, Ano96z, Ano97g, Ano97u, Ano97-29, Dau97, Deu86, Lay91a, PBK91, San91, Tay94]. **Sanctions** [Ano97s].
**Sandia** [Ano88i, Ano96-41, Ano97v].
**Sandpile** [NBKP95a, NBKP95b].
**S-MP** [Kha93].
**S.** [Wei90].
**S600** [Web93].
**S600** [Web93].
**S810** [LMM85b, LMM85a, LMM86].
**Scalable** [Ano94-43, Ano94-114, Ano94-115, Ano94-116, Ano01a, AFT97, BIR94, BHEG94, CSSY92, DWM+01, DXJM93, EFR+05, For02, FB+94, GS94a, GLS11, GHW94, GL94, HMM94, HNS94, HT93, HMC94, Hol94, IEE93c, IEE94c, JS95, Kan15, KTN+14, KCPT95, KHZ+08, KR94d, Mit98, MS94d, NRM+09, PN13, Pf93, PW94, SAB+05, SABJ94, Sob39a, UP01, BWHS18, CKS99, GTV91, GREC91, Hsi91, HLJT93, KSB+19, PSG03, PMS94, SCK+00, Sob92, SS07, YQTV12, ZEC+17, BCH94].
**Scalable-Parallel** [DXJM93]. **Scalar** [Ano94-88, PDR94, TM94a, TM94b, WK95].
[CDC+87, Jor87, JC94c, NKTT95, VNH93a, Wei89, WS90, BJ95, ST90, WS87a, WS87b, WS87c]. ScalaTrace [NRM+99]. Scale [BCH12, ACL93, BBC92, CCR11, CDC+87, DAKM98, GGG+98, GK93, HWS+98, HK93a, Iwa92, KSM+19, KU97, MH94, OS94, Rui91, SKLC+03, SKK90, Sob93a, WKI+16, WVBM88b, Zla01, Ano99q, AUV08, B+98, BBC+89, Che83, CH87, Che90c, Che93b, Che98c, Che99, DZ96, DJ+08, Duf90, GHD+10, GPS86, Gra92, GZA86, HFH86, HFH87, IU87, Jor87, KNHN16, Kos95, KSB+19, LPD+11, Lee87, LW+16, MP91a, MP91c, MR87, NNS+90, NP90, Sie90, Sob92, WVBM88a, WT11, WT13, YTL87, van97a, DLA93, IM91, App96]. Scala [MP91c]. Scales [Mil97a, PC97, Ano89n, Ano92p, LAdS+15]. Scaling [CP94b, DT08, LEY86, McB92b, ARF12, CK90, Kor93]. Scan [Bar01, RM96, SJA94]. Scans [PRS94]. Scanner [PRS94]. Scanning [And90a]. Scattered [Kar94]. Scattering [AFML93, JBWB97, MF92, SE90, PB94a, Ric91b]. Scavenger [SW91]. Scenario [Coo95, SB94a]. Scenarios [RG94]. scene [Wad86]. Scenes [EKZ90, SCF]. Schaub und [Ano96c]. Scheduler [Dow98, WMKS06]. Schedulers [BMS94, FR96a]. Schedules [EDA95]. Scheduling [Ang91, Ano94e, Ano94-56, Ano94-117, CD92, DA94, DRSS99, GM94a, HEP93, HNS+10, Kim96, KCM02a, KCM02b, KZJ14, LG97, MPT12, OP96, PR94b, PK87, PS94b, RF94, SES94, TGV08, TF92, Wal92, YG92, ZYL+16, Abo99, Ali93, BP89a, Bec89b, BP91b, BR92, Bro86, CLMNWH91, Dan91, EB18, Fan87, LZC90, Miï87, Pol86, Pol88d, Pol88e, Pol90, Tan87, Tan89b, TDBL13, TRLD13, YF98]. Scheme [AM93a, Ano94u, AC84b, FG87, HBDS93, LC97b, MSGW94, MH96, OK93, PK87, RC94, SKY94, SKY97, SB94b, TF94, VV94, Wat91, AC84a, BS87a, CV91b, Che94a, CV88a, CH90, yHY87, LY90b, LA93]. Schemes [Ano94-43, JML95, LLY92, MS93, NU91, RBL94, SV96, YS94, Abr90, Bra89b, CV92b, CDS98, GPS86, SL92]. Schmidt [JP90]. Schneck [McD88]. Scholarship [Ano94-33]. Schönauer [Tru88]. School [Ano88u, ORS94, ORS94, Fan96, VV95, New95]. Schools [Mur97]. Schumpeterian [Bla97]. Schwarz [KC93b]. schweren [Ano97e]. sci [Mou90, Mon90]. sci-tech [Mou90, Mon90]. SCIDDLE [ABGL96]. SCIDDLE-PVM [ABGL96]. Science [Ano90u, Ano93, Ano94w, Ano94-71, Ano95l, Ano96-28, Ano96-27, Ano96-38, Bar91, Bor94, Bro91b, CCD+13, CR98, Cor99a, Cra91, Don94, Duk91, EW90, FHM99, Got91a, GK18, JS94a, Leu96, Nat92a, Nat93c, Nat95, Nas91, OHIB93, OHIB94, Pit90, Pre93a, Red91, San86, San90, SHMR93, SC99, UHU09, Web91, Zen94, AGEL13, Ano93g, Ano95w, BFS11, CCCC89, De 96, Eck92a, Ede92, FK98, FW90, WAD+89a, HS+91, Hoe96, HK93b, IBM01a, KS93a, KH93, LP90, Lay91a, ML89, MeN87, NS86, Unif91b, Nat91b, Nat92b, Ras91, RD94, Ros94, Sci86, San91, SMDL90, Wil88b, WAD+89b, Zyrg93, IBM01b, Ano95w, Coc92a, Coc92b, Eck92b, Mah94a, Mut94]. Science/Technology [Ano96-28]. Sciences [AIA94, Ano91k, Ano93t, Bla93, GS87b, Ano98a]. Scientific [Abr94, AF97, Ano88o, Ano94-38, Ano94-37, Ano94-103, BCH12, B+95, BCC+98, BCC+09, BS94a, BEK02, Ber07, BCL91, BB92, Bla93, BCL94, CDFG95, CCKS90, CG86, Che94b, Cla96, Con90, Con91, Cox88, CM93, DT97, FJSD96, Get15, GHVZ94, Gup94, Hab89, Hab86, HCH99, HLB94, Jol97, KB94, KBDL08, KB10, LLR93a, LAPR94, MT86, MTH88, MCB+01, MBB99, Nat91a, OYW91, PB90, PN13, Pap97, Pic91b, RL90a, Sch9b, SkLC+03, SR10, SZ11, SL99, ST+93, KSH93, SGH97,
TY96, Tru88, Uth94, VWC96, WN10, Wen94, WB85, Woo93, Hwa85, ACM89b, ABB+13, Ano96c, Ano99, AKM+06, Bur91, BLM11, BS94b, Che83, CKS99, EWS+13, Gin93, GLH94, Gua88b, GG88, Han94, Haw86, Ipe19, Jor87, M+94, MSK+02, Nat90, NSR90, Pi87, Poz13, Rya13, SPP+05, Wil88a.

Scientific [WMK90, WT13].

Scientist [Dun92, Gol91a, Gol91b, Hil97, MM94a, Wen94, Wic92].

Scientists [Ano88u, Coc01, HHS01b, HW11, Sha95b, Str94].

Scientometric [DGG18].

Scope [Geo94, Pap16].

Scoped [BGS82].

Scores [Ohr86].

Scottsdale [KFF93b].

scramjet [CYXL18].

Screen [AH93, Coc02a, Coc02b, Rud90].

Screw [YMZ90].

SCRI [Ano95-41, Car89b].

SCS [Chi90, Ano88j, Hab86, WSL88].

SCS-40 [Hab86, WSL88].

SDBS [DA94].

SDE [TS90].

SDSC [Chi90, Ano88j, Hab86, WSL88].

SCS-40 [Hab86, WSL88].

SDM [ER94].

SDSC [Ano87a].

Sea [DGO90, KfGERJxx, LB94b].

Seamless [Hir92b, Kha93].

Search [AFAGR96, BK91b, IJY+14, Lu93, Rs94c, Tak93, WWY93, CDG+06, Svo93].

Searching [Coc02a, Coc02b, PTS93].

Searchlight [GNJW93].

Searle [CCKSS90].

Seas [Ano91w].

seashell [Pic88].

Seattle [USE00b, CBKA09].

sec [CWLT97].

Second [Ano88b, Ano88v, Ano93-34, GPKK82, GP+97a, GW93a, Kah93a, KK87, KT80, L+93, Lim93, Mar88b, Pel93a, Uni92b, Uni92a, Ano97v, Bue86b, IEE95d, Lan92, Ram88].

Second-Generation [Ano88b].

Secondary [Ano96i, Pan97].

Section [AA06, Ano90d, CS96c, IHSS93, Ken92, LQFC18].

Sector [Sun94].

Secure [SDK98].

Securities [CCZ93].

Security [Bar00a, Bar00b, Chr90, Coc01, Pei17, Sub94, Uni98, USE90, Opp95b, Rya13].

Sediments [BS97, BCCG97, ZL97].

Seek [Ano97x, YB90].

Seek [Coc01].

Seeking [RDHC94].

Seeks [Dau96, Pin01, Ano95v].

SEFOR [RCR93].

Segmentation [HKG90, BC14].

segments [Bra89d].

segregation [GE12].

Seidel [Ano94-92].

Seismic [KN88, Arb92, Bro93, CGLY96, CGLxx, Chexx, Gou90, LS92b, LM13, Vaf88, HWS+88].

Seitz [Ano11].

Selected [Ano91r, Pet89b, Pin01, WZ97, Kin96, MW88, Ste85].

Selecting [Ano94-118, SSG93].

Selection [CB00, Lew17, MK07, WH94].

selective [CV88a, WFJ+17].

Self [Ano94-30, BA95, CP94b, CTRR93, FKN93, GT91, GD94a, LUT96, OBR94, PN96, PK87, RPY94, Sto95, Tan89b, Zas93, Fan87, KMN+05, Tan87].

Self-Adaptive [BA95].

Self-Compacting [Ano94-30].

Self-Controlling [Sto95].

Self-Explanatory [FKN93].

self-gravitating [KMN+05].

Self-Organized [LUT96, PN96].

Self-organizing [RPY94].

Self-Scaling [CP94b].

Self-Scheduling [PK87, Tan89b, Fan87, Tan87].

Self-Shielding [BA95].

Self-Stabilized [Zas93].

Semantic [DKF94, IJM14, Mas92, Pug94, Sha94a, Coc01].

semantics [Ano94-100].

semantics-based [Ano94-100].

Semi [CT94, GG93b, GJ93, JML95, LMP+90, Rui91, SQM94, Car89b].

Semi-Active [SQM94].

semi-complete [Car89b].

Semi-Dataflow [Rui91].

Semi-Infinite [GG93b, GJ93].

Semi-Interactive [LMP+90].

Semi-Lagrangian [CT94].

Semi-Linear [JML95].

semianual [Sam91].

Semi-conductor [Ano94-94, Ano03, BMW91, DTV92, SF91].

Semi-conductors [MF91, Wat92].

Seminar [Don92a, M+94, Meu89a, Meu91, Meu92c, Meu93, MB93, MB94b].

Sends [Ano93b].

Sensed [Y+92].

Sensing [Luc01, Ano96l].

Sensitivity [AH93, BKT94, CSR90, DAZ15, Ram88].

Sensor [YK94, Ano02a, Ano02b].

Sensors [KDGB95].

Sensori-Motor [KDBG95].

sensors [Ano96u].

Seoul [IEE97b].

separable [CH87, Che90c].

Separable [Rya90].

Separation [Ano93b].
[SHZK94, ZS93, Cla18]. separators [Kra88].

September [ANS92, Ano88d, Ano91m, Ano93c, Ano93n, Ano94-108, Ano96k, Ano96q, Ano97d, Ano97-33, App96, BBM96, BP98b, BP93, DDC96, DJM94, DLM99, Guo94, Hel93, HKS93, IEE95d, JPT94, Kahl93a, KWW92, KK92, Lag98, MM91a, MW98, ML95b, NN90, SEA84, SN96, VV95].

Sequence [AKDM93, BS04, DLG93, EBS88, HC93, LD93a, Lop89, MC10, MDH00, PRS94, Ros93a, SSM93, Tak93, Tur90, DT96, Han90].

Sequences [FAKD93, KDBG95, KGS93, Kon93, KT93a, Lu93, Meh94, MKRI93, SD93, AGD93].

Sequencing [DDLV93, JHGLG93, SSKa93, SGIS93].

Sequential [BB91a, JAB92, Sha94a, SJA94, KK89c, KHN89].

Sequential-Type [KHN89].

SERC [THH81, THH82].

Serial [JML96, Bas95b, GS93, SI90, SI91a, SI91b, Suz99].

Series [Ano94-126].

Set [BJ93, CDW94, FGG09, TM94a, VRSG93, WG04, Woo05, CGW05, Dra88, Kue87, PJ90, Po096a, SL90, Way96, YH90].

set-top [Way96].

Sets [Ano90b, Ano94-130, Ano95-33, BBD+08, Go99, Ano95h, Ano97k, DD88, Wi90b].

settlement [KSB+19]. Setup [Kad94].

Seventeenth [Gro90].

Seventh [B+95, MP92]. Several [Gar99, But92].

Severe [Gon93]. Seville [Mar88b].

Seymour [Nor97a, Ano94-119, Ano96-42, Ano98d, Ano16, Be98, Ber96, Bro17, Cra96, Mur97, SC99, Smi96a, Smi96d, Sui97].

SGI [Ano93-27, Ano93-28, Ano96-29, Ano96-30, Che99, Fat10, Gar99, LKJ93, LSK04, PIH04, Smi95].

SGI/CRAY [Che99]. shake [Gib01].

Shallow [BK93, DG090, DA97, McB93, WF94, Ach99, QB92, McB92a, McB92b].

Shallow-Water [BK93].

Shape [SBW94, TSG94]. Shape-Memory [TSG94]. Shapes [MSGW94].

Shared [Ano94f, Ano94-43, Ano94-58, Ano94-90, BIR94, BCH94, CGSG94, CV95, DS96a, DVWW05, Fr94, GB96, GA84, GL93a, HB96, KABG95, KG96, KV96, KFW94, KCPT95, KB96, Lee94, MK94, MH94, OB95, OY91, PBM95, SP12, TAAL95, Tur89, AP87b, Ano97k, Car93, CGL92, Che93b, Che93c, CH92b, DI88, GS93a, Gle91, GT91, Gra92, GL96a, GL96b, GL97, Kon91a, KY91a, KY91b, Lee86, LLY87b, Lee87b, LR88a, LM88a, Lil91, Lim91a, LY91b, MRM87, Mit88, Nat89a, NG92, PS88, RM88, Saa87, SFL+94, SSS90, Ske89, SY91, TYZ89, TV88, TV89, Yan90a, Yan90b, Yan91].

Shared-Memory [Ano94-58, Ano94-90, DS96a, DVWW05, KABG95, KCPT95, KB96, MK94, MH94, Ano97k, Car93, CGL92, Che93b, Che93c, CH92b, G88a, GTV91, Gra92, GL96a, GL96b, GL97, KY91a, KY91b, Lim91a, NG92, Ske89, SY91, TYZ89, TV89, Yan90a, Yan90b, Yan91].

Shared-Strategy [Ano94z].

Shares [Ano94z].

Sharing [Ano94-138, LHLM95, Fon85, Mir88, Rya90].

Shear [Ano95-35]. Sheared [Ger09]. sheet [KD93].

sheet-Metal [KD93]. Sheldon [Ano94p]. shelf [Ano95-31]. shell [Xu91].

shells [QB92]. Shielding [CTRR93]. shift [Tze88]. shifted [Ske87]. shifters [FR91].

Ship [Ano88b]. Ships [Ano91f, DM93].
SHMEM [AGY+11, LSK04, Sch96].
Shopping [BM90]. Short
[DA97, ESTA94, Oed92a, Pic88].
Short-Term [DA97]. Shortage [DDJ98a].
Shortchanging [Bar01]. Should
[Bar00c, Bar00d, Cra96, Dun92, Gol91a,
Gol91b, Wi92, Ruh95, Vro94, Win02].
Show [Pin99, Ano96u, Ano95-34].
Showcase [USE00a, USE01]. Showcases
[Lew93]. Showdown [del89]. shows
[Ano96u]. shrink [Art93]. Shutdown
[JYJL94]. Shuttle [LMP+90]. Si [CWLT97].
SIAM [B+95, FJS95, S+93, Dra94a]. sic
[Van90b, YH90]. Sick [Bur00, Bur01b,
Bur01c, Bur01d, Bur01e, Bur01f, Bur01a].
Side [KBD97, TD90, Hic18, KPS88, Seh88, Sta88].
sided [LSK04, MM94c, PGK10].
Sidelights [CCKSS90]. sides
[Che90b, SG92c, SG92d]. Sidney
[Bro91c, Ano16, Haw88]. SIEMENS
[EHHS89]. Sierpinski [BY88]. sieve
[BtR95]. SIEVE.1 [SG92a]. sieves [BB92].
SIGGRAPH [ACM89b]. Sight [Ano96x].
sights [Ano95h]. sigmoidal [Cyb89a]. Sign
[Ano89n]. Signal
[Ano92y, Ano93a, CWLT97, DM88a, DM88b,
IEE95b, MD88, MBK+92, SH90, Sch93a,
Tak93, Bar88, Cho90a]. Signal-Processing
[MD88]. Signals [KB97, Sin94a]. Signature
[GR91]. Signature-based [GR91].
Signatures [CP94a]. Signed [AW91].
Sigrid [Rol94]. Silicon
[Ano94-120, Ano92a, Ano92b, Poo96b,
Poo96a, UHU09, Ano03, Ano92h, Ano94-121,
Ano96-29, CB99, SS96b]. Silicon-Based
[Ano92a]. Silver [Ano92a, Ano92b]. SIMD
[Bak93, BS94e, CBB+05, CP92b, CP94c,
CP92c, Hel92, Hor90, KR94a, Kra92, KC92,
LL88, LPS90, PVA94, PL91a, PL91b, SI90,
SI91a, SI91b, TL96, Tur90]. SIMD-Type
[LPS90]. similarities [Han90]. Simple
[RBK95, RRW84, Ste94b, WMR96, WD93b,
Car92, HY89, Lev98, Sch89b]. simplest
[Gib01]. Simplex [TL96]. Simplification
[Maa93a, Ano90a]. Simplified
[LMM93, Sol93]. simply [Faz87].
SIMTRAN [MAM93b]. simulate
[Ano93-37, Ano97f, Gib01, RRSS93].
SIMULATE-3 [RRSS93]. Simulated
[Ab92, HV95, Jab88, Rig93, SB96, VT95,
Ano95w, Bra88]. Simulating [Ano96t,
Dro95, FDD02, GGC+11, ITOK93, PDR91].
Simulation [ALM93, AAB93, AC93,
AGH+90, AHFK93, ACSSH90, AJ97, AKT90,
Ano87a, Ano94b, AAS88, AHH94, Ask93,
BCM90, BPJ94, BJLW95, BOS93, BAT99,
BD93a, BS97, BCCG97, BD03b, BMW91,
BS98b, CMPR93, CaI5a, CT93a, CZRB93,
CS86a, CS90, CBT91, DHL97, DO89,
DK93, Del97, DC93, Elm95b, EJ97,
FA93, FR81, FD97, FJP94, FNK93, GF96,
Ger90, Gil92, GH93, GMBW93, GL93a,
Gre91b, GF90, GW93c, HK94, HHT90,
HMS93, HL91, HLxx, HGB90, HVSB93,
HP93, HFT94, HS93b, Hug93, HK90,
Hum93, IK91, Jab93, Jar12, KY93, KS93b,
KSM+08, KBD97, KLS97, KK95b, KLM94,
KY90, Kue93, KT93b, Kuw92, Kw94,
LCVR93, LB82, LCD97, Maa93a, MK93,
MK90, MZH90, MA97, MZ95, MJR94,
MKDY90, MHE97, MF92, MI93, MS94c,
MBK+92, MMHM93, NT89]. Simulation
[NB94, PB94b, Pay97, PA93b, PK80, Raa97,
RG94, Rol97, RLW93, Sch97b, SHZK94,
SSJL94, SPS90, Sta94, ZS98, Str10, Stu97,
Tak94, TD90, TIOK94, Van93, VSTM12,
VH93b, WG82, WG93a, WJ94, WR19, YS94,
YF95, YYY93, ZBL95, AI93, AZC13,
Ano88p, Ano92u, Ano94-132, Ano95w,
As191b, BAAD+97, Bec90, Bri90, Bru90a,
CGM91, CYXL18, Chi86, Chi90, Cla97,
Con88, Dao88, DL93, DSZ96, DT08,
DLJ+08, DnB90, FMD07, Fin82, FGM+03,
Fox97, GZE+05, Gre88a, Gre88c, Gre89a,
Gre89b, GH90, Gre90a, GH91, Gup88,
GAW96a, GAW96b, HJZ94, HG88, Hen91,
HPS88, Hua92, Hun92, Hun90, HGS91,
Simulations [Hun91, Kha91, Kon91a, KY91a, KY91b, Kop88, KMN+05, MSTK93, Mun04, OLS6, OYK+14, Ons88, ODS8, PB94a, PZGL91, PB88, RMJ87, RM88, Sal89, SNK+93]. simulation [SF91, Sta88, SD88, Suz89, Wad86, WQS92, Xia88, YKY90, YVC89, Zho88, ZMD896, ZBN+19].

Simulations [Ano92r, Ano94-116, ABGL96, BGMR96, BWO96, CH10, Dec90, DS96a, EFIM91, Ewi97, Gra93b, GIF+12, HL88b, IMF91, KKO90, KK96a, LD93a, Lan93, LDMC96, Man90, OK93, PSB01, SBJ90, Sch93b, SBW+19, SZ96, SBY93, TOWC15, UR95, VVKB96, Wag96, WVBM88a, WVBM88b, YMZ90, AMS+15, Ano97k, BBS94, BS91, Bup87, Che96, Din93, DWM+01, Dup86, Dup87, Fra94, GG+97a, GKS90, GHDF10, Gro92a, JHZ95, LH90c, LG03, PH95, Pow97, SCK+93, Tho90, WvTB+07, Woo93, Yos09]. Simulator [AA93, Div97, HEJM95, Kad94, MF97, OCV01, RKDM94, SO95, Che89a, Hog02, HD88, SPS91, SO91, Yan90c, Yan90b, KDP+14]. Simultaneous [GT97, GM93b, HMNN91, Kna98, Ked92, NSH95].


Ano92-44, Ano94-97, Ano95u, Ano97n, Ano97y, Ano98g, AG90, Asl91a, CS82, CS86b, CCG+17, CV90, CV91b, CV92b, CV88b, Com92, Don85, Gan88, GBS18, GV91, Hak89, Hug94, IKM85, Kon87, Kue87, KS88, LY91a, MT13, Natxxa, Nag90, OGY90, Oya99, PATT12, PGK+10, R+00, RIB+13, Sch94c, Som13, Str94, SMH91, UPK87, Ano85b].

Software [Ano01a]. Software-controlled [KFN02]. software-managed [CV88b]. Software/Hardware [YMY92]. Soil [HM97]. solar [NSB96]. solicited [Ano16]. Solid [CJ93, Gre91b, HFH86, HFH87, Soe94, Wuo94, BJ84, WHBH93]. Solid-State [Wuo94]. Solidification [CS90]. solids [Fin82, Ano96u]. Solitons [BS98b]. Solo [Kop91]. Solution [Cal86, Du82, Du91, FBH93, For02, GMW94, GSS+94, GW93a, GRSS93, JC94c, Kam86, KE93, LR88b, MDW93, MR90b, MM94c, PO88, Soe94, Sus93, Taf96, TYK93, Vui93, BGT90, Con87a, DD88, Du90, Du90, GKR91, GS87a, GS88b, GS89a, GS90, GS92a, GP93a, GV91, Gri92, GKL+87, Gur88, Kra88, Pet89a, SBC91, SCV01, Sam85, Scr88, SE98, TFB94a, TFB94b, Van95a, vdV91].

Solutions [Cla96, HMBS93, JGW93, KP95, KTK94, MRL+17, Ano96l, DGL89, Rya13]. Solve [Die94, DMP93, DGJ93, PC93, Wat91, Che99, HHS01b, Poo96a, RG92].

Solver [Ano94-61, Ano94-94, BE93b, CSSY92, Far90, HR94, HE98, KR94c, LM93, MT97, RT93, RT97, VB90, BT96, BV96, BS88b, CRA10, GMW91, Gao86, GW95, Gri86, LG87, Mar91].

Solvers [AGL+99, AS88, Ano94-94, Ano94-110, BCZ95, Bra88, BJ84, BV93, Cha90, CGW05, Che92a, Gal96, GZA86, HL96, HOSZ97, HO92b, iwa92, KS94a, LM90a, LO96, ML93, PS94a, SZ89, SMFG85, SL90, SF93b, TFVK94, VAGRMVA90, And88, Ano87c, Che90b, Che94a, Dav86b, DHD89, DS96b, GBS18, HVY91, KS86a, Ked92, Lou90b, Lou92, Nag88, Rob85, SG92d, SW99, WB88].


Sorting [AG94, Bue92, YKB+00, Ano97k, BM87, Gre89a, LYC93, ULI84]. Sought [Coe95, Ano92]. Soup [Vo94]. Source [Coc03a, Coc03b, DC93, LEMS95, Ano02a, Ano02b]. Sourcebook [DFF+02]. Sources [Ano90q]. South [L+95, New93].

Southampton [BP89b, Ano88d].

Southern [Ano91w]. Soviet [Ano89a, WC93b]. SP [TGL96, WOK+00, WT11]. SP1 [Ber95b, HJZ94, JHZ95, Nai94, PMS94, SGH94].

SP1/ [Ber95b]. SP2 [ET96, GY00, JHZ95]. Space [Ano93t, Ano94-138, Ano18, AZ94, BGM+11, Bro91b, CHL93, Col94, FSGS93, FI93, GGW93a, LMP+90, Poe95, SL93, Sin18, SF93b, Taf96, TAAL95, WR95, YF98, Ano96j, Ede92, Hun92, MBR05, SK89, SKC+00, Zy93, YQTV12].

Space-Angle [CHL93]. Space-Based [AZ94].

Space-Energy [FSGS93]. Space-Time [Ano18, Col94, Sin18, SF93b]. Space/time [YF98].

Spaces [Pet97]. Spaceship [Rad90].

Space/time [FD97]. Spain [ACM95a, DLM99, Mar88b, Sig95, Ano94a, RMO96].

Span [Che92b, Che92c]. Span [The90a, Con87b]. spanning [BJZID96].

SPAR [Ano91f, Kha93]. SPARCstations [Ano90a]. Spark [Bed93, BS93]. Sparse [AGL01, Ano94-65, Ano94-92, Ano94-115, AZ95, Ber90a, CLY+19, DD87, DDB+10].
90

DR81, DR82, Duf82, Duf91, ET96, EHS94, 
FY96, GMW94, GG96, GS89c, HR94, Kra92, 
KC92, KESH94, KSH94, Mis90, NGLP96, 
PS94b, Rag94, Rot94, UZ95, USZ96, WL83, 
AD88, And88, B90b, BJ97, 
CC88a, Con94, Dav86b, DD88, Dav89, DY90, 
DS96b, GMW91, GSZ91, GW95, Gri92, 
HOSZ97, HV91, Ipe91, Kra90, KESH95, 
Luc91, Mar91, Pin91, Rob85, SW88, SZ89, 
SZG95, Wij89a, Wij89b, Yan90a, ZGL14]. 

sparse-matrix [Kra90]. 
Sparsity [NN88]. 
sparta [SO95]. 
Spatial [AM94, CHMS94, 
CCSS98, Dip96, GW93a, Gri90, HP93, 
Mi87a, War93a, HJZ94, Kha91]. 
Spatio [HV95, RBK95, VT95]. 
Spatio-Temporal [HV95, RBK95, VT95]. 
speaks [Win02]. 
SPEC [Ano03, DDJ98a, EGJ98, GA95]. 
Special [AP93, AB93, AAB06, Spe87, Ano88o, 
Ano94-59, Ano94-6, Ano96e, Ano96f, 
Ano09, BKK11, Ber07, DF12, EF1M91, 
yFH98, FR98, FT93a, FH99, GS89c, 
GMSS+11, Kah93b, KHHS95, Ken92, 
KRS13, LQFC18, MB12, MLY10, Mye92b, 
OS94, PW05a, SCV01, TH19, Tor87, Abe91, 
Che90a, Kar13, MH18, RF93, Tru88]. 
Special-Purpose [Ano94-59, FHM99, Abe91]. 
Specialised [Sub94]. 
Specialists [Ano93-41, Hol93]. 
Specialized [Ano97-32, Mik89]. 
Specific [Ano94f, EH97a, KRS13, MGA94]. 
Specification [BSK93, Coc03a, Coc03b, Asa93a]. 
Spectra [War03]. 
Spectral [BK93, DJSP93, KO90, KB93, 
VR94, WF94, DWM*01, FR95]. 
spectral/finite [DP90]. 
Spectrum [Bar00a, Bar00b, CCKSS90, Kad94, Ano89d, IE89b]. 
Speculation [Hal96]. 
Speculative [Col94, YSK95, OWG+13]. 
Speech [IE94a, IE95b, Mes93b, Ste95, ZS94a]. 
Speed [Abr92, Ano94-104, Ano94-143, 
Bal93, Bar00c, Bar00d, Che89b, EM94a, 
G94d, GW93c, GM9T91, Hal96, KBD97, 
Lan93, Pre93b, RG94, TFO94, TF97, 
Woo96a, ZS94a, Ano94-132, Ano97a, 
Ano97n, Ano03, B988, BB9C96, Buc83, 
Che83, Dao88, Fly66, KW92, NGP99, 
Pan96, Ran86, Ros95, Shi95, Smi89, SO91, 
TR86, AM91, KA91, MHW94]. 
Speed-Flow [Hal96]. 
Speeds [Ano88l, Ano93-34, Ano94-29, Ano95-30]. 
Speedup [Ban79, WN92, WB85, PB87]. 
Spelling [DS94a]. 
Spencer [MF93]. 
spent [Win02]. 
SPEOS [Del97]. 
Sperry [CCKSS90]. 
Spetsializirovanny [BKM88]. 
SPH [HM93b]. 
Sphere [BISB96, CT94, LC97b]. 
SPICE03 [PDR91]. 
Spice2 [Yan91]. 
Spiegelhalter [Ano94-95]. 
Spike [RBK95]. 
Spiking [ADGA95]. 
Spin [Pan98, Ano90o, B9M4, Poo96a]. 
spin-polarized [BDM94]. 
Spinule [M295]. 
Spinule- [M295]. 
SPI- [M295]. 
SPMD [MVS94]. 
Spokane [IE93b]. 
sponsored [Kho94]. 
Sponsors [Coc02a, Coc02b]. 
Spot [Ano92z, YTL87]. 
Spotlight [Cla97]. 
Spotlights [Hol95]. 
spots [Gle91]. 
Spray [CZRB93, KR94b, MA97]. 
Spray [Bar00a, Bar00b]. 
Spray [Ano95q, B9186]. 
Springer [Kar13]. 
Springs [Ano97t]. 
SPS [PA93b]. 
Spy [Bar01]. 
Squar [Bar92, YF95, Phi85]. 
Squares [OB94, Bue86b, Duf90, GP86, HOSZ97]. 
squeezed [Ano96o]. 
Squeezing [DE84, DKH86, MRS88, Pan05]. 
SR8000 [INKN01]. 
SRC [Wun98]. 
SS [MMR96]. 
SSA [T95]. 
SSA-Based [T95]. 
SSD [GKL787]. 
SSI [Ano93-30]. 
SSN [BB9C96]. 
St [ACM88, AP96, GP93c, IEE85, KK95, 
L93, Lim93]. 
STA [Kah93a]. 
STAB [FZM91]. 
Stability [ACG+90, CB91, 
FCD97, JP90, N91, Sug96, Deg90]. 
Stabilized [Zas93]. 
Stable [AABB93, DY90, FB91a]. 
stack [RIB+13].
AK95, AS98, Bel93, Bra93, DH93, FV94, KA91, Law90, MTHP93, NSF90, QB92, SC97, Sug96, Ano92i, BP86, Che88, CH89b, ES88, Gou90, Hea91, HE939, Ng95, NP90, PO88.

Structure [ATL90, Ano94-98, BW94, HTI93, KA93b, Kuw94, Lie93, OS94, Sch89b, TAKB06, Bre87, Gua88d, KfGERJxx, NPS93, RGL+15, Yos09, ZAS94].

structure-function [ZAS94].

Structured [ASS94, Ano85b, CRY94, Cyr86, Pli97, Tsu91, ALPP00, CB89, SMM17].

Structures [FCGG90, Ger90, Hun93, JM90, Raa97, SBN82, Sob93a, ZM94, Ano95w, Ano95q, App96, Gou90, JM89b, KB89a, Lin89, MB89, PB94a, Pot87, SSLR90, Sob92, ZS94b, ZS94c].

STS [Rig93].

STS-Content [Rig93].

Student [Coc02c, Coc02d, Kah93a].

Students [Ano88m].

Studies [BK97, Cal85b, CFV+90, CLP93, Cra96, HB93, KA93b, LC94, Si91, SABK94, WR97, Ano88p, Ano89f, FMD07, GB90, Gre90b, Ha88, Ha90a, Shi95, Sie90, WHBH93, RD94].

studio [Ano96u].

Study [AJ97, Ano94-104, CAB93, CS86a, DBK90, DG95, DS96a, DDF93, GY93b, HS94b, HCL94, HL91, HLxx, JML95, Kel91, KNS97, LC90, LH94, LYKM97, MH95, NAA997, RCK97, SSG93, Sal95, TI94OK, TOWC15, WS90, YFOT93, ZMS6, Bis94a, Bis94c, CC88a, CY91, Das94, DDT95, DB88, Dub87, EB91, EMS11, Feo92, Gal88a, Gan86, GKS914, HS93a, HJZ94, IEE92, JT92, KDK89, LY91b, McG87, NDLV88, NW03, PBBK91, PGK10, RR89, RGL+15, SLY98, SLY90, VSH91, WS87a, WS87b, WS87c, WVTB+7, WJ98a, ZH88].

Studying [AM93b, Ano95w, Che89a, YB90].

stuff [Poo96a].

Style [AJ97, Ano94-127].

Sub [Ano94h].

Sub-Models [GP93b].

Subcommittee [Uni86a].

Subcommittee [Ano88o, Bro91b, CCKSS90, Uni92b, Uni92a, Ano88h].

Subcontracting [GT97].

subcycling [Bru88].

Subdivision [CBA90].

Subject [DDF93, LC12].

submissions [Ano89f].

Submission [DT96].

submission [vL99].

Subprograms [CDW94, Dub87].

Subroutines [BCHJ94].

subscripts [SLY89].

Subspace [Bis94b, HLSM94, Saa93a, AT98, Bis94c, HLTZ93, Saa89].

spaces [Che90b].

Substitution [TYKE93].

Substrate [DDH94, KMKD97, SKK+90, Lee84].

Subsurface [BCCG97, YCC97].

subsystem [Con88, OBB+95, OWG+10, RTR+02].

Subsystems [Ano91b, Ano94-104, FCBH95b, FCBH95a].

succeed [KWW92].

Success [Blu92].

sufficiently [ALPP00].

Suggests [Ano95-45].

Suitable [MM93a].

suite [Ano95-32, Ano93, SCK+00, SZ11].

Suites [ACL93].

sum [Ano94-37, Fin82].

Summaries [MP92, Ano95-38].

Summary [Kau93b, Ano89p, Man92, Man92, Ros95].

Summer [Ano94-33, Kah93a, Wun89].

sun [Ano94k, Bro93, Ano90a, Ano91f].

SUNDAS [She91].

Sunder [Ano94-127].

SUNMOS [Ano94h].

Sunnyvale [Ara96].

Sunset [Max81].

Sunway [AYL+18, CLY+19, ZFF+18].

Super [Ano94j, Ano90q, Ano92z, Ano93m, Ano94-128, Ano96-33, Bar00a, Bar00b, Hos95, Koc93, Pic91b, Vag88, VKK80, Ano89l, Don93c, Lee90, Lev89, LQFC18, VVH95, Wat72, LMT95, LQFC18].

super-AL [LQFC18].

Super-Computational [Hos95].

super-computers [Lee90].

Supercomputing [Vag88].

super-data [LQFC18].

super-priced [Ano89f].

Superworkstations [Lev89].

Superchip [Ano96p].

Supercompiler [Tur86, Tur79].

supercomputer [Pac86].

Supercomputational [BB90, EW90].

Supercomputations [Tou87].

Supercomputer [Fin94, AM91, AK95, AU91, Alaxx, ATL90, AGKT02, AABK95, Ano87a, Ano87b].
supercomputer

supercomputer

supercomputer

supercomputer

supercomputer

supercomputer

supercomputer

supercomputer

Supercomputer-Aided [RLC91].

Supercomputer-based

[Che90d, Che90e, Ano90l].
supercomputer-class [Ano96a].
Supercomputer-enhanced [EFH+00].
supercomputer-level [Ano91h].
supercomputer-like [Ano90o].
supercomputer / [Ano97s].
Supercomputer/Transistor [Ano92h].

Supercomputers
[ACM89b, AP93, AGL+99, And90b, Ano88j, Ano88i, Ano88o, Ano88m, Ano92e, Ano92j, Ano92x, Ano92-38, Ano92-39, Ano92-32, Ano92-33, Ano92-34, Ano92-35, Ano92-36, Ano92-37, Ano93-37, Ano93-38, Ano94r, Ano94-131, Ano94-132, Ano94-128, Ano94-133, Ano94-144, Ano96-40, Ano96-38, Ano18, ADG+08, AM94, ABM+04, BMR85, BPJ94, BH93, BAT99, BD93a, BBD+08, Ben90b, Ben90a, BHHM98, BBWR90, Bro17, BS98b, CCR11, CRV94, CS90, Coc03a, Coc03b, CP94c, CS94b, Dal84, Day12, DS89, DLPQ94, Den80, DLLG98, Due89, Duf84, Duf91, EM94a, Far90, FCBH95b, FCBH95a, FR96a, Fer84, Fer86, FNP+84, Gar99, GS89c, GW91, Gha96, Glo84, GHW93, Gre94, Gri88, GFD+12, Hay84, Hem84, Her90b, Her90a, Hwa84, Hwa85, Jen88, Joh97, KC93c, KT80, Kra01b, Kra01a, Kw92, Kw94, Law00, Lev82, Lew94b].

Supercomputers
[Lin83, LMM85b, LMM85a, LMM86, Mal88a, MT86, MTH88, McB93, MR90a, Men84, MK97, Mul96, Nag96a, Nar95, NB94, Nor84, PW86b, PW86a, Pau05, Pau08, Pil93, Pit90, PK87, PHV995, Pou86, RL96, Ric90a, RG94, SSP93, Sin18, Sol94, SBW94, DJ98b, SZ98, SH95, Ste94b, Ste94e, TP93, TF95, TOW15, Tsy94, WBP87, WNK96, WS84a, WS90, WMMC10, YMT93, ZM86, ZBLZ95, Zha01, vSD96a, vSD96b, AMS+15, Ano88e, Ano88d, Ano88c, Ano88n, Ano93b, Ano93s, Ano93d, Ano94-27, Ano94-36, Ano94-29, Ano94-120, Ano94-125, Ano95c, Ano95g, Ano95h, Ano95l, Ano95-28, Ano95-32, Ano95v, Ano95-39, Ano96n, Ano96u, Ano96-29, Ano97f, Ano97k, AL92, BS00, BWV+17, Bea90, BAD01, BM90, Ber89b, BP89b, BP93, BMW91, Buc83, BF92, Car91, CD08, Cla97, CCC+89, Com92].

Supercomputers
[CP92b, CBM+05, DFSZ88, DHD89, DZM+13, Din93, Duf85, Duf90, DB95, EKTB99, EHH889, Fer89, Fuji99, FT93b, Gin93, Graf91, Gro92b, Gup88, GZR89, HOSZ97, HL88a, Her90a, Hil97, Hoc91, Hos88, HS93c, HD89, HN90, IKM85, JOK+18, Jor87, KNHN16, KSP13, KA92, Kos89, Kre95, KS86b, Lop89, LQFC18, LF03, LM90b, LLDF05, Man89a, Mac96, Mar88c, Meu89b, MRSB94, MR86, MR87, NCKMM88, ODA15, Oya99, PW86c, Pa15, Par90b, Per86, PZGL91, Pot87, RL+98, RLKW93, RD07, Rop19, RGL+15, Rya90, Saa89, SCG+08, Sal89, SH91, SL92, Sha95b, SLW+91, SLW+92, Sma95, TK185, TDLB13, TRLD13, TVK94, Uni92c, VM07, VSM+07a, VSM+07b, WLC02, Wat93, WS84b, WS84c, WS87a, WS87b, WS87c, WvTB07, WWTE92, WT11, WT13, ZEC+17, ZGL14, Z94b, Z94c, ZM96, vdV91, Ano96-39, Ano90b].

Supercomputers
[Ano92-40, MM94a, Wen94, Aca99, Bue86a, Kow86].

Supercomputing
[ACM88, ACM89a, ACM90, ACM91, ACM92b, ACM92a, ACM93, ACM94, ACM95a, ACM95c, ACM96, ACM97, ACMxx, ACM03, AU87, AU92, ACPW01, AS93, And89, AW93, Sup87a, Ano88h, Sup88a, Sup88b, Ano88s, Ano88t, Ano88v, Ano89q, Ano89r, Ano90f, New91, Ano91q, Ano91p, Ano92-41, Ano93b, Ano93o, Ano93t, Ano93-39, Ano93-40, Ano93-41, Ano93-46, Ano94-79, Ano94-126, Ano94-135, Ano94-136, Ano95-35, Ano95-40, Ano95-45, Ano95-43, Ano95-44, Ano95-45, Ano96e, Ano96f, Ano96i, Ano96j, Ano96s, Ano96x, Ano96-41, Ano97c, Ano97q, Ano97l, Ano97p, Ano97m, Ano97o, Ano97t, Ano97z, Ano97-27, Ano97-28, Ano97-29, Ano98f, Ano99, Ano00c, Ano00d, Ano01a, Ano01c,
ASNT91, ALMS92, Att96, Bac88, Bai92, BDM94, BBB+91, BM87, Bel96, Bel99, Ben90a, Ber95a, BvRS+11, BG91, Bla93, BB94, Bro91a, Bro91b. **Supercomputing** [BBC+05, BB98, BF91, Buz84, CL91, CU90, CBA90, CG86, Che94b, Chi00, C+97, Cla98, CKS99, CCC+89, Coe02a, Coe02b, Coh91, Con91, Cor98a, Cra91, CE88, Cui95b, DM96a, DM96b, Dau97, DKL86, DAv87, DDo2, DGG93, DC9xx, DPS97, Don92b, Due89, Eid91, Eck92a, Eck92b, ORS94, EVM+98, EGH+06, EKZ90, FCG90, cf03, cFC07, FR98, FV94, FT96b, Fra94, FW99, Fri91, Fri94, FB91, GG+97a, GS87b, GKO92, Gel11, GLS11, Get15, GY93a, GCB92, GLO89, GV96a, GK18, Got91b, Gou90, Gri90, Gr93, GG95, Gue90, GF96a, Gui96, Gup94, Gur94, HBS9, HAB98, HVZ94, Har94b, HS96, HSSx, Hey90, Hir92b, Hol93, Hol94, HK97, Ins87a, IEE91, IEE85, Ins87b, IEE91a, IEE90, Ins90, IEE93d, IEE94e, IEE95a, IEE96d, Iwa92, Jet90].

**Supercomputing** [Jet91, Jet92, Jon19, Kac02, Kah92, Kah93b, KAH93c, KK85, KK87, KK88, KK89b, KK98a, KK90, KEM99, KS93a, Kav92, Ken92, KK95a, Kok94, Kon96, Kon91b, Kow89a, Kow89b, KL99, KNS97, KR94c, KJ94, KDL86, KS90, Kun84, KNW93, KSW93, KK92, LP90, LW92, LC90, Lei95, Lei91, Lew94a, Lew94c, LS87, LC91, Lim91b, L+93, Lim93, LL94, Lun90, Man89a, Man92, Min86, Mac91b, M+94, Man88, Man89b, Mar88b, MW88, MB98, MS99, Mes87, Mes93b, Mes00, Mil88a, Mil17, MP91e, MCL907, MB93, MB94b, Uni87a, Nat89a, Nat87a, Nat91a, Nat86f, Nor89, Nor93b, Nor93a, NU91, Nee94, NSW08, NSF90, OHIB93, ORSS94, OHIB94, Ope96, OGY90, OGY91, Pit88, PB98, PS96, Pau09, Pel93b, PC94b, Pfe93, PL91c, Por86, Pre93a, RS84, Ros89, Rya92, Soc94, SIG90b]. **Supercomputing** [Sch95a, Sch93a, SS96b, SHMR93, SHMR96, SN89, Sig90a, Sig95, SZ96, Sma93, Smi88, SFF94, Sne94a, Sne94b, Sta94, Ste94e, Sti98a, Sti98b, SABK94, SS95, SH97, Tho98, Tao96, Tor87, UL89, Uni92e, Uni96, Uni89b, UHU09, VN04, VPD93, VDK92, VTT98, WZ97, Wal90, Wes96, Woc96b, Supxxa, YWXXZ12, YF95, Zen94, ZS93, AV02, AGY+11, AS99, AB94, AM15, Spe87, Ano90q, Ano90t, Ano90p, Ano94s, Ano94a, Ano94-7, Ano94-13, Ano95v, Ano96h, Ano02a, Ano02b, AGL11, Ban88, Bec89a, Ben90b, BBD92, BFS11, Bor94, Bri90, Cal91, Con87b, Car91, CBC92, Che94a, CR89, Con90, Coul94, Dss94, Fed96, FTT97, Gar92, GW04, GY92, WAD+89a, GE12, GJP96b, HRC09, Han03, Hii91, Hii92, Hid92a, Hid92c, HCPS95, Hod87, HK93b, Hor90, Hor93, Hor98].

**supercomputing** [IAK92, Int91, Int92, Joh86b, Joh90, KYS88, KH93, Kel95, Kha95, Kin96, Kro92, Kuc87, KS87b, KS98, Kum91, LPC95, LCV90, Le91, Le90, LGG+87, Lin95, LA93, Mic90, Min92, Mac92, ML98, McC88, MSK+02, MO89, Mes90, Mes93a, Mes86b, Met86a, Mil90, Mil91, MK92a, MK92b, MP92, M隆04, MA85, Nat86a, Nat86d, Nat90, Nat88b, NNS+90, NN90, New95, Oya02, Pan93, PSM93, As98, Rat87, Red91, RGH17, Rob87, Sup87b, San90, Sch94c, SA10a, SA10b, Ser98, Sha89, SHMR94, Ste90, SC91a, SJ95, Tru88, Uni93, VF94+04, Ver95, VDK91, Wal95, WTC+02, Wil88b, WAD+89b, Win02, Wor81, YK87, Zec93, Zhe97, vL99, An97-30, An94-13, An95-31, An96b, An97, An98b, An98c, BCC05, BH92b, Dra94a, Dra94b, Dra96b, Dra96a, WHP95].

**Supercomputing** [HPP88, JLC98, Lew93, M+94, MN91, MB94b, Mye92a, Mye92b, Qui95, RF93, SSS96, Wei90, Dwn99, An90a].

**Supercomputing-based** [PB98].

**Supercomputing-Enabled** [GK18].

**Supercomputer** [GL91].

**Superconcurrent** [NRS95].
supercooled [ARF12]. SuperCPU [Ano91f]. Superfluids [MK93].
Superhighway [Mye96, IEE95c, IEE97b]. Superhighways [MP92].
Superhuman [Ano92-42]. Superimposed [SHA+92].
Supermen [Mur97, Nor97a]. Superminis [Gre94]. SuperNet [Ano95b, KGB+96, Ano85b, Ano88l, BBBC96]. SuperNetwork [Sho91]. Superordenadorea [PBM87].
SuperPascal [Han94]. SUPERPHENIX [RCR93]. Superpipelined [DRAB08, CLmWH91]. Superpositions [Cyb89a]. Superproblems [Nor84].
SuperQuest [Ano88u]. Supernet [Ano95b, KGB+96, Ano85b, Ano88l, BBBC96]. Supernet [Ano85b, Ano88l, BBBC96].
Supernet [Ano95b, KGB+96, Ano85b, Ano88l, BBBC96]. Supernet [Ano85b, Ano88l, BBBC96].
Superhighway [Mye96, IEE95c, IEE97b]. Superhighways [MP92].
Superhuman [Ano92-42]. Superimposed [SHA+92].
Supermen [Mur97, Nor97a]. Superminis [Gre94]. SuperNet [Ano95b, KGB+96, Ano85b, Ano88l, BBBC96]. SuperNetwork [Sho91]. Superordenadorea [PBM87].
SuperPascal [Han94]. SUPERPHENIX [RCR93]. Superpipelined [DRAB08, CLmWH91]. Superpositions [Cyb89a]. Superproblems [Nor84].
SuperQuest [Ano88u]. Supernet [Ano95b, KGB+96, Ano85b, Ano88l, BBBC96]. Supernet [Ano85b, Ano88l, BBBC96].
Superhighway [Mye96, IEE95c, IEE97b]. Superhighways [MP92].
Superhuman [Ano92-42]. Superimposed [SHA+92].
Supermen [Mur97, Nor97a]. Superminis [Gre94]. SuperNet [Ano95b, KGB+96, Ano85b, Ano88l, BBBC96]. SuperNetwork [Sho91]. Superordenadorea [PBM87].
SuperPascal [Han94]. SUPERPHENIX [RCR93]. Superpipelined [DRAB08, CLmWH91]. Superpositions [Cyb89a]. Superproblems [Nor84]. Superhuman [Ano92-42]. Superimposed [SHA+92].
Supermen [Mur97, Nor97a]. Superminis [Gre94]. SuperNet [Ano95b, KGB+96, Ano85b, Ano88l, BBBC96]. SuperNetwork [Sho91]. Superordenadorea [PBM87].
SuperPascal [Han94]. SUPERPHENIX [RCR93]. Superpipelined [DRAB08, CLmWH91]. Superpositions [Cyb89a]. Superproblems [Nor84].
Superhuman [Ano92-42]. Superimposed [SHA+92].
Supermen [Mur97, Nor97a]. Superminis [Gre94]. SuperNet [Ano95b, KGB+96, Ano85b, Ano88l, BBBC96]. SuperNetwork [Sho91]. Superordenadorea [PBM87].
SuperPascal [Han94]. SUPERPHENIX [RCR93]. Superpipelined [DRAB08, CLmWH91]. Superpositions [Cyb89a]. Superproblems [Nor84].
LCV90a, M+95, MN91, NAS93, SF91, Sie94, IEE94d, TC94, USE00b, ZAS94, Ano91m, Ano92g, App96, Emm84, Guo94, IEE96b, IEE96c, Uni87a, Ras91, Rol96, UL89, Uni91a, Dup87, FJSP95. Synapse [UR95]. Synapses [MZ95]. Synaptic [KW95, MZ95]. synchronization [HY89]. Synchronization [BK95b, HW96, SS0H95, ABP92, AB95, BP89a, Bec99b, BP90, BP91a, BF91b, CSY89, EG988, Jay87, Jay88a, JOK+18, Li91, MP87a, MP87b, MP91d, PJ90, Su92, TZY88, Tan89b, TYZ90, TS91]. synchronizations [ZGL14]. Synchronized [PVA94, JS86]. synchronizers [Jay88b]. synchronizing [Pol88d]. Synchronous [Dra91b, GS94e, KY91b, SB96, HLxx, JBI91, LD93b, Lan94, WGR93, Pic88, Scr88]. Synergy [Coo95]. Syntactic [Pug94, SD93]. Syntax [PL91a, PL91b]. Syntax-directed [PL91a, PL91b]. Synthesis [BHD+05, GB92, Hei89, HL91, JBI91, LD93b, Lan94, M+95, WGR93, Pic88, Scr88]. Synthetic [BD94, War93a, YWD94, YWDxx, Gig94, YW94]. Syracuse [Fox97, IEE96a, IEE96b]. System [ABB+03, ABBB94, ABC97, Ano94t, Ano94-92, Ano94-113, ABM88, ATSA93, BK95a, BCC+09, Bel93, BK97, BMS94, BSM94, BS01, BK95b, BPU89, BPU94, Bro97, Cal85a, CSB89, Car94a, CL97, CS94, CS86a, CV95, Cht90, Coo95, CF94, DHL97, DMK93, DGJ93, Dro95, DAK99b, Eck93, ESM93, Ent99, Fai94, Fon85, Fos93, FXA94, FNT93, GGG+98, GY93a, GP94, GCB92, GY93b, GCS94, Hai97, HL96, Har94a, HLxx, HNS94, HM93c, Ho88, Hor97b, Hor97a, HCH95, HEC95, Hus86a, Ike95, IK93, JGY94, JS95, JCGY94, KW94, KRV94, KTKK93. KSTB94, KH87, KLR90a, Koe96, Koe97, KCM02a, KCM02b, KTN93, KR94d, LMT95, Lee94, LCD97, LYK97, MBB95, MSW96, Mil97a, MW81, Mor01, MS94d, NT89, NK96, Oed92a, Oed92b, OS93]. OGOR97, PA93b, PZA87, RWCA94, Ram94]. System [RS94a, Ris94, Rus78, Sch94b, SD93, SWS97, SHA+92, SKAT93, SDB94, SG94a, Ste95, TF94, Uni89b, UEG93, UP01, VD94, VKEB96, VF93, VT95, VY88, WM96, WKL+16, WQ94, WOK+00, WJ94, WY93, YOY97, YS94, Mob12, AP87a, AD88, Ah98, Ali86, ARF12, Ano90a, Ano91g, Ano93v, Ano93-36, Ano94-29, Ano94-63, BAAD+97, Ber86b, Ber86a, Bin88, BS87b, Cra92, Car93, Car92, Che83, Che93b, Chn87, Coo1, Dan91, DL86, DT08, Don93b, EE93, Ele93, EM78, FKL+08, FFT97, Gal88b, GM91, Gal91, GBC+05, Gar92, GBS18, GW95, GY92, GT91, HPP94, Har89, HCD+18, Hod87, Joh88, KC93a, Kha91, KL90b, KTN+14, Kc97, KS88, KH+98, KB18, LM90a, Mar91, MWR91, M87, M83, Nat87d, Nat89b, Ng95, OMA+96, Pad98, PS03, PMS+08, PT92, Pet89a, RAG11, Rei88]. system [RCZ93, RIB+13, SCV01, Sam85, Shatt, SOC0, Sni81, SE89, Sus90, TS91, TJC91b, Tue91, Tur79, TV88, Uchi86, Wat87, WW92, YK90, YB90, HWS+88, HL91, MPS87, Sho91]. System/370 [MPS87]. Systematic [Jan96, Jia94]. Systems [Age05, AFT96, ASSW93, AJ97, Ano94d, Ano94-70, Ano94-66, Ano94-143, AC84b, AG88, BAAD92, Bec01, BM93, BBC+00, BP84, Bur94a, CCKS90, CC94a, Che90e, Che92a, Che94b, CD92, CH10, CMS81, CT91, Cze93, DD98a, Dec90, DL96, Del97, Dil93, DAF90, EFIM91, EFF93, FBZ92, Fei94, Fer86, Fet95, FGK97, FBJ+94b, FL92, GJS94, GP85, GM94, GH92, GB98, GT91, GM94, GA84, GL93b, Gru97, GZA86, G93, Hab86, Hal87, HHS93, HO92b, HM97, IEE85, IEE95d, IK82, IBC+11, Jar12, JC94, KG94, KLY94, Kho94, Koe97, KS94a, KZ94, LPN94, Leg94, LJ97, LB82, Ma99, Mah94b, MM93b, MS94a, Mas93, MRAR95, NMS93, OB95, PDR94, PCK93, PS94a, Pas95, PS94b,
Pug94, RDHC94, RCK97, Raw97, RSB94, Sin94a, SC97, Srl94, Ste94c, SSOH95, SC92].

**Systems**
[ Tan95, TGL96, TP97, TG94, TVT+16, USE00b, Uch96, Uch97, VRS93, Van91b, VK80, VAGRMA90, WMBC97, WP94, WF93, Wrl91, YK94, YSL97, ZS93, And88, AS88, Ang91, Ano87c, Ano93c, Ano93g, Ano95-30, Ano96a, Ano96-29, Ano97k, AC84a, ALN+01, Bal94, Bar88, Bau88, BSJ+13, BM19, BS88b, Bra89c, BS90b, Bru90a, CS91, Cha92b, CSY89, Che89a, Che90b, Che90d, CV92a, CGLY96, CGLxx, Chexx, Che89c, CC88b, Con87a, CKD+19, Dav86b, DJM94, De 96, DSZ96, Din93, Dvds12, DS96b, Du00, EO91, Fly66, Gal87, Gal88a, GJG88, Gal89b, GP93a, GYL00, GV91, Guz86, HRC09, HVY91, HY89, HY91, Hun92, KS96a, Kam86, KK82, KK85, KK90b, KK90, Kel85, KBVH14, Kim96, KG03, Kra88, Kre95, Lee90, Lou90a, Lou90b, Lou92, Lun90, Lun94, MD04, Mc92, MV16].

**System/Soft** [ Nan86, Pol86, PO88, Ram88, Rob85, Rol96, Sci86, Saa88, Sam85, SZ89, Sch94a, SEV+09, Shi95, SG92c, SG92d, SSS90, SS97, Sum82, Tan89b, Tho90, TV98, WB88, W+12, War03, WvTB+07, Wit89, WHT93, Yan92, YVC89, YB00, YQT8V12, YK87, Zyg95, vdV91, ALPP00, Kaz92].

**Systolic** [BE93b, BE93a, KR94, Kun84, LCH87, Meh94, MM94b, MRSB94].

**Systolic/Wavefront** [Kun84].

**Szczecin** [Elm95a].

**T** [Ano00a, ACA94, ACK+95, CWLT97].

**T-90** [CWLT97].

**T21** [DSJP93].

**T3D** [KG95, AFT96, AHP97, ARE95, AZ95, BMT96, BAAAD+97, Br97, CC96, CD95a, CSM97, CESS98, CP96, DR93, EAMS95a, EAMS95b, ET96, FR96b, FR96c, Gib95, H94c, HEB96, KC95, KS93c, Mar95, MP96, MT97, MWO95, NS94, PPP95, Sch96, SZ95, ST94, SWRS97, SHM97, Str97, Stu95, Van95a, Vez95, WLN+96a, WLN+96b, WKHS97].

**T3E** [AZ99, AGLL98, ALN+01, Che99, Dow98, DAKM98, GRRM99, GYL00, HE98, HPLT01, LG97, LSK04, Ma99, PGS03, RT97, SCK+00, WOK+00, ZCPT00].

**T3E-600** [LSK04].

**T3E-900** [HE98].

**T800** [HMS87].

**Table** [B94d].

**Talking** [RFS87].

**Tags** [AKDM93].

**TaihuLight** [AYL+18, ZFF+18, CLY+19].

**Taiwan** [Kah97].

**Tackle** [Ano96a, Rol96].

**Tackling** [MK97].

**T-90** [CWLT97].

**T-21** [DJSP93].

**T3D** [KG95, AFT96, AHP97, ARE95, AZ95, BMT96, BAAAD+97, Br97, CC96, CD95a, CSM97, CESS98, CP96, DR93, EAMS95a, EAMS95b, ET96, FR96b, FR96c, Gib95, H94c, HEB96, KC95, KS93c, Mar95, MP96, MT97, MWO95, NS94, PPP95, Sch96, SZ95, ST94, SWRS97, SHM97, Str97, Stu95, Van95a, Vez95, WLN+96a, WLN+96b, WKHS97].

**Taxman** [DDJ98b].

**Taylor** [Ano00a].

**TB** [Ano95y].

**TC** [Ano97z, Ano97-31].

**TC2000** [WGR93].

**TCDMSG** [GB96].

**Tcl** [DDJ98b].

**TCP** [SKIY97].

**TDM** [FI93].

**Teachers** [ORS94, ORSS94].

**Teaching** [EP 97, Rho94, Son13, AGEL13, NSW08, WF08].

**Teaching-oriented** [AGEL13].

**Team** [Don93c, Hug94].

**Teams** [Pin01].

**Teaspoonful** [Bas95b].

**Tech** [Bar01, CCKSS90, Gar01, Ano93b, Mon89, Mon90, She93].

**Technical** [AHSS93, Ano85b, Ano97-31, Bai97, CKS99, Kad94, Kho94, Mur97, Natxxf, Nor97a, Ras91, SB90, Ano94-108, Das94, Wuo94].

**Technician** [HED93].

**Technique** [KKF96, RP94, SKSD94, EB18, Gri92, Gua88d].
Techniques
[AM93b, Ano94-34, Ano94-102, Ask93, BBC92, Bro97, BV93, CWW94, CMP94, EJL90, FV94, FJP94, Fru93, Gal96, GS01, HS96, HSxx, HKMC94, Hug93, KABG95, KT94, LB94a, NM93, OPR01, OP96, Pay97, SM94, SLRP95, TAAL95, VS99, WS90, WJ94, YSL79, Ano89f, Ara96, Arb92, Bra88, EB91, Hun91, LY90a, LKFU05, ME96, MP91d, Nee90b, NBC92, RFS87, Ren97, RGBH17, Sen88, Sch90a, SPP+05, TYZ90, WS87a, WS87b, WS87c, Wil10, ZMDS96].

Technological [Asp93, CCKSS90, Pan96].

Technologies [Ano93v, Ano94-60, Bla93, BBC+05, FT96b, FTT97, GCY+08, KHC14, SMS95, T0Y96, YSK+96, Ano92m, Ano96h, CBM+05, Hin93, IEE95c, IEE96a, Mag10, Rat87, Wat92].

Technology [AM91, Ano91h, Ano92-43, Ano93i, Ano93-31, Ano93-43, Ano93n, Ano93-42, Ano93-44, Ano94-75, Ano94-107, Ano95-47, Ano96a, Ano96-28, Ano97-32, Ber07, BS94d, BKM93, Bro81b, CBW82, Cer95, CCKSS90, CP94a, DM96a, DM96b, Egg94, FNP+84, Fos03, HMK97, IEE95a, Isk96, IBP+05, KTKK93, Ker94, Kol81, Lan94, Law00, Lin82, MI93, Mor92b, OS93, Sch95a, STSK95, Sma93, DDJ98b, SK93b, Sun94, Ano85b, Ano92u, Ano92y, Ano93b, Ano94-119, Chu94a, D+95, yFH89, WAD+89a, Gra93e, Guo94, IU87, Leg90, Nat88b, PBK96, Rol96, SMM17, SR10, Sum82, Wil88b, WAD+89b, CCKSS90, KWW92].

Technology-based [Isk96]. Technophile [Due89]. Tektronix [CCKSS90]. Tektronix [JLC98]. Tele [JLC98]. Tele-Immersion [JLC98]. telecom [DSZ96].


Templates [HC99]. Temporal [BPL95, HV95, PCK93, RBK95, Ruh95, Ste95, VV94, VT95]. Ten [Tri95c].

Tennessee [Pan96, Ch190, IEE94c].

TensorFlow [KSM+19]. tensors [Ara14].

Teraflo [Ano00c, Ano00d, Fox90b, Ano97i, Ano98g, Gar92, MSW96, Ano94-130].

Teraflips [Ano97c, Ins87a, Ins87b, Ins90].

TERPSICHORE [ACG+90]. Terra [DHA+13]. Terrain [Fie93, Max81, OLLG96]. Test [Ano94-109, Ano97x, Bel93, BS94d, Gru97, HT193, HED93, OBR94, RP94, S96, SJA94, CSFS00, HBB+05, Sta88, IK91]. Testbed [KGB+96, SHB91, Mes93b]. Testbeds [Ano90i]. Testing [DAF+90, FS93a, HM93c].

Tests [Was96b, Wil94, KB18, PP91]. Tetrahydropyridazinones [JBI91]. TpX [And89].

TEX [And89].

Texas [HS+91, Nas91, Uni89b].

Text [Deu86, PTS93]. textbook [Ano85b]. Texts [Pug94, SLML93]. Texture [CM93, RPY94].

TFFOLP [MSW96, GKS09].

Tflop/s [GKS09].

Tflops [Ano94-59, GGG+98, HFCM98, MH98, Mit98].

Thailand [US01].

Thalamo [VT95].

Thalamo-Cortical [VT95]. theater [SIG90b].

Their [Che94b, Her89, Pet97, Ano94-128, Bab94, CV92a, CK29b, DWW92, GS89b, Gil94b, LK93, Mi89, MRAR95, MS93, Pol88a, SH94a, Tze86]. them [AL92, Bur94a, Sha95b].

theatrical [Ano96i].

theme [Ch94a].

Theorem [HA90b].

Theoretical [HS94a, NU91, SH93, BMR85, Gir91, OMM93, SH94b, Sho91].

Theories

THEORY

[Ano93-43, Ano93-31, Ano93-42, Ano93n, Ano93-44, Ano94-75, Ano94-107, Ano95-47, Ano96a, Ano96-28, Ano97-32, Ber07, BS94d, BKM93, Bro81b, CBW82, Cer95, CCKSS90, CP94a, DM96a, DM96b, Egg94, FNP+84, Fos03, HMK97, IEE95a, Isk96, IBP+05, KTKK93, Ker94, Kol81, Lan94, Law00, Lin82, MI93, Mor92b, OS93, Sch95a, STSK95, Sma93, DDJ98b, SK93b, Sun94, Ano85b, Ano92u, Ano92y, Ano93b, Ano94-119, Chu94a, D+95, yFH89, WAD+89a, Gra93e, Guo94, IU87, Leg90, Nat88b, PBK96, Rol96, SMM17, SR10, Sum82, Wil88b, WAD+89b, CCKSS90, KWW92].
Theory [ALPP00, BJ93, Dec90, GAW96a, KMG96, Lei91, MTK93, RMH93, Sch92b, VRS93, Vuj93, Wei90, Ano92g, ALN01, Deg90, KM85, Lei89, Mag10, McC88, MHP43, MR86, MR87, MSTK93, Ons88, PT92, Poo96a, RLKW93, Sie90, Win02, GAW96b].

therapies [Ano93p, DCG93, DCGxx, DT96, Ano89a].

Thermal [ANS92, KLSC97, KO93b, KS90, Sch92b, TGV08, Asl91b, Woo92, Woo94].

Thermal-Aware [TGV08].

Thermal-Hydraulic [KO93b].

thermal-hydraulics [Woo92, Woo94].

thermally [KfGERJxx].

thermally-stratified [KfGERJxx].

Thermo [NS93]. Thermo-Fluid [NS93].

Thermochemical [VA94].

Thermodynamic [OGOR97].

Thermofluids [BGIM90].

these [Sha95b].

thesis [Pan96].

they're [Rya90].

Thin objects [PA93a].

Thin-film objects [Ano95w, Hua92, PIH04].

Thin-parallel objects [Ano95w].

Thinking [Lee94, Ano92-44]. Third [Ano88v, BR93, C*97, DT97, HM93b, IHIS91, KK88, KK89a, McC88, EIE94d, Wei92, WLN+96a, WLN+96b, Ste01a].

Third-generation [Wei92]. third-party [WLN+96a, WLN+96b]. Thirst [Dak90].

Thirteenth [TC94]. Thirty [Bel86].

Thirty-first [Bel86]. THOR [Dav00].

Thor [Ano94s]. Thought [Han89].

thoughts [UI83]. Threaded [EHG95, AACK92].

Threads [Ano94-7, FHM95]. threaten [Ano95].

Three [ACG+90, Ano92-38, Ano94-103, BrRs+11, BB91b, DLPQ94, GWH93, HFT94, KBG+13, KJ85, Koc93, KO93b, LMM85b, LMM85a, LMM86, Man90, OK93, OMR93, Rue92, SSG93, SBHW80, Soe94, WD93a, WFT93, Woor96b, Ach99, Ano96z, BR95, BS91, DD90, HL88a, HP88b, LLDF95, MB97, Nee90b, Nix92, SWL+91].

Three-Dimensional [ACG+90, DLPQ94, GWH93, HFT94, KO93b, Man90, OK93, Soe94, WD93a, KJ85, SBHW80, BR95, BS91, HP88b, LLDF95, MB97, Nee90b, Nix92].
[DP96, WG94]. Transmission
[KC93a, MZ95]. Transmissions [Cig97].
transmittance [TM88]. Transonic
[KC93a, MZ95]. Transmissions [Cig97].
transmission [TM88]. Transport [AD97, ALM93, Ada93, AFML93, Bak93, BL93, DMPR93, Fie93, FA93, GHWW93, HL93a, JW93, KE93, MKND97, MS94a, MNR93, MMRL93, ML93, Nat84, PA93a, PH97, Sus93, TKI93, Uen93, Vui93, WD93a, WABD97, YA93, YCC97, ZL97, ARW93a, BLFT84, Chi86].
Transportability [KFF93b].
Transportation [CJ93, FD93, ITOK93, TIOK94, Ano94a, Ano94-75, Ano96a, NSH95, Rol96].
Transtech [Ste94c]. TRANSYT [Par90b].
TRANSYT-7F [Par90b]. Trapezoid [Mas92].
Tree [CRY94, SSM93, BAAD97, BAD97].
Trees [AFAGR96, Lei85, BJZDA96, Fid91].
Tree-Structured [CRY94].
tremendously [HHS01b]. Trendsetter [Gil88].
triangular [AS88, RG92]. Trichloroethylene [WWKR97].
TRICOMM [VO93].
Tridimensional
[VY88, BS88b, Gao86, LPS86, SE98, WB88].
Tridiagonalization [BSL94]. tried [Ano94k]. trillion [Ano97v, Bas95b]. trim [Bro17]. TRIMARAN [Mon93].
TRIMARAN-1 [Mon93]. triply [RLKW93]. TRIPOLI
[MNV93, MBN93, VNB93]. TRIPOLI-2
[MNV93]. TRIPOLI-3 [VNB93].
Trondheim [Kow89b]. trouble [Ano95x].
Truck [BPUS94, HR93]. Trucks [MS97].
Truly [Ano94-141]. Trust [Cla18].
trying [Ano95a]. TSMC [Ano03]. Tsukuba
[NN90]. Tube [KS93b]. Tunable
[WF94, SEV9+9]. Tuned [GAV95]. tuning
BLW11, Con88]. Tunnel
[Ano94-32, FI91, GI93]. Tunnels [Ano94-68].
Turbine [MKG90, PI94, VHB93].
Turbomachinery [BF97]. Turbocharger [OGOR97].
Turbulence
[BS93, Gha96, KfGERJxx, LC94, MKD90, MK97, OK93, PB94b, Pop91, Soe94, SJDV90, WG93a, BS91, FKL+98, KEP13].
Turbulent [BD93b, CAB93, FA93, GFM96, GW93, HVS93, KS93b, PSB01, RI94, KfGERJxx, ZBN+19].
Turing
[HN93]. turmoil [Ano96a]. Turn [Ano88w].
Turnaround [Gar99]. Tutor
[Ano88m, Pet89a].
Tutorial
[BF95, Hwa84, Ano88v, Pot88]. TV
[Ano90j]. twentieth [Ham94]. twentieth
[YB86]. Twenty [Sin94a, Gra94]
.
Twenty-eighth [Sin94a]. twenty-fourth
[Gr94a]. Twin [YMZ90]. twinning [GE12].
TWIST [SK94]. Twisted [SIK94].
Two
[AD97, ADLL01, Ano95l, ACL93, AK93, BSJ96, BY96, BSL94, Che90a, DLMW95, EFPSS93, EBS98, FI93, GMBW93, Hun94, JV93, Lu93, MP94, MT13, MM94c, OK93, OMR93, PC93, RT93, Re88, RB94, Sa93b, Sch93b, SW94, TKM96, VLA92, VD96, Fin94, Ano94-120, Ano94-121, BS91, CC88a, CGL92, MSCxx, KMB90, LMP90, Sca92, SM92, Wil88a, WKM90, WBP87].
Two-Box [OK93]. Two-Dimensional
[AD97, AK93, BSJ96, Hum94, TKM96, VD96, BS91, SM92]. Two-electron
Two-Fluid [PC93, RT93, Sch93b].
Two-Group [JV93].
Two-Phase [Saa93b].
two-point [KMB09].
Two-sided [MM94c].
Two-Stage [FI93].
Two-Step [BSL94].
two-tier [Sca92].
Two-Time [ACL93].
TX [HS*91, GG97b].
Type [BLO94, SKIY97, ZS89, KH93, LPS90].
Types [GAV95, Kim96, WHL93].
Tyre [CP92c].
U.S [Por86, Tec89].
U.S.A [KK85].
Ubiquitous [BGH+02, FT97b, GTT97].
UbiWorld [DP97, PS96].
UCAR [Ano97k, Nat98].
UCITA [Gar01].
UIS [Sch94b].
UK [BP89b, BP93, HK93, Ano92-42, Ano95v, Coo95].
Ulam [Ano87c].
Ultimate [CCKSS90, NW97, BDRR94].
Ultra [Car91, FBCB18].
Ultra-Green [FBCB18].
Ultrafast [Gar99].
Ultrahigh [AM91].
Ultrahigh-Speed [AM91].
Ultrasonic [DGT94].
UNAM [C+97, Fra94, GG+97a].
UNAM-CRAY [Fra94, C+97, GG+97a].
Unbalanced [Ano94c].
Unbroken [Sul97].
Uncertain [Ano94-98, Ano95-35, Sat93].
Uncertainties [VRSG93].
Uncertainty [GIBGA93, IK93].
Unconditionally [AABB93].
Undecidable [RJ13].
undercarriage [HPS88].
Undergraduate [Ano94-71, MAFW08, SC91a, WF08].
Undergraduates [BBHL01].
Understanding [Bar93b, BCC+08, CKCSS90, DDLV93, Dun99, Hor98, KA93a, TMP94, Wor84].
Unesco [Ano90g].
UNI [VD94].
UNI-ECU [VD94].
UNICORE [AS99].
Unicos [Rit88a, Rit88c].
Unification [Sch95b, CRM94].
Unified [Dic94, DFS93, HBDS93, JC94b, Pet97, TAAL95, YS94].
Uniform [CWW94, KB94, OP96, WRW93, AS99, Rob89].
unifying [CS91].
Unimodular [Ano94-47, Ban90].
Uninitiated [Wil96].
Union [Ano89o, WG93b].
Uniprocessor [Cal86].
unprocessors [KW92].
Unisys [Hod87].
Unit [GIBGA93, IHE+00, KISY94, CBB+05].
Unite [Ano97r].
United [ACM94, Bro91b, ML95b, OMM93, Tho93c, KLQ19].
Units [BH17, KB97].
Universal [FJ91, GM94a, Ros95, WG94, Jor86, Lei85].
Universality [CF92].
Universidad [FRA94, WS99, BAO01, Yos09].
Universities [Dal84, Fer83, Ano97-30].
University [Ano88d, Ano97f, Asp93, CL91, Cra96, DP91, HS+91, NAS93, Nas91, NBC92, Joh86b, AA93, Cor89b, Goo88, Min92, Pan96, Uni98b, US01].
Unix [Hil97, BE88, Bin88, Car89b, Chr90, Coc03a, Coc03b, USE90, GL94, MK92a, MK92b].
unleashes [Ano95-32].
Unlimited [YSKS95].
Unloading [DM93].
unperturbed [Eij91].
Unsteady [CAB93, HFT94, HS94d].
Unstructured [Ano94b, Ano94-114, Ano94-117, BS94e, JP94, MR95, NC02, NK94, PPM90, VTTS98].
Unsymmetric [GMW94, HV94, Van91b, DD88, Dav89, DY90, DS96b, GMW91, Wij98b].
Unveil [Gar99].
unveiling [Ano95h].
Unveils [Pau09, Ano93h, Ano93-27, Ano93-28, Ano94-27, Ano93].
Unwrapping [SPGD98].
Update [Ano90j].
Ano93-45, Ano94-142, Ano94-114, Ano94-117, BS94e, JP94, MR95, NC02, NK94, PPM90, VTTS98].
Upgrade [DBK09].
Upgrades [Fed96].
Uploads [Bar00a, Bar00b].
upon [AJFH86].
Upper [LZ95, LL94].
ups [Ano03, Ano93b].
Upscatter [AM93a].
Urban [SLS96].
US$100M [Ano96-43].
US$6 [Ano94-86].
US$67 [Ano90r]. **US/ROC** [COS89]. **USA** [Ano93m, IEE85, IEE95d, LRR93b, LCV90a, MB94b, PEH93, S’93, SR93b, ACM96, ACM03, ANS92, Ano95-38, Ano96l, CBCH93, EM94b, HS+91, IEE94b, IEE95b, IEE95c, KK89a, LCV90b, L+93, Lim93, MW88, MB93, RD94, USE00a, USE00b, Wuo94]. **usable** [Pol88b]. **Usage** [EJL90, Nat84, VMS93, Pry94]. **Use** [Bel93, BHMH98, BS01, CU90, DD90, Dil93, EM94a, HTV88, HC93, HK93b, Hug93, KH93, LCV90b, L+93, Lim93, MW88, MB93, RD94, USE00a, USE00b, Wuo94]. **Useful** [JA92b, JA92a]. **Usenet** [Coc01]. **USENIX** [Coc01]. **User** [Ano94f, Ano97q, DLM99, KCOP94, MH18, Nat86c, RRSS93, TH19, Y+92, Bru90b, Chexx, EM91, GG88, Ham90, LM92, MPC89, MRS88, Mou89, Mou90, Nor89, Nor93b, SH91, SS90c, Won90]. **User-Interface** [Y+92]. **User-Level** [Ano94f, KCOP94]. **USERNET** [KGLA85]. **Users** [Ano90k, Ano94j, Erw84, PC94a, Ano92-44, Ano93-40, Ano94-27, Ano94-31, Ano95g, HCD+18, JT91, PF90, Uni91a]. **Uses** [Sah94a, Ano90a]. **ushering** [Zor92]. **Using** [ABB94, AJ97, AH93, Ano94-89, Ano94-94, Ano94-104, Ano94-143, Ano95-31, Ano18, AAS88, AM94, AHOK02, AA93, BMGR96, BJL95, BGS’12, BS98a, Ber95b, BBHL01, BS94d, BSJK93, BM93b, BD94, Bre87, BB98, BS98b, BK91b, Cha93, CTD’16, Che99, CB02, CHMS94, CCS97, Col94, CT94, Cox88, Dip96, D94c, EJ97, Fahl94, dCCF01, FR81, FG92, FV94, FS93b, GMW94, GSG’94, GHK+91, GI93, GD94a, GML90, GZA86, HS95a, HB96, Has84, INKN01, IJM14, IHSK93, IK91, JC94a, Joh97, JML96, Kau93b, KFF93a, KST94, Koc93, Kon96, KKF96, KB97, KK96b, KW11, KCZJ14, LHM90, LPL97, Lu93, LCD97, MKND97, Mas91, Mas92, ME87, Mis90, Mon93, MM94c, Nag88, OK93, OP91, OLL96, PH11, PK80, PRS94, PW94, RS94a, RG94, SGS93, SG92a, SNS95, Sha87]. **Using** [STN93, SAGS93, Sill91, Sin18, SA82, SHG95, SJDV90, SC91a, TJ94, TGL96, Van13, Wag96, WH93, Wal92, WBP87, Web93, WFT93, Wll93, WL96, YOY97, YKK96, YSL97, vdG97, AGZ94b, AZC13, AM93b, ABGL96, AM96, BBC92, BI91, BMW91, BJ+16, But92, CBA90, Che96, CV88c, Chi86, COC93, CS90, Cla18, CNC’08, DLP94, Din92, Don85, DH86a, EB18, Ece96, cFM07, Fin82, FKL’08, For93, GP93a, Gok91, Goo97, HOSZ97, Han03, HBKR96, Hea91, Hun90, Hun91, HP88b, IBM01a, IAI92, KWH94, KSP13, KDB95, Kra88, Kue93, Lan93, Man89a, Man92, MdB95, M94b, MB97, MS91, NH95, Nu91, OKY’14, ODAZ15, PPM90, PEH93, RPY94, RW94b, SCG’08, SNS’97, SZ89, SNPE14, Sat93, Smi92, SW99, Svo93, TM88, TF97, TOWC15, VSH91, Vez95, WHBH93, Was96a, WQS92]. **used** [STN93, SAGS93, Sill91, Sin18, SA82, SHG95, SJDV90, SC91a, TJ94, TGL96, Van13, Wag96, WH93, Wal92, WBP87, Web93, WFT93, Wll93, WL96, YOY97, YKK96, YSL97, vdG97, AGZ94b, AZC13, AM93b, ABGL96, AM96, BBC92, BI91, BMW91, BJ+16, But92, CBA90, Che96, CV88c, Chi86, COC93, CS90, Cla18, CNC’08, DLP94, Din92, Don85, DH86a, EB18, Ece96, cFM07, Fin82, FKL’08, For93, GP93a, Gok91, Goo97, HOSZ97, Han03, HBKR96, Hea91, Hun90, Hun91, HP88b, IBM01a, IAI92, KWH94, KSP13, KDB95, Kra88, Kue93, Lan93, Man89a, Man92, MdB95, M94b, MB97, MS91, NH95, Nu91, OKY’14, ODAZ15, PPM90, PEH93, RPY94, RW94b, SCG’08, SNS’97, SZ89, SNPE14, Sat93, Smi92, SW99, Svo93, TM88, TF97, TOWC15, VSH91, Vez95, WHBH93, Was96a, WQS92]. **using** [Wil88a, WMK90, WOG94, Yi11, IBM01b]. **USSR** [Rya92]. **UT** [AN92, Ano95-38, Isk96]. **Utah** [SC93]. **UTCHEM** [SPS91]. **Utility** [FHM95]. **Utilization** [WOK’00, ADG’05]. **Utilizing** [HHF86, HHF87, MTK93, Nor97b, SB01, Ro19]. **UX** [Ano93m]. **V** [WFT93, Tem83, Wom90, PPR95]. **VA** [S+93, HKS93]. **vacation** [Pie92]. **Validate** [Wea97]. **Validation** [CPR93, FD97, GP93b, KE93, MNV93, MAA93b, Con00, IBM13c]. **Validity** [MF97]. **Value** [Mas95, BS87a, BS88a, Che94a]. **Valve** [SP94]. **Vancouver** [Ano91m]. **Vaporization** [KR94b]. **Variability** [FBCB18, Hey96]. **Variable**
[BWGG94, Li91]. Variable-Complexity [BWGG94]. variables [AH90, Jay87, Lil89].
Variably [TOWC15]. Variance
[Ano94-111, BL93, Mis90]. Variant
[AK94, SAGS93, Cha92b]. Variation
[Raw97, Wea97]. Variational [DMPR93, HHSW93, Kau93a, Rul93, WLH00].
Variations [RHH96, BtR95]. various
[Don85, SPS91]. Varying [PCK93].
VAX [BMSD94]. VAX/VMS [BMSD94].
vCUDA [SCSL12]. VEC [JML96].
VEC-SM2 [JML96]. VECFEM
[Bra93, GRSS93]. VECFEM-Powerful
[GRSS93]. Vector
[AK87, And90b, Ano94r, Ano94-122, Ano94-123, Ano94-130, Ano96-44, Ano97-33,
Asa98, AT93a, AT93b, BOS93, BAT99, BB93, Bra93, BCHJ94, BS98b, CBCJ92, Che89b,
CDC+87, CP94c, DL96, DL90, DDB+10, Far90, FR81, FHKT97, G94b, Gen94,
HHOM91, HHOM92, Hos88, IHE+00, IJM14, JC94c, Koe96, Koe97, Kor93, KT80, KZ94,
LPV94, MNR86, MNB94, MM91b, MS93, Mur91a, OY91, PVA94, Pet83, PHV95,
SKY94, SKIY97, ST92, Sul91, Uch96, Uch97, UT91, WKL95, WNS96, Web93, Yan93,
ZM86, ASM86, Ano93c, Ano95h, Ano95i, Ano95x, B95, Cha92a, CP92b, CP92c,
DD90, Def87, Deg90, DB95, EE93, ESTA94, FFM95, Fu99, GJ87, GL96a, GL96b, GL97,
Gua87b, GS89d, GZ89r, GHS86, Guz88, Haw86, Hea91, HS93c, Jor87, Kla93, McC94,
Mii93, MU83, MPS87, MHP84]. vector
[NRN00, Par90c, Rav92, Rav95, R+00, RR89, Sam85, Sch89b, Sch87c, Sch88b, Sch87d,
Tan89a, Tho93b, Tru88, TV88, Tru89, WLI00, Wij98a, dV87]. vector-efficient
[Par90c]. vector-multi-processing [Def87]. Vector-Parallel
[Koe96, Koe97, Uch96, Uch97, CBCJ92, NR00, R+00].
Vector-Processing [HE+00, McC94].
Vector-Processor [HHOM91, HHOM92].
Vector-computer [Kor93].
Vector-computer [Kor93].
wire-limited \cite{HY92}. wireless
\cite{Ano95e, Ano95f}. wireless
\cite{Ano96b, Ano00b}. Wires \cite{TSCG94}. wiring \cite{HY91, yHY92}. within
\cite{CLPV93, KKPR93}, without
\cite{Ano90o, Fos03}. Wizards \cite{Mur97, Nor97a}. Wolfe \cite{MP91a}. Wolfe/gradient \cite{MP91b}. Women \cite{Pin01}. Won't \cite{Ano93-30}. wood \cite{Ano91m}. Word \cite{Cra91, Pev93}. Work \cite{PD94, RS94c, RDZ93, Ano95c, Das94, HHS01b, Win02}. Work-Load \cite{RS94c}. Workforce \cite{Lat16}. Working \cite{Rep92, RG94, Ano90t, YH90}. Workload \cite{Ano94-37, BD94, SWG06, VSB94, Bra93, HW96, LMP90, Liu95, MM94a, NBKP95a, Wen94, Cap96, DB95, FT93b, Hll97, Lev89, Mac96, NBKP95b, PZGL91, SD92, Tri95a, Tri95b}. World
\cite{Ano88v, Ano90g, ACA94, Bar00c, Bar00d, Che90f, IS95, KKK99a, Mac90, Tho96a, Tho96b, TW92, VAS82, Ano90n, Ano93b, Ano96l, Ano97x, Ano97v, Ano00b, DJM94, DZM9+13, Gra94, LM92, Pie92, Ano95-32, VSW94, Zhe97}. Wormhole
\cite{Ano94-53, Ano94-88, CB94, PDR94, RE94, TM94a, TM94b, WK95}. Wormhole-Routed
\cite{Ano94-88, PDR94, TM94a, TM94b, WK95}. Worth \cite{Mul96}. Would
\cite{DCG93, DCGxx, Poo96a}. write
\cite{CV91a, CV92b, MWRK18}. write-through
\cite{CV91a}. WSDL \cite{Bar01}. Wunsch \cite{AFF93}. Wurttemberg \cite{Sch94b}.

X \cite{CK90, ALM93, Ano85b, ABHS89b, ABHS89a, BH92a, Cal85a, Cal85b, CDMW94, CM84, Cha84, CM86, CDH84, Che89b, CS84, CS86a, Daa88, DO89, DP90, DH91a, DH86b, DH86a, EE93, EY91, FSY88, GKL9+87, GS89d, GZA86, Gur88, Ho91, Hoc85, HKN89, HES93, HFH86, HFH87, KN88, Kra88, KM85, Lar84, LMM85b, LMM85a, LMM86, MMR90b, MMR90a, Meu87, MBK87, MF93, Nag88, NR86, OL86, OD89, PB94a, Par90c, PBK91, Rei85, RS85, RSS93, Rit88b, Rit88a, RR89, SW91, Sea86, SSLR90, Svo93, hTD88, Tem89a, Tem89b, VSH90, VM87, Vol89, VY88, WHBH93, Wes89, WB85, Wii88a, WMM90, Y9+92, ZM86}. X-IMAGE
\cite{RRSS93}. X-MP
\cite{ABHS89b, ABHS89a, BH92a, Cal85a, Cal85b, CM84, Cha84, CM86, Che89b, CS84, CS86a, DO89, DP90, DH91a, DH86b, EE93, EY91, FSY88, GKL9+87, GS89d, GZA86, Gur88, Ho91, Hoc85, HKN89, HES93, HFH86, HFH87, KN88, Kra88, KM85, Lar84, LMM85b, LMM85a, LMM86, MMR90b, MMR90a, Meu87, MBK87, MF93, Nag88, NR86, OL86, OD89, PB94a, Par90c, PBK91, Rei85, RS85, RSS93, Rit88b, Rit88a, RR89, SW91, Sea86, SSLR90, Svo93, hTD88, Tem89a, Tem89b, VSH90, VM87, Vol89, VY88, WHBH93, Wes89, WB85, Wii88a, WMM90, Y9+92, ZM86}. X-MP-2
\cite{CDH84, Lar84}. X-MP-4
\cite{DH86b, DH86a}. X-MP-like \cite{WB85}. X-MP/2 \cite{Cha84, LMM85b, LMM85a}. X-MP/24 \cite{GKL9+87, LMM86}. X-MP/416 \cite{VY88}. X-MP/48
\cite{HFH86, HFH87, Meu87, Nag88, VM87}. 
X-MP/Model [RR89]. X-Ray [CDMW94, PB94a]. X-Window [Y+92].
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